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ABSTRACT 

The regularization term in the objective function of an inverse problem is equivalent to the 

“model covariance” in Tarantola’s wording. It is not entirely reasonable to consider the model 

covariance to be isotropic and homogenous, as done in classical Tikhonov regularization, 

because the correlation relationships among model cells are likely to change with different 

directions and locations. The structure-constrained image-guided inversion method, presented in 

this thesis, aims to solve this problem, and can be used to integrate different types of geophysical 

data and geological information. The method is first theoretically developed and successfully 

tested with electrical resistivity data. Then it is applied to hydraulic tomography, and promising 

hydraulic conductivity models are obtained as well. With a correct guiding image, the 

image-guided inversion results not only follow the correct structure patterns, but also are closer 

to the true model in terms of parameter values, when compared with the conventional inversion 

results. To further account for the uncertainty in the guiding image, a Bayesian inversion scheme 

is added to the image-guided inversion algorithm. Each geophysical model parameter and 

geological (structure) model parameter is described by a probability density. Using the data 

misfit of image-guided inversion of the geophysical data as criterion, a stochastic (image-guided) 

inversion algorithm allows one to optimize both the geophysical model and the geological model 

at the same time. The last problem discussed in this thesis is, image-guided inversion and 

interpolation can help reduce non-uniqueness and improve resolution when utilizing spectral 

induced polarization data and petrophysical relationships to estimate permeability, 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Inverse problems are used in geophysics to image subsurface properties from surface or 

borehole measurements. Geoscientists usually discretize the subsurface into cells and try to find 

the distribution of the physical properties (e.g. density, seismic velocity, electrical resistivity) 

within the cells. These distributions are set up in the form of a model parameter vector m. The 

goal is to try to estimate m with a set of measured geophysical data d. The forward operator g, 

either linear or nonlinear, is assumed to be known, even though it might be an approximation of 

the real physical relationship. By solving g(m) = d and minimizing an objective function, an 

inverted model can be obtained. Typically, regularization is needed to stabilize the solution. A 

very common method is to use smoothness as the regularizer, for example first- or second-order 

Tikhonov regularization, approximating the first- or second-order derivative of the model, 

respectively. This can be an unreasonable choice. The regularization term in the objective 

function is equivalent to the model covariance in Tarantola’s inversion theory. Tikhonov 

regularization introduces an isotropic and spatially invariant model covariance, meaning the 

model cells have the same correlation to other cells in all directions and all locations, which is 

rarely true in real earth models.  

To overcome this problem, I developed, analyzed and tested a different approach: 

structure-constrained image-guided inversion. In this method, I assume models of different 

physical properties possess similar structure features, thus similar correlation among model cells, 

and then consider these correlation relationships as anisotropic and spatially varying. As a result, 

we can directly incorporate the structure constraints extracted from a secondary image into the 
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regularization of the inversion of the primary geophysical data. The secondary image can come 

from a seismic or Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) image, or simply a geological cross-section. 

We assume the structure features of the secondary image are consistent with the true subsurface 

geology. The structure features are quantified and represented by a tensor field calculated from 

the image, hence the name “structure-constrained and image-guided”. Using this method, to 

invert for geophysical models not only makes more geological sense, but also tends to reach a 

better estimation of the model. Another important benefit of the structure-constrained 

image-guided approach is that it takes advantage of more than one kind of data, for example, 

geophysical survey methods where the sensitivity maps are complimentary. This method can 

also conveniently combine geophysical and geological data. As an alternative to joint inversion, 

this is an efficient and effective way for data integration, and easy to implement as well. 

When performing the image-guided inversion to recover a geophysical model, the guiding 

image is assumed to be correct, in the sense that it contains correct representative structure 

features. However in the real world, the guiding images often have some level of uncertainty 

themselves, adding to the uncertainty of geophysical inversion results. In this case, the data 

misfit of the image-guided inversion of geophysical data can be used as a criterion, as long as we 

make sure the inversion is only fitting the data, not the noise. This can be taken care of with 

many techniques such as using discrepancy principle or L-curve to choose regularization 

parameter. To show an example of how the criterion works, among three images, if one results in 

a smaller data misfit than the other two after image-guided inversion, this image is considered to 
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have a higher possibility to be correct than the other two. We can extend this principle to a large 

set of images. By introducing a stochastic method (the Adaptive Metroplis, Markov chain Monte 

Carlo (McMC) sampler), and combining this approach with the deterministic image-guided 

inversion, the guiding image (i.e., the corresponding geological model) and the geophysical 

model can both be optimized. 

This thesis contains six chapters. The four body chapters are accepted, submitted or under 

preparation journal papers.  

Chapter 2 is a paper published in Geophysical Journal International. For the first time, we 

explain in detail the theory of image-guided inversion, and its application to electrical resistivity 

tomography. This approach is based on extracting structure information from a secondary image 

(seismic/GPR/geological cross-section) by calculating the structure and diffusion tensor field and 

using structure information to constrain the inversion through structure-oriented four-direction 

smoothing. Two synthetic examples and two field examples are tested with the image-guided 

inversion method. The image-guided predicted model not only honors the subsurface structure 

better, but also better recovers the model parameter values (closer to true values), compared to 

conventional inversion method results. The relatively sparse recovered model is then further 

interpolated into higher resolution with more structure details, also under the guidance of the 

same soft data (the secondary image). This method is called image-guided interpolation. It uses a 

unique tensor-guided way to interpolate known samples into a higher-resolution model. This has 

especially good performance in honoring the structure features of the secondary image. 
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Chapter 3 corresponds to a paper submitted to Advances in Water Resources. It continues to 

use the four-direction structure-oriented smoothing discussed in Chapter 2 and applies 

image-guided inversion to steady-state hydraulic tomography. The image-guided inversion for 

hydraulic conductivity has been tested in three synthetic examples. The measured data in this 

problem are hydraulic heads recorded during a series of pumping and injection tests. Due to the 

cost, usually the number of wells is very limited, resulting in a small number of measurements as 

well. Hence the inverse problem is highly underdetermined and ill-posed, depending on, of 

course, the density of cells. If a guiding image coming from secondary data is available (e.g. 

seismic, GPR or, in the case of this chapter, the geological horizontal section), the image-guided 

inversion approach can help reduce the non-uniqueness, better recover the model parameter 

values, and make the model obey geological features. This chapter also uses the image-guided 

interpolation method to further interpolate the image-guided inversion results into 

higher-resolution models. 

 Chapter 4 is a paper submitted to Geophysics that studies the uncertainty of the guiding 

image, and tries to optimize both the geophysical model and geological model as described 

above. Apart from the geophysical model, the geological (structural) model is also considered 

unknown and is parameterized into a few representative parameters, each of which has a 

distribution. By using a series of techniques (i.e. Bayesian inversion, Adaptive Metropolis 

algorithm, McMC, and most importantly, image-guided inversion), the idea of optimizing the 

geophysical model and geological model at the same time is tested and promising outputs are 
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obtained. Also in this chapter, I improve the image-guided inversion scheme by using a local 

Laplacian filter instead of four-direction smoothing, which directly uses both the eigenvalues and 

the eigenvectors of the tensor field, and thus better handles the continuous analog model 

parameters.  

 Chapter 5 is a paper intended for publication in Water Resources Research that uses 

petrophysical relationships to estimate characteristic relaxation time and formation factor from 

spectral induced polarization data, and use these values to predict a permeability map. 

Image-guided inversion and interpolation that utilizing independent structural information as 

constraint can notably improve the inverted complex conductivity model hence the predicted 

permeability map. A synthetic case corresponding to cross-well spectral induced polarization 

tomography and permeability estimation of four formations displaced by a normal fault is tested.  
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CHAPTER 2 IMAGE-GUIDED INVERSION OF ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY DATA 

 

Modified from a paper published in Geophysical Journal International 

Zhou, J., Revil, A., Karaoulis, M., Hale, D., Doetsch & J., Cuttler, S., 2014a. Image-guided 

inversion of electrical resistivity data, Geophys. J. Int., 197(1), 292-309, 

doi:10.1093/gji/ggu001. 

J. Zhou1, A. Revil1, 2, M. Karaoulis1, D. Hale3, J. Doetsch4, and S. Cuttler1 

2.1 Abstract 

Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) is based on solving a Poisson equation for the 

electrical potential and is characterized by a good sensitivity only in the vicinity of the electrodes 

used to gather the data. To provide more information to ERT, we propose an image-guided or 

structure-constrained inversion of the apparent resistivity data. This approach uses structural 

information obtained directly from a guiding image. This guiding image can be drawn from a 

high resolution geophysical method based on the propagation equation (e.g. migrated seismic or 

ground penetrating radar images) or possibly from a geological cross-section of the subsurface 

based on some prior geological expertise. The locations and orientations of the structural features 

can be extracted by image processing methods to determine the structure tensor and the 

semblances of the guiding image at a set of pixel. Then, we introduce these structural constraints 

                                                
1. Colorado School of Mines, Department of Geophysics, Golden, 80401, CO, USA 

2. ISTerre, CNRS, UMR CNRS 5275, Université de Savoie, 73376 cedex, Le Bourget du Lac, France 

3. Colorado School of Mines, Dept. of Geophysics, Center for Wave Phenomena, Golden, 80401, CO, USA 

4. Department of Geoscience, Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark 
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into the inversion of the apparent resistivity data by weighting the four-direction smoothing 

matrix to smooth along, but not across, structural features. This approach allows preserving both 

discontinuities and coherences in the inversion of the resistivity data. The image-guided 

inversion is also combined with an image-guided interpolation approach used to focus a smooth 

resistivity image. This yields structurally appealing resistivity tomograms, while the whole 

process remains computationally efficient. Such a procedure generates a more realistic resistivity 

distribution (closer to the true ones), which can be, in turn, used quantitatively using appropriate 

petrophysical transforms, to obtain parameters of interest such as porosity and saturation. We 

check the validity of this approach using two synthetic case studies as well as two real datasets. 

For the field data, the image used to guide the inversion of the electrical resistivity data is a GPR 

section in the first case and a combination of seismic and structural information in the second 

case, which corresponds to a geothermal site at Pagosa Springs, in Colorado.  

2.2 Introduction  

The direct current (DC) resistivity method is a galvanometric method based on the 

injection/retrieval of a low-frequency (typically 1–10 Hz) electrical current in the ground (using 

a pair of metallic electrodes) and the record of a difference of voltage between at least two other 

electrodes. Modern instruments are simultaneously using several tens to several hundreds of 

electrodes to produce large datasets of resistance or apparent resistivity data. These raw apparent 

resistivity data can be inverted to obtain a resistivity tomogram of the subsurface. This procedure, 

called electrical resistivity (or resistance) tomography (ERT) or imaging (ERI), is a broadly used 
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and low-cost geophysical method. Usual applications concern the shallow subsurface (<50 m; 

Mazac et al. 1987; Linde et al. 2006; Johnson et al. 2010) but ERT can also be used for imaging 

large-scale structures a few kilometres below the ground surface, such as active volcanoes, 

crustal faults and geothermal systems (e.g. Storz et al. 2000; Caputo et al. 2003; G´elis et al. 

2010; Revil et al. 2010; Richards et al. 2010). Revil et al. (2012) recently provided a review of 

the applications of ERT to water resources and geothermal fields.  

For each apparent resistivity measurement, an electrical current is injected in the ground 

using a pair of electrodes, and a difference of electrical potential is measured using a second pair 

of electrodes (several pairs can be used as well). A resistance can be determined using Ohm’s 

law. This resistance can be recasted into an apparent resistivity accounting for the geometry of 

the electrodes, the topography, and the insulating boundary condition at the air-ground interface 

(e.g. Günther & Rücker 2006a,b). The collection of apparent resistivity data forms a 

pseudo-section, which corresponds to a collection of normalized voltages. There are many ways 

to invert a pseudo-section to determine a resistivity model of the subsurface. By default, ERT 

practitioners use gradient-based approaches (for instance the Gauss–Newton approach) with 

smoothness as a regularizer (e.g. Loke & Barker 1995). This choice has been found to introduce 

bias in the inversion and the use of smoothness as a regularizer has even been claimed to be 

unphysical by Albert Tarantola (see Mosegaard 2011).    

A recently popular approach to improve the resolution of resistivity tomograms has been to 

jointly invert electrical resistivity data with other geophysical data having a sensitivity map that 
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complements the one in resistivity tomography. For instance, Gallardo & Meju (2004) 

introduced a cost function based on the minimization of the cross product between the gradients 

of electrical resistivity and seismic velocity models in order to reinforce the tomograms 

structural features (see also Karaoulis et al. 2012 for an extension to the time-lapse joint 

inversion of DC resistivity and seismic data). Cross-gradient method belongs to the group of 

simultaneous joint inversion approaches that use a single objective function, along with other 

methods. For instance, Sun & Li (2012) and Karaoulis et al. (2012) used an interrelated 

petrophysical model for this purpose. Another group of strategies, called cooperative joint 

inversion, can be used to perform inversions of different geophysical datasets separately, while 

exchanging information at each iteration (see Günther & Rücker 2006a and Bouchedda et al. 

2012 for examples of DC resistivity and seismic/GPR data). Jardani et al. (2013) recently 

introduced a fully coupled inversion for salt tracer tests in order to invert the permeability of 

shallow aquifers. Their approach is based on the use of a semi-variogram, the pilot-point 

technique, and the adaptive metropolis algorithm. A lot of work has also been done in the realm 

of medical imaging in which ERT is a commonly used technique (see for instance van Den Doel 

& Ascher 2012, and references therein).     

Apart from joint inversion, another important approach is to add structural constraints to the 

inversion of geophysical data. In the field of ERT, several techniques have been developed in 

this direction. For instance, Günther & Rücker (2006b) used one diagonal constraint weighting 

matrix to apply different penalty factors to the roughness matrix for different model cell 
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boundaries. Günther & Rücker (2006a) used a triple-grid inversion technique to incorporating 

topography data. Lelièvre & Oldenburg (2009) incorporated orientation information as soft 

constraints by using three smoothness weighting matrices and four-quadrant face-centred 

integration; incorporating hard constraints in the form of inequalities; and including different 

forms of orientation information. Along the same lines, Lelièvre & Farquharson (2013) 

performed geophysical tomography on unstructured meshes, which provide the flexibility 

required to efficiently incorporate geological information in the inversion of apparent resistivity 

data. Elwaseif & Slater (2012) introduced structural constraints through performing image 

processing methods (such as edge detection) on the resistivity models during inversion to define 

the resistivity target outline. Then they progressively improve the tomogram through smoothing 

with roughness matrices and model weighting matrices at each iteration.  

Oware et al. (2012) used the physics of the process generating the model distribution, such 

as solute fate and transport, as a soft constraint to a standard Tikhonov regularization scheme. 

Johnson et al. (2012) incorporated discontinuities (for instance the water table) information by 

constructing the ERT inversion mesh to conform these boundaries. They then incorporated the 

known resistivity values into the objective function. They also used additional geostatistical 

information in the form of semi-variograms in the objective function to constrain the resistivity 

structure. Saunders et al. (2005) described a broad correlation between electrical and seismic 

tomograms: high-velocity regions tend to have higher resistivity, and regions with large seismic 

anisotropy also show large electric anisotropy. They used regularization tensors calculated from 
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curvature of seismic velocity field to constrain resistivity inversion.    

Note that although some of the concepts we are going to use are not new, such as the 

weighting matrix (Günther et al. 2006; Bouchedda et al. 2012; Elwaseif & Slater 2012) and the 

four direction smoothing (Farquharson 2008; Lelièvre & Oldenburg 2009), the way we will use 

this information (for example, how to decide the weight values, and where to use them) will be 

different from prior works. We are also going to use tensors to describe the anisotropy of the 

secondary data, but the way we calculate the tensors and add the constraints into ERT inversion 

is different from all the previous works cited above.    

The approach we follow below is a combination of structure-constrained and image-guided 

methods. The idea is to extract structural information from an independently available secondary 

data and impose it to the inversion of the resistivity data. Some structure-constrained inversion 

methods have been presented by Doetsch et al. (2012) to include GPR-defined boundaries and 

interfaces in model meshing for ERT, while the regions above and below interfaces are meshed 

separately during the inversion of the ERT data. Our approach integrates the information from 

other data sets in the smoothing matrices of the resistivity model. While it is true that 

disconnecting regularization at known interfaces might be preferred, interfaces are often not 

exactly known. The proposed method is more general and does not require the same amount of 

prior knowledge as detecting interfaces and including them into an unstructured mesh. Even 

when an interface with a change in resistivity is expected, it is difficult to identify the seismic or 

GPR reflections. Our approach does not require this extra information and the inversion will 
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place the resistivity variation at the interface that is best supported by both the ERT and 

seismic/GPR data sets. So far, such image-guided inversion has only been used for the 

full-wave-form inversion of seismic data (Ma et al. 2012) in which the structural information 

contained in the migrated seismic section was used to impose structural constraints in the inverse 

problem. In Ma et al. (2012), the structure-oriented smoothing is introduced by a gather-scatter 

(sampling-reinterpolation) process, that is, sampling the model space to a sparser space and then 

using image-guided interpolating back to model space at each iteration. In this paper, we use a 

four-direction smoothing, which is a more efficient procedure.     

The smoothing matrix is used in the DC resistivity inverse problem in such a way that the 

inversion is structure-oriented, therefore producing tomograms that respect any structural 

information that can be obtained independently. Another complementary way to use of the 

independently obtained structural information is to use an image-guided interpolation of the 

constructed sparse DC resistivity model. This approach is very efficient in focusing a smooth 

‘blurred’ image using the structural constraints obtained though the metric tensor. These two 

resolution-improving approaches will be discussed in this paper using both two synthetic and 

two field data sets. The methodology can be applied to any geophysical method and the value of 

the petrophysical parameters, such as resistivity, can then be correctly interpreted using 

petrophysical transforms.  
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2.3 Forward and Inverse Problems 

2.3.1 Forward Modeling 

In the following, we analyze the resistivity problem in 2.5D (3D with an infinite strike 

direction normal to the resistivity profile). For an isotropic and heterogeneous electrical 

conductivity distribution, the classical elliptic partial differential equation (PDE) for the 

electrical potential is transformed in the wave number domain !V (x,ky , z)  into the following 

partial differential equation (Dey & Morrison, 1979) 

∇⋅ σ∇ !V( )− ky2σ !V = −
Is
2
δ x − x s

+( )−δ x − x s−( )( ) ,          (2.1) 

with the boundary-conditions !V = 0  at Γd  as r →∞  and n̂ ⋅ σ∇ !V( ) = 0  at ΓN , where !V  

denotes the electrical potential in the wave number domain (in V) due to dipole source modeled 

in 3D, s denotes the electrical conductivity (in S m-1), x denotes the position vector of the source 

of current, Is corresponds to the injected current (in A), x s
+  and x s

−  are the locations of the 

positive and negative current sources (current injection and current removal from the ground), 

respectively, and yk denotes the real wave number. The boundary conditions include a 

homogeneous Neumann boundary condition NΓ  imposed at the insulating air-ground interface 

and a Dirichlet boundary condition dΓ at the other boundaries.  

This boundary value problem is solved numerically with the finite-element approach for a 

set of wavenumbers yk  and using rectilinear meshes. The solution !V  is transformed from the 
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wavenumber domain to the spatial domain following the approach of Dey & Morrison (1979) 

and based on an inverse cosine-Fourier transform, 

V =
2
π
!V

0

∞

∫ cos(ky y)dky .                 (2.2) 

With this approach, we can forward-model an acquisition for an arbitrary resistivity distribution. 

In the next section, we discuss the inverse problem, which consists in recovering the conductivity 

distribution σ(x) from measurements of V(x) on the boundary NΓ .  

2.3.2 Inverse Modeling 

Given that the DC resistivity inverse problem is an ill-posed problem, we use a 

least-square minimization (with the L2-norm) of the following objective function 𝑃! (classical 

Tikhonov regularization Tikhonov & Arsenin, 1977) to find an optimal model 𝑿∗ 

𝑿∗ = arg   min𝑃!(𝑿),             (2.3) 

𝑃! 𝑿 = 𝑮 𝑿 − 𝒅 𝑻𝑪! 𝑮 𝑿 − 𝒅 + 𝛽(𝑿− 𝑿!)𝑻𝑪!(𝑿− 𝑿!)   (2.4) 

where 𝑃! is the sum of a data misfit function (first term) and a model objective function 

(second term), which is used for the regularization of the inverse problem. In this equation, X 

denotes the 2.5D resistivity model (vector of model parameters, note that we estimate the 

log-conductivity distribution to enforce positivity of the resistivity of each cell), 𝑿! a prior 

resistivity model, G denotes the non-linear forward operator (see Section 2.1 above), 𝑮(𝑿) 

represents therefore the predicted data given a resistivity model X, d denotes the vector of 

measured apparent resistivities (measured data vector), 𝐂! denotes the data weighting matrix 

(taken diagonal and based on the variance on the measurements), 𝛽  is the regularization 
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parameter balancing the data misfit function and the model objective function, and 𝑪! is the 

smoothing matrix. Note that 𝑪! and 𝑪! are not the data covariance and model covariance 

matrices in the convention of Tarantola (2005, p. 36), but rather the inverses of them. In equation 

2.5, 𝒂 !
!  represents the square of the norm of a according to the Lp norm. While we could use 

a L1 norm in our inversion, the choice of the L2 norm is consistent with having the data and the 

model characterized by Gaussian probability densities (e.g., Menke, 1989). We will not use a 

prior model 𝑿! in the regularizer but such choice is also possible (for instance Menke, 1989, for 

a general introduction in invese problems and Johnson et al., 2010, for some applications to 

ERT).  

In the classical inversion schemes of apparent resistivity data, the smoothing matrix is 

usually built using first-order (gradient) or second-order (Laplacian) derivatives depending on 

the way we want to act on the structure of the final tomogram (sharp versus smooth distributions). 

We will see in the following that we can design this matrix 𝑪! using structural information 

from seismic or GPR sections (or from geological cross-sections). The minimization of the 

objective function, 

 𝜕𝑃! 𝑿 /𝜕𝑿 = 0,           (2.5) 

corresponds to a non-linear inverse problem because 𝑮(𝑿) is non-linear in X. A solution can be 

obtained by linearizing the problem and using an iterative scheme. One classical and popular 

scheme corresponds to the use of the Gauss Newton algorithm, which updates the resistivity 

model iteratively according to, 
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𝑿!!! = 𝑿! + 𝑑𝑿 = 𝑿! + 𝑱!𝑪𝒅𝑱+ 𝛽  𝑪! −1𝑱𝑇𝑪𝒅[𝑮(𝑿𝑖)− 𝒅].   (6) 

Here i denotes the iteration number, J denotes the Jacobian matrix (which contains the derivative 

of the measurements with respect to the estimated conductivity values), and the iterative process 

starts with a uniform resistivity model 𝑿! (this is the case below) or using the pseudo-section as 

starting model. The Jacobian is recomputed at each iteration using the adjoint-state method 

(Sasaki, 1994). This approach will be call the classical (Gauss-Newton) inversion in the 

following. During this process, 𝛽 is adjusted using the L-curve approach to provide a solution 

that maintains the data fit and also honors the model constraints. Inversion is performed until a 

convergence criteria is chosen on the data misfit term, for instance, 𝑮 𝑿 − 𝒅 𝑻𝑪! 𝑮 𝑿 −

𝒅 = 𝝐 !
! (where 𝝐 is a zero-mean normally distributed noise whose level can be estimated 

from the variance on the data) or until the norm 𝑿!!! − 𝑿! !
!  reaches a threshold. In 

deterministic inversion, the model vector X is selected according to the desired properties such as 

being smooth or piecewise constant. This choice guides the type of regularizer used in the 

objective function.  

The relative Root Mean Square (RMS) data misfit error is calculated as 

DRMS =
𝑮(𝑿)!𝒅 !

!

𝒅!
!

!
!!!

!
,              (2.7) 

where N denotes the number of data. For synthetic data, we can also define a RMS model misfit 

error according to, 
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MRMS =
𝑿!𝑿𝒕 !

!

𝑿𝒕!
!

!
!!!

!
,                  (2.8) 

where M denotes the number of model parameters and 𝑿𝒕 denotes the true resistivity model. 

The MRMS can be used to compare inversion schemes with respect to the true resistivity 

distribution.  

2.3.3 Smoothing Matrix 

The "two-directions" smoothing matrix 𝑪𝑀 often used in conventional inversion scheme is 

defined by the following equation, 

𝑪𝑀 = 𝑪𝑥𝑇𝑪𝑥+𝑪𝑧𝑇𝑪𝑧,         (2.9) 

where 𝑪! and 𝑪! denote the smoothing matrices in the x and z directions, respectively. These 

smoothing matrices are applied to the model parameters, smoothing their distributions along the 

x and z axes.  

To better honor the orientations of complex structural features and to smooth along, not 

across them, we introduce the following four-direction smoothing matrix:  

𝑪𝑀 = 𝑪𝑥𝑇𝑪𝑥+𝑪𝑧𝑇𝑪𝑧 + 𝑪𝑑1
𝑇 𝑪𝑑1 + 𝑪𝑑2

𝑇 𝑪𝑑2,         (2.10) 

where d1 and d2 are the two diagonal directions in the model grids (see Figure 2.1a). Such a 

smoothing matrix includes finite differences in the two diagonal directions in the model structure. 

It can be used to describe the texture of a general, piecewise-constant, distribution of a physical 

property in the subsurface (Farquharson, 2008). Using this approach, we not only compare a 

model parameter to its neighbors on the four sides (in the x and z directions) but also to the 
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parameters on its diagonal. This approach is used to better define the structure of an image used 

to guide the inversion of our resistivity data. For example, at the edges shown in Figure 2.1a, the 

smoothing should only be applied along the direction d2, but not along the x, z, and d1 directions. 

This goal can be reached by adding different weighting factors to the smoothing directions (e.g., 

Loke & Lane, 2002), and the approach to do so will be discussed in the following section. 

 
Figure 2.1 Extraction of the structural feature of an image described the intensity field I(x) 

here in shades of grey. (a) Sketch of the four directions used for the smoothing for a subsurface 

model characterized by a piece-wise constant distribution of a material property such as the 

resistivity.  The grey and white cells show a discontinuity in the d2-direction. The two diagonal 

directions d1 and d2 have been added to the horizontal and vertical directions in order to better 

respect the textural characteristics of such a model in order to better constrain the inversion of 

the electrical resistivity data. The ellipse describes the metric tensor D(x) of the central cell. (b) 

Illustration of metric tensor field D(x), and its eigenvectors of a GPR image at six pixels xi. The 

eigenvectors v denote the long axes of the 6 ellipses, and are parallel to the linear features of the 

image, indicating smallest image gradients of the intensity I. The eigenvectors u corresponds to 

the short axes of the ellipses, orthogonal to the image structures. Their lengths of the two axes of 

the ellipses are determined by the corresponding eigenvalues. 
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2.3.4 Introducing Structural Constraints 

As mentioned in the previous section, structural constraints can be added to the four 

smoothing matrices 𝑪𝑥, 𝑪𝑧, 𝑪𝑑1 and 𝑪𝑑2 in the form of weighting factors. Different weighting 

factors can be applied to each model parameter and can be expressed as a diagonal structural 

weighting matrix  𝑾!, where i indicates the smoothing direction (Bouchedda et al., 2012). For 

each weighting matrix, smaller weight should be placed at the position of edges, while larger 

weights should be put along the direction with broad coherences. In the case where there are no 

observable structural features, the weights should be all equal to one. In our case, the four 

weighting matrices assigned to the four smoothing directions are denoted as   𝑾! ,   𝑾! ,𝑾𝑑1, and 

  𝑾!!. The smoothing matrix 𝑪𝑀 entering eqs. 2.5 and 2.6) is determined by:  

𝑪𝑀 = 𝑪𝑥𝑇𝑾𝑥
𝑇𝑾𝑥𝑪𝑥 + 𝑪𝑧𝑇𝑾𝑧

𝑇𝑾𝑧𝑪𝑧 + 𝑪𝑑1
𝑇 𝑾𝑑1

𝑇 𝑾𝑑1𝑪𝑑1 + 𝑪𝑑2
𝑇 𝑾𝑑2

𝑇 𝑾𝑑2𝑪𝑑2
.  (2.11) 

For instance, in the case shown in Figure 2.1a, for the central cell, a large value should be 

assigned to the corresponding entry of 𝑾𝑑2 , while small values should be assigned to the 

corresponding entries of  𝑾! ,   𝑾!  , and 𝑾𝑑1  

Geological maps can provide such structural information (e.g., the position of syncline, 

anticline, faults, and channels) that can be used to guide the inversion of the resistivity data. 

Moreover, if we have a seismic or GPR image (preferentially a migrated section), we can extract 

the texture of such an image using an image processing method and use in turn this image to 

guide the inversion of the resistivity data. Both migrated seismic or GPR sections contain 

structural information that can be very useful to increase the resolution of the resistivity 
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tomogram especially far from the electrodes. That said, because these images have a number of 

cells that is significantly higher than those used to invert the apparent resistivity data, they 

require some transformation. First, we must move or crop the seismic/GPR profile to make its 

starting and ending points coincide with the ERT profile. Then, we must convert the image pixel 

indices and locations into (x, z) coordinates. In the next section, we discuss the structure-oriented 

semblance method introduced by Hale (2009a) to extract both the discontinuities and the 

coherences of a given image.  

2.4 Image-guided Inversion and Interpolation 

In this section we present both the rationale and the methodology we use for the 

image-guided inversion and the image-guided interpolation of resistivity tomograms. We first 

introduce the structure tensor and metric tensor fields defined for a set of pixels of the guiding 

image and then we present the methodology to shape the smoothing matrix using the information 

determined by the structure tensor and how to go from the inverted resistivity tomogram to the 

structure interpolated resistivity tomogram.  

2.4.1 The Structure Tensor Field 

The first step is to compute so-called structure tensors from the image for instance given in 

terms of shades of grey. For instance each pixel is coded in terms of the intensity field I(x) from 

0 for white to 1 for black. In the following x(x, z) indicates the position on the image and we 

consider that y-direction is the strike direction perpendicular to the image. There are various 

efficient ways to describe the orientations of the texture of a given image. These methods have 
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been generally developed in the context of image processing (see for instance van Vliet & 

Verbeek, 1995; Weickert, 1997; Fehmers & Höcker, 2003). The gradient of an image measures 

how it is changing from pixel to pixel, the magnitude of the gradient indicates how quickly the 

image is changing with the position, while the direction of the gradient tells us the direction in 

which the image is changing most rapidly. The gradient is defined by, 

( ) , ( , )x z
I II I I
x z
∂ ∂⎛ ⎞∇ = =⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠

x ,          (2.12) 

in the in the x direction and the z direction. The change in intensity from two pixels located close 

to each other can be found by taking the inner product between the gradient and a vector that 

describes the movement. The inner product is define by, 

, cosuv θ=u v ,            (2.13) 

where q denotes the angle between the two vectors, u and v, and u and v their norms. In the 

following, we will consider the discrete case for which the intensity of the image I is given at a 

discrete array of sample I[p] where p denote a pair of integer indices. Therefore the values Ix[p] 

and Ix[p] will denote the partial derivatives samples at the pixel p and are computed using finite 

difference formulas. 

It is important to realize that that the average of the gradient of the intensity inside a given 

window is not a good indicator of the isotropy or anisotropy in this window. Indeed, aligned but 

oppositely oriented gradient vectors would cancel out in this average. The next step is therefore 

to define the structure tensor, which is derived from the gradient of the intensity of the image and 

for which oppositely oriented gradient vectors are properly added together to define isotropy or 
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anisotropy. This tensor summarizes therefore the predominant directions of the gradient in a 

specified neighborhood of a pixel, and the degree to which those directions are coherent. For 

every pixel, a structure tensor is calculated as the smoothed outer product of the local image 

gradients, so typically in an image, the structure tensor varies from pixel to pixel. The 2D 

structure tensor T(x) or in the discrete case T[p] at a given pixel x (or p) is represented by a 2 × 2 

positive semi-definite symmetric matrix given by (Knutsson, 1989), 

 𝐓 𝑝 =
𝑡!! 𝑡!"
𝑡!" 𝑡!!

,        (2.14) 

( )2[ ] [ ]xx x
r

t w r I p r= −∑ ,        (2.15) 

( )2[ ] [ ]zz z
r

t w r I p r= −∑ ,        (2.16) 

[ ] [ ] [ ]xz zx x z
r

t t w r I p r I p r= = − −∑ ,       (2.17) 

where the summation index r ranges over a finite set of index pairs (for instance [-m, +m] × [-m, 

+ m] for some specified window of size m centered on the pixel p], and w[r] is a fixed window 

weight that depends on r, such that the sum of all weights is 1. In our case, we approximate the 

image gradients by Gaussian derivatives, and the products of the components of those gradients 

are smoothed by Gaussian filters (see Deriche, 1992; van Vliet et al., 1998; Hale, 2006; and Hale, 

2009a for details). Note also that by expanding the radius of the window, the structure tensor is 

more robust in presence of noise in the image but at the cost of diminishing its spatial resolution. 

In this paper, the radius m of the Gaussian window w is setup to 8 as a good compromise. 
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The eigenvalue and eigenvector decompositions of this structure tensor provide the 

orientations of the image features. These eigenvalues and eigenvectors will be then used for the 

structure-oriented smoothing. The eigenvalue and eigenvector decomposition of T(x) is given by 

(Fehmers and Höcker, 2003),  

𝐓 = 𝜆!𝐮𝐮! + 𝜆!𝐯𝐯!  ,       (2.18) 

where uλ  and vλ denote the eigenvalues and u and v the corresponding eigenvectors of the 

matrix T. The eigenvectors u correspond to the largest eigenvalue 𝜆!. These eigenvectors 

indicate the directions characterized by the highest image gradients, which are normal to linear 

features in an image. The eigenvectors v correspond to the smallest eigenvalue 𝜆!, and indicate 

the lowest image gradients, and so tend to be parallel to those linear features.  

The structure tensor, at each pixel x, acts therefore as a describer of the orientations found in 

the image around this pixel. The structure tensor can be determined for all the pixel of an image 

or only for a subset of pixel for instance organized on a regular grid. The structure tensor will be 

used below for the image-guided inversion to obtain a resistivity tomogram using a smoothing 

matrix that depends on the eigenvalues and eigenvector decomposition of T at a set of pixels. 

 Figure 2.1b provides an illustration of the eigenvectors u and v for a GPR image. The 

ellipses here represent only a small subset of the tensors, which are actually computed for every 

image sample. Six image pixels are localized with red dots. The eigenvectors v are shown as 

long axes of the ellipses, and are parallel to the linear features of the image, indicating smallest 

image gradients. The eigenvector u is showed as short axes of the ellipses. These axes are 
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perpendicular to the image features. The length of the eigenvectors is determined by the 

corresponding eigenvalues 

2.4.2 The Metric (Diffusion) Tensor Field  

 We provide now the rationale for the tensor-guided anisotropic smoothing, following the 

ideas developed by Weickert (1997), Fehmers & Höcker (2003), and Hale (2009a). This is the 

foundation of both the structure-oriented semblance and image-guided interpolation used in the 

next sections on both synthetic and real data. For a input image f(x) and a corresponding 

structure tensor field T(x), we are going to calculate an anisotropic metric tensor, called the 

diffusion tensor field D(x). This tensor shares the eigenvectors of the structure-tensor field T(x), 

that is, for each pixel x, a diffusion tensor D is calculated using the eigenvectors u and v from the 

structure tensor field 𝐓. That said, the eigenvalues of D(x) are the scaled and normalized 

reciprocals of the corresponding 𝜆! and 𝜆! eigenvalues of T(x) (see Hale 2009a and 2009b). 

More specifically, D is written as 

𝐃 = !!
!!

!! !!
!!

!!
𝐮𝐮! + 𝐯𝐯!   ,      (2.19) 

where  

𝜆! = min 𝜆! .        (2.20) 

Here p0 related to the overall amplitude of the eigenvalues and p1 emphasizes linearity. If we 

use p0 = p1 = 1, it will simply invert and normalize the eigenvalues of T. To enhance linearity, 

we should use p1 larger than 1 (for instance p0 = 1 and p1 = 2). 
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In order to obtain the output smoothed image g(x), we solve an anisotropic diffusion 

equation, 

[ ]( , ) ( ) ( , )g gτ
τ

τ
∂

=∇⋅ ∇
∂

x D x x ,       (2.21) 

with the initial condition, 

( , 0) ( )g fτ = =x x .       (2.22) 

The image ( )g x  at any time τ  is necessary a smooth version of f(x). Hale (2009a) propose to 

replace equation 2.21 by the following differential equation, 

[ ]( ) ( ) ( ) ( )g g fα− ∇⋅ ∇ =x D x x x ,      (2.23) 

where a is called the smoothing parameter (the case 0α =  yields ( ) ( )g f=x x , no smoothing). 

The reason to replace eq. 2.21 with eq. 2.23 is a question of computational cost. Hale (2009a) 

provides some efficient numerical schemes to solve eq. 2.23. 

2.4.3 Structure Oriented Semblance  

 The idea is to implement with weighted sums of smoothing filters to compute a weighted 

semblance of the guiding image that is structure-oriented (see Hale, 2009a). This is different 

from the conventional way of calculating semblance of a seismic image, which only uses 

summation, i.e. equal weights. Here semblance is a normalized measure of coherence of the 

image with values between zero and one, with zero corresponding to no coherence. Note that the 

smoothing here will be applied to the guiding image used to guide the inversion of the resistivity 

data. This smoothing will be different from the four-direction smoothing applied to the resistivity 

model later on. For 2D images, there are two directions of smoothing. While simplest case is to 
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smooth along 1st and 2nd image axes, denoted by ∙ ! and ∙ !, we can also smooth both along 

and across image features, i.e. smooth along eigenvectors v and u, denoted by   ∙ ! and   ∙ !, 

respectively. With different ordering of smoothing, we obtain the following two semblances  

𝑠! = 𝑠!,! =
! !
!
!

!! ! !
,        (2.24) 

𝑠! = 𝑠!,! =
! !
!
!

!! ! !
.        (2.25) 

To be more specific, the smoothing operator ∙  has a general form:  

𝑠 𝑖 =    ! !;! ! !!
!

! !;! ! ! !!
,        (2.26) 

or 

𝑠 = ! !

!!
.          (2.27) 

Here f is the input image (seismic or GPR), j is the index of image pixels, i is the shift and h 

denotes the coefficients of a smoothing filter, i.e. the weights used to calculate weighted 

semblance. However, note that the exact forms of smoothing filters ∙ ! (along image features) 

and   ∙ ! (across image features) cannot be given explicitly, because they are applied by solving 

eq. 2.23 with the diffusion tensor field set as D = vvT and D = uuT, respectively. Because the 

solution to eq. 2.23, i.e. the image after smoothing, g, has the same dimension as f, the 

semblances 𝑠! and 𝑠! will also have the dimension of f (the division in eq. 2.27 is done pixel 

by pixel). The inner smoothing refers to the smoothing that is performed first, so for 𝑠! we first 

smooth along v, so along the orientations of image features, while for 𝑠! we smooth along u, 

which is perpendicular to image features. The outer smoothing refers to the smoothing that is 
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performed later in order,  for 𝑠! it corresponds to ∙ !, while for 𝑠! it corresponds to ∙ !. This 

operation stabilizes the semblance values when the inner smoothing outputs are close to zero 

(Hale, 2009a). Small values of semblance s! indicate discontinuity in directions along image 

features, for instance in the presence of a fault with small throw. Small s!  values show 

discontinuity in directions across the image features, thus indicating larger structures such as 

stratigraphic layers. Because of the limited resolution of ERT, we will consider mostly the cases 

when s! have small values as discontinuities. That said, because we are also interested to the 

coherence of the image coherence along the directions of the structural features, so we will pay 

attention to high values (close to unity) of   s! as well. We can tune parameters such as the 

half-widths of smoothing filters for different images to better define the feature boundaries. For 

the inner smoothing filter, smaller half-width can define the boundaries better; otherwise the 

discontinuity zone will appear wider. For the outer smoothing filter, larger half-width means 

smoother in the outer smoothing direction, the direction that we care less about. In this paper, we 

use half-widths equal to 2 and 8 for the inner and outer smoothing, respectively. The distribution 

of the semblances help us locate the discontinuity and the coherences, thus is the basis of 

image-guided edge and coherence preserving smoothing used in the inversion of resistivity data.  

2.4.4 Assigning Weights to The Smoothing Matrices 

This step is related to the use of the tensor field and semblance to guide the inversion of the 

apparent resistivity data. For the 2.5D inversion of the apparent resistivity data, we divide the 

subsurface into a set of rectangular cells. Each of these cells is associated with a resistivity value 
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(the term cell will be used below for the cell used for the inversion of the resistivity data). We 

map the locations of these cells into the indices of the pixels of the image used to guide the 

inversion. Each cell may correspond to a group of image pixels. We compute the tensor field and 

the semblance for a collection of pixels. We mark the locations where the semblance values s! 

are smaller than a certain threshold as discontinuities (edges) and those where semblance s! 

exceeds another threshold value as coherences. These thresholds are chosen empirically. 

Generally speaking, too high or low thresholds for the coherence will results in insufficient or 

over smoothing along the structure features. A default value is for s! to be larger than 0.99. 

More importantly, too low threshold for discontinuity will result in omitting some edges, while 

too high discontinuity threshold will involve too many small structure features that are beyond 

the resolution of ERT. Then, we assign each edge or coherence to the associated resistivity cell 

of the inversion grid. As mentioned before, each rectangular cell of the resistivity model 

corresponds to a group of GPR/seismic image pixels. If within these samples exist some 

structure features, discontinuities or coherence, the corresponding resistivity cell is considered to 

have this feature as well. We must also decide the orientation of the edges and coherences for 

this cell. To do so, we calculate the slope of the eigenvector v as 𝑝 = 𝑣!/𝑣!  at the center of each 

cell, and based on the slope angle, we decide if the structure feature is approximately along the x, 

z, d1 or d2 directions. One location can be both an edge and have a coherence but in different 

directions, for example, a cell can be coherent in x but discontinuous in the three other directions 

(z, d1 or d2). For each cell, the orientation of structure feature is evaluated only at one location, 
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the center of the cell, and considered invariant within this cell.  

Next, we assign different values to the four diagonal weighting matrices   𝑾! to smooth 

along but not across linear features in our image-guided edge and coherence preserving 

smoothing. For coherence, a large weight is assigned to the feature direction while for edges, we 

assign small weights to all three directions not most parallel to the feature orientation. The 

easiest way is to assign a certain large values at all the coherence cells, and a certain small value 

at all the edges, for instance 20 and 0.5, respectively, as default values. Other entries of   𝑾! will 

still have value equals to one. All the examples showed in this paper use this approach. Another 

more complicated way is to assign the weights of the four smoothing matrices (corresponding to 

four directions) proportional to the lengths of intercepts between the ellipse and the four axes x, z, 

d1, and d2, (Figure 2.1a).  

2.4.5 Image-Guided Interpolation 

 Because the DC resistivity model contains only a limited number of model parameters 

(resistivity cells) and the grid is rather sparse, the final model we are going to use for the 

interpretation of the resistivity data may require what we call interpolation. More specifically, we 

will interpolate the discrete, scattered inverted model units into a continuous model under the 

guidance of a secondary image, which contains more structure information with the values of 

known pixels (here the inverted sparse model) remain unchanged. This can be performed using a 

methodology called "image-guided blended neighbor interpolation" described by Hale (2009b, 

2009c) and Ma et al. (2012). 
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We assume a set ℱ = 𝑓!,… , 𝑓!  of M known sample values 𝑓! ∈ ℝ  at locations 

𝓧 = 𝐱!, 𝐱!,… , 𝐱! , 𝐱! ∈ ℝ!, n being the number of dimensions. In our case n = 2, M equals 

to the number of resistivity model parameters (cells), 𝑓! the inverted resistivity values, and 𝐱! 

are the coordinates at the center of each model cell. The goal of interpolation is to construct a 

function 𝑞 𝐱 :ℝ! → ℝ, such that 𝑞 𝐱! = 𝑓!. The known samples (values 𝑓! at locations 

𝐱!) will not be modified during the interpolation process. Furthermore, q(x), the model after 

interpolation has a much higher resolution than ℱ. Under the image-guided interpolation frame, 

we do not use an Euclidean distance but rather a distance “in time” defined from the metric 

tensor field D(x), so the notion of “nearest” corresponds to paths of minimum time between 

points 𝐱 and 𝐱! instead of minimum distance. As discussed before, points within the same 

coherent geological layer will be closer in time than in different layers or less coherent locations. 

Thus, this method is actually a tensor-guided interpolation consisting of two steps: 

(1) The first step is to compute a time map 𝑡 𝐱  and nearest neighbor (least time) 

interpolant p(x), by using the metric tensors D(x) we calculated above from the guiding image, 

and solving the following eikonal equation 

𝛁𝑡 𝐱 ∙ 𝐃 𝐱 ∙ 𝛁𝑡 𝐱 = 1, 𝐱 ∉ 𝓧;      (2.26) 

𝑡 𝐱 = 0, 𝐱 ∈   𝓧.        (2.27) 

The solution of this problem provides both 𝑡 𝐱  (the minimum travel time from x to the nearest 

known sample point 𝐱!), and the nearest neighbor interpolants p(x), which have the values 𝑓! 

(corresponding to the sample point 𝐱! nearest in time to the point x). Both 𝑡 𝐱  and p(x) are 
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the same size as the guiding image (and D(x) as well).  

 (2) In a second step, we perform a blending of nearest neighbor interpolated values p(x) by 

solving the following smoothing equation for a specified constant e ≥ 2 (e = 4 in the present 

work, larger e results in smoother interpolation) 

𝑞 𝐱 − !
!
𝛁 ∙ 𝑡! 𝐱 𝐃 𝐱 𝛁𝑞 𝐱 = 𝑝 𝐱 .      (2.28) 

This equation looks similar to a diffusion equation, and it does played a role of “diffusing” the 

values of nearest neighbor interpolants p(x) into the whole image 𝑞 𝐱 , following the diffusion 

tensor field D(x), but do not change those known samples. As described before, 𝑞 𝐱! = 𝑓!. 

Notice that eq. 2.28 is actually a modified version of eq. 2.23. The interpolated model q(x) 

obtained by this approach has higher resolution, respects the structure features revealed by tensor 

field D(x), while honors the original inverted model values 𝑓! at the same time (this means that 

the data misfit will be unchanged). Image-guide blended neighbor interpolation is an efficient 

alternative to choices such as the natural neighbor interpolation (Sibson, 1981) and conforms at 

the same time to image features (Hale, 2009b). 

 In summary, the known samples are the resistivity values and the (x, z) coordinates at the 

center of the M cell of the constructed resistivity model, and the interpolation points x are the (x, 

z) coordinates of all image pixels of the secondary image. Thus, the interpolation is done on the 

sampling grid of the guiding image. Because it is only interpolation, known samples, i.e. at the 

locations where correspond to the centers of each cell of the inverted, sparse resistivity model, 

the resistivity values remain unchanged. In the next two sections, two examples will be used to 
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demonstrate that in the image-guided interpolation results a better interface locations and better 

preserved structural features. 

 In this paper, we assume all the guiding images reveal correct and complete structural 

features. The effect of missing or incorrect structural information is under study and will be 

addressed in a future paper. 

2.5 Synthetic examples 

2.5.1 Layered Model 

 In this section, we would like to show the advantage of image-guided structure-constrained 

inversion by using a synthetic three-layer model (Figure 2.2). A dipole-dipole array of 34 

electrodes at 3 m spacing is used, generating 802 measurements. To simulate noisy observations, 

a Gaussian random noise with a zero mean and a standard deviation of 0.003 was added to the 

synthetic data (resistance measurements). The error represents about 2.4% of the median of the 

true data sets. After 3 iterations, the conventional inversion algorithm based on the 

Gauss-Newton method does not recover the three layers very well. The image-guided inversion 

shows a notably improved result after 5 iterations (see Figure 2.3a and 2.3b). The image used as 

guidance, its tensor field and calculated semblance are shown in Figure 2.4a, 2.4b, and 2.4c. 

Only the distribution of the semblance s! is shown because it indicates the larger structures 

corresponding to the stratigraphic layers, which we are more concerned with. In this example, 

areas characterized by s! smaller than 0.85 are considered discontinuous (edge). Just a subset of 

the tensors is shown in the image as small red eclipses, for illustration. The more coherent and 
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linear the structures are, the larger the eigenvalues corresponding to vector v (parallel to the 

features), hence the longer and thinner the ellipses will appear (Hale, 2009a). Horizontally 

oriented ellipses can be observed at the two edges, which are also clearly apparent in the 

semblance. Introducing the structural information into the smoothing matrices 𝑪𝑻𝑪 in our 

image-guided structure-constrained method, we obtained the inverted model.  

Figure 2.2 True model of the first synthetic example with three horizontal layers. From top to 

bottom, the resistivity values are 30, 50, and 100 Ohm m, respectively, for the three layers. 

Figure 2.3 Inversion of the three layers model contaminated with noise. (a) Result using the 

conventional Gauss–Newton method. (b) Result obtained using the image-guided 

structure-constrained inversion. The color bar denotes the resistivity values in log scale. 
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Figure 2.4 Information used for the structural inversion. (a) Guiding image. (b) Metric tensor 

field of the guiding image. We can see horizontal oriented tensor ellipses by the two edges. (c) 

Calculated semblance s2. These two discontinuities correspond to dark lines (low semblance 

values). The axes correspond to pixel indices. 

 

The final model misfit for the image-guided inversion (16.8%) is significantly smaller than 

the conventional inversion (28.2%) (Figure 2.5a). The final data misfit error of the image-guided 

methods is a little bit higher (7.0%) than for the conventional inversion (6.6%) (Figure 2.5b). 
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Figure 2.5 Model and data misfit errors (in %) for the three-layer model. The image-guided 

inversion reaches much lower model misfit than the conventional Gauss-Newton inversion but 

requires few additional iterations to converge.  
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The convergence of data RMS error of the image-guided inversion is slightly slower compared 

with the conventional inversion. That said, it converges to a better model (smaller model misfit 

error) than does the conventional inversion. 

2.5.2 Synthetic Model with a Normal Fault 

 We investigate now the slightly more complicated model shown in Figure 2.6 (also showing 

the inversion grids).  This model contains a normal fault putting in contact sediments of 

different resistivity values.  The array used and the number of measurements are the same as in 

the last synthetic example.  We also added Gaussian noise with zero mean and a standard 

deviation of 0.003 to the synthetic data (corresponding grossly to an error of 1.5%). After five 

iterations, the Gauss–Newton inversion algorithm has converged to the tomograms shown in 

Figure 2.7(a) (L2 norm) and Figure 2.7(b) (L1 norm). These tomograms do not display clear 

evidence of the fault existing in the true resistivity model. The guiding image, the tensor fields 

and the calculated semblance of the guiding image are shown in Figures 2.8(a)–(c), respectively.  

 
Figure 2.6 True resistivity model for the second synthetic example (showing the inversion grid 

with the rectilinear mesh). The resistivity values from top to bottom for the hanging wall of the 

fault are 50 Ohm m (grey), 100 Ohm m (yellow), 30 Ohm m (blue) and 500 Ohm m (red). 
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Figure 2.7 Inversion of the second synthetic model. (a) Result of the inversion using the 

Gauss–Newton (conventional) method with the L2 norm. We used bilinear interpolation to show 

the inverted model. (b) Gauss–Newton inversion with the L1 norm (three iterations, 3.9 per cent 

data misfit, 170 model parameters). (c) Result of the inversion using image-guided 

structure-constrained inversion. The contrast between high and low resistivity formation is well 

recovered. The presence of the fault can easily be recovered from the tomogram resulting from 

the image-guided inversion while this is not the case with the Gauss–Newton inversion. We used 

bilinear interpolation to show the inverted model. (d) The sparse, inverted model using 

image-guided structure-constrained inversion before interpolation. 
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Figure 2.8 Structural information used for the second synthetic case study. (a) Image used for 

the inversion. (b) Metric tensor field of this image. We can see the tensor ellipses that lie along 

the edges of the formations and the fault. (c) Calculated semblance s2. The discontinuities 

correspond to the dark lines (low semblance values) shown on the semblance map. The axes 

denote the indices of the pixels. 

 

We assume the guiding image to be a geological cross-section made from other data, such as 

outcrop, well logs or cores. Note that the guiding image suggests a plain fault plane, while the 

true model actually has a stair shape at the fault plane. This is a reasonable mismatch since it is 
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usually difficult for a model made from any data set to reflect exactly the same structure as the 

real model. Because of this mismatch, we do not expect to have a perfectly constructed fault 

plane in the image-guided inversion result. The tensor field of the image exhibits ellipses that are 

oriented along the horizontal layers and the fault. These features are also displayed in the 

semblance image as well. In this example, where s2 is smaller than 0.89, it is considered as 

discontinuity (edge). The image-guided inversion is shown in Figure 2.7(c). This tomogram 

shows clearly the position of the fault and resistivity values that are close to the true model. The 

final model misfit of the image-guided inversion (46.5 per cent) shows a notable improvement 

by comparison with the conventional inversion (69.6 per cent; Figure 2.9a), while the final data 

misfit of the image-guided methods is slightly higher (7.5 per cent versus 6.8 per cent; see Figure 

2.9b). In addition to better preservation of structure features, in both examples, the relative 

quantitative relationships between high and low resistivity values are better recovered using the 

image-guided inversion. In Figure 2.7(c), even if the fault plane is not perfect, the fault location 

and throw are clearly observed on the tomogram. The artifacts shown in Figure 2.7(c) close to 

the fault are resulting from the type of regular grid used in the inversion while the image used for 

the image-guided inversion is based on a straight line for the discontinuity. A remedy to this 

problem could be to use unstructured meshes, which provide the flexibility required to 

incorporate efficiently complicated geological information (see recently Lelièvre & Farquharson 

2013). The advantage of rectilinear meshes, such as the one used in this paper, is that we can use 

simple cell-ordering schemes to reorganize the sensitivity matrix and use compression technique 
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to increase the computational efficiency of the inversion, which is not possible with unstructured 

meshes.  

Figure 2.9 The rms of model and data misfit for the second synthetic example. Note that the 

image-guided inversion reaches a much lower final model misfit. 
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2.5.3 Image-guided Interpolation of the Second Synthetic Case  

In the second synthetic case, once the inversion has been done, we obtain a 33×10 resistivity 

model. This sparse, inverted model before interpolation is shown in Figure 2.7(d) (clipped to 

pseudo-section area). The result of a bilinear interpolation applied to this model is shown in 

Figure 2.7(c). Using the same inverted model in Figure 2.7(d), and the image in Figure 2.8(a) as 

guidance, the image-guided interpolation result (Figure 2.10) is more precise. It also better 

preserves the structural features of the guiding image. The ERT resolution can be greatly 

improved by using the image-guided interpolation with seismic or GPR image as guidance, 

instead of a more common interpolation approach.  

 

Figure 2.10 The second synthetic example, image-guided interpolation result of the 

structure-constrained inverted model.  This inversion better preserves the structure features and 

the locations of the interface.  

 

2.5.4 Inversion with An Incomplete Structure Tensor  

In the next example, we added a cavity to the true data (with a high resistivity of 10 000 

Ohm m) but without changing the guiding image (see Figure 2.11a). In other words, the guiding 

image still contains the information regarding the layers and the fault but it has not information 
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regarding the presence of the cavity. From a conventional Gauss–Newton inversion of these data 

(not shown here), it is impossible to see the cavity. The image-guided inversion of the apparent 

resistivity data is shown in Figure 2.11(b). We can see a small anomaly in the place where the 

cavity is located but nothing more. Further investigations should be performed to see how the 

resistivity tomogram could be improved in this case to detect air-filled cavities in the ground.  

Figure 2.11 Inversion with an incomplete image structure. (a) True model used for the 

resistivity simulations.  The white pixels correspond to an anomaly filled with a very resistive 

material (for instance air). The resistivity of the cavity of 10,000 Ohm m. (b) result of the image 

guiding inversion with a guiding image that is not using the structure information corresponding 

to the cavity. We see a small anomaly associated with the presence of the cavity.  

 

2.6 Case Study 1  

A 2-D DC resistivity profile and a ground penetrating radar (GPR) profile have been 

extracted from the 3-D data presented recently by Doetsch et al. (2012). A total of 434 apparent 
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resistivity measurements (comprising 223 dipole–dipole array and 211 gradient array 

measurements) are considered along a resistivity line with 24 electrodes (2 m spacing). The GPR 

line is parallel to the resistivity line with a lateral offset no more than 3 m between the two lines. 

The data were acquired adjacent to the Thur river in Switzerland and the target of the survey was 

the 5–7-m-thick gravel aquifer. The resistivity line starts on a gravel bar on the riverside. The 

ground water level corresponds grossly to the elevation of the first electrode on the left side of 

the profile. Topography data were obtained through differential GPS measurements.  

Figure 2.12(a) shows the processed GPR image. This image will be used as our guiding 

image for the inversion of the DC resistivity data. Note that the maximum depth this GPR profile 

can detect is shallower than the depth indicated by our ERT model. As a result of data quality 

issues with both GPR and GPS data near the end of the profile, the topographies of GPR and 

ERT profile have some slight disagreement, so we will concentrate on the information provided 

by the first 40 m of the GPR profile. The GPR image in Figure 2.12 shows various structural 

features including several interfaces and some complex layering. The metric tensor field 

illustrates the orientations of these structural features. For instance, the tensor ellipse tends to be 

thinner and close to a line where there is a linear structure feature present in the image. The 

structure-oriented semblance calculated from the tensor field indicates more clearly the structural 

features. Although many of the features are thinner than the resistivity model can resolve, we can 

still delineate several large features (marked out by the red lines in Figure 2.12) that distinguish 

different reflection patterns. To include only these major features and to avoid interference of 
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other small discontinuities, the threshold is set to 0.2. Semblance values have to be lower than 

0.2 to be recognized as layer boundaries.  

 
Figure 2.12 The guiding image (a), metric tensor field (b), and calculated semblance s! (c). 

The tensor field illustrates both orientations of linear structure features and 

heterogeneity/anisotropy. The structure-oriented semblance delineates the structures features 

such as the interfaces between different reflectors.  
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Once the structural features are located and their orientations determined, we can perform a 

structure-oriented smoothing by giving more weight to the corresponding smoothing matrix 

entries in the coherent directions. Less weight is given to the smoothing matrices in other less 

coherent directions, thus allowing more contrast between different layers and more smoothing 

within layers. The inversion results for conventional and image-guided methods are shown in 

Figures 2.13(a) and (b). We can see in both of them an approximately 7-m-thick layer 

characterized by high resistivity values (>100 Ohm m). This layer is consistent with the presence 

of a water-saturated gravel aquifer existing at the site (see discussion in Doetsch et al. 2012). The 

image-guided inverted model better depicts the shallow water table (about 0.5 m deep) from 23 

to 40 m, the shape of the interface between gravel and the more conductive layer, i.e. lacustrine 

sediments (clay), and the upward dipping feature at the end of the profile. The tensor field and 

semblance from the GPR image evidence some undulations inside the gravel aquifer, which can 

be divided into a sub-horizontal upper part and a more heterogeneous lower part associated with 

complex fluvial features (Doetsch et al. 2012). These characteristics can be seen more clearly in 

the image-guided inversion result of the resistivity data. In addition, the location of the interface 

between these two layers is closer to what the GPR section displays.  

The classical Gauss–Newton inversion and the image-guided inversion both converged in 

five iterations. The image-guided structure-constrained inversion has a slightly higher data rms 

misfit error (6.1 per cent) than the conventional inversion (4.3 per cent), as shown in Figure 2.14. 

That said, the image-guided inversion yields a more hydrogeologically appealing model.  
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Figure 2.13 Inverted models of field data with GPR image guidance. (a) Conventional ERT. (b) 

Result of the image-guided structure-constrained inversion. The shallow water table, the 

interfaces and the dipping structure are better depicted in the image-guided inversion.  
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Figure 2.14 The rms data misfit error for the field example. The inversion has converged in five 

iterations. Note that once the convergence has been reached, the data misfit error is roughly the 

same for the classical Gauss-Newton inversion scheme and the one proposed in the present 

paper.  

 

Doetsch et al. (2012) inverted a 3-D data set of the entire site with the specific aim of 

characterizing the saturated gravel aquifer. The processing was thus tailored to finding vertical 

and lateral variations within the aquifer that can point to variations in porosity and clay content. 

Our results agree with those of Doetsch et al. (2012), but we use less prior knowledge about the 

site and we concentrate on a 2-D profile. On this profile, we can see the same features as in the 

3-D inversions, including the two layers within the aquifer, without having to manually pick the 
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interfaces between different layers.   

2.6.1 Image-Guided Interpolation of Field Data 

In the field data case, we construct a 46×9 resistivity model through GPR image-guided 

inversion. Because the image-guided interpolation will interpolate a coarse model into the area of 

the GPR image, and the GPR image has a shallower depth than the resistivity section, this model 

is clipped to the depth of the GPR image before image-guided interpolation. The clipped model 

is shown in Figure 2.15(a). Figures 2.13(b) and 15(b) show the result of linear interpolation and 

GPR image-guided interpolation respectively applied to the same image-guided inverted model. 

Although the image-guided interpolation result in this field example (Figure 2.15b) is not ideal, 

as for the synthetic data example, it does provide more detail in structural features, such as the 

horizontal and cross beddings, while better preserving contrasts among high resistivity gravel, 

low resistivity clay and intermediate, more heterogeneous layers inside the gravel aquifer. It thus 

creates a geologically consistent high-resolution model, by adding the high-resolution GPR 

information to the low-resolution ERT inversion result.  

The image guided interpolation method is used to interpolate the coarser resistivity model 

following the diffusion tensor field D(x). This tensor field describes quantitatively the structural 

features of the guiding image. This is why the interpolated resistivity image seems to have more 

structural details than the result of the image-guided inversion. In other words, the interpolated 

image is based on the inversion result that honors the hard data (voltage measurements or 

apparent resistivity), but at the same time, it will also have the trend of the soft data (the guiding 
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image). Consequently, the low-resolution resistivity model shown in Figure 2.13(b) and the 

high-resolution resistivity model shown in Figure 2.15(b) does not have the same RMS data 

misfit error.  

 
Figure 2.15 Final result of the inversion with image guided interpolation. (a) The coarse 

resistivity model result of the field example, constructed by image-guided inversion.  The 

model is clipped to the depth of GPR image, as one preparation before image-guided 

interpolation. (b) The image-guided interpolation result of model (a) This interpolation provides 

more details about the structure features such as the horizontal and cross beddings, while still 

keeps good contrasts among high resistivity gravel, low resistivity clay and intermediate, more 

heterogeneous layer inside the gravel aquifer. 

 

This difference in RMS is mostly due to the additional complexity introduced by adding the 

fine-scale GPR structure to the resistivity model, without simultaneously taking the ERT data 
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misfit into account. In our case this increased the RMS of the interpolated model (Figure 2.15b) 

to 31.7 per cent, because differences in the timing and exact location of the GPR and ERT data 

resulted in transformation errors of the GPR structure. Additional sources for an rms on the 

interpolated model are higher numerical errors due to the fine-scale variability and noise in the 

field data. The pseudo-sections of real data and predicted data from model after image-guided 

interpolation are shown in Figure 2.16. There are some differences in the shape of the high and 

low apparent resistivity data, but the depths of the anomalies are still quite similar.   

 

Figure 2.16 Comparison between the pseudo-sections of the measured data with the 

pseudo-section determined from the image obtained using the image-guided interpolation.  a. 

Measured pseudo-section.  b. Pseudo-section after image-guided interpolation.  Note some 

differences in the shape of the high and low resistivity zones, but the depths are still quite similar.  

This is understandable because the second pseudo-section is also under the influence of the soft 

data (the guiding image), which bring in some more information that are not in the hard data (the 

measurements), which can be contaminated by lateral variations in the resistivity distribution.  
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2.7 Case Study 2   

2.7.1 Acquisition  

The second case study concerns a 6.38 km resistivity profile performed approximately 2 km 

south of the city of Pagosa Springs, in the southern of Colorado, close to the border with New 

Mexico. The profile was collected in May of 2013 as part of the Colorado School of Mines 

Geophysics Field Camp 2013. The purpose of this conducting this survey was to characterize the 

fluid flow in a network of faults near to a local hot spring system. The orientation of this line is 

in the southwest-northeast direction in order to image approximately perpendicular the strike of 

several suspected faults in the area as indicated by previous studies and surveys. Local 

topographic features along this profile include the Eight-Mile Mesa Fault and the San Juan 

River.   

The acquisition of the resistivity data was performed with a SAS-4000 equipment from 

ABEM and 64 stainless steel electrodes. We used a 1.26 km cable with a spacing of 20 m 

between the electrodes and performed roll-along of the electrodes along the profile. There are 

2843 apparent resistivity measurements in this profile for a total of 318 electrodes. We use the 

Wenner-alpha array for its very good signal-to-noise ratio (which is very important at this scale 

as discussed by Revil et al. 2010). The regular grid used for the inversion corresponds to 4147 

model parameters on a rectilinear mesh.   

We also performed the acquisition of seismic data with a vibrotruck used as seismic source. 

The migrated section is shown in Figure 2.17(c). The image is not directly used to guide the 
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inversion of the resistivity data, but helped in defining the geological cross-section used to guide 

the inversion of the geophysical data. This cross-section is shown in Figure 2.18(a). It represents 

a first guess of the geology in this area.   

2.7.2 Result and Interpretation  

The results from the Gauss–Newton inversion (L2 norm) and the image-guided 

structure-constrained inversion are shown in Figures 2.17(a) and (b), respectively. The 

conventional and image-guided inversion have data misfit equal to 9.8 and 12.4 per cent 

respectively. We see that a number of potential artifacts appearing in the conventional inversion 

have disappeared in the image-guided inversion. The image-guided inversion of the ERT data 

after image interpolation is shown in Figure 2.18(b). This resistivity image is not very different 

from the result obtained with the image-guided structure-constrained inversion and will not be 

discussed further here.    

We discuss now how the image-guided ERT can be used to reinterpret some of the 

geological features in the area. The investigated area lies over a package of sedimentary units 

unconformably overlaying a Precambrian metamorphic basement and divided by an anticlinal 

feature that is thought to be framed by a series of known and suspected faults (see Figure 2.19 

for the Stratigraphic column). In Figure 2.20, we reinterpret the image-guided tomogram using 

this stratigraphic column. One of the units in this sedimentary package, the Cretaceous aged 

Dakota Sandstone, is a package of highly silicified sandstones interbedded with thin shale beds 

and locally a high density of fractures, sometimes filled by silica. This formation appears highly 
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resistive (>500–1000 Ohm m) in contrast to surrounding units. The resistivity contrast between 

this unit and the overlaying conductive Mancos Shale (a Cretaceous shale that dominates many 

of the surface expressions in the area) provides the means to identify individual units as well to 

identify new faults through sharp horizontal contrasts in resistivity. The Mancos shale is 

typically highly conductive (10–50 Ohm m) The Morrison formation, a Jurassic-aged package of 

sandstones interbedded with frequent shale layers, underlies the Dakota Sandstone and appears 

in the ERT profile as more conductive in its upper section (which is very clayey) and with a 

resistivity similar to the Dakota sandstone in its lower section. Other units in the area, including 

the metamorphic basement, occur at depths too deep to be seen in the ERT profile.     

The image-guided ERT profile (Figure 2.20) shows the local anticline (referred to as the 

Stinking Springs Anticline, Galloway 1980), on the west end of the profile as a region of high 

resistivity that dips at a shallow angle both towards the west and east. This feature serves as a 

confirmation that the dataset is an accurate representation of the local geology. At approximately 

3000 m along the profile, a sharp resistivity contrast indicates the presence of the Eight-Mile 

Mesa fault: a previously characterized vertical fault trending northwest-southeast that has a 

significant surface expression approximately 2.5 km southwest of Pagosa Springs. Past this unit, 

all sedimentary packages dip to the northwest with a uniform dip of 5–10°. This survey also 

indicated the presence of two potential faults along this profile: the San Juan Fault, a small 

vertical fault trending approximately north–south just west of the San Juan River, and the 

Victoire Fault, a larger vertical fault trending approximately north-south east of the San Juan 
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River.   

 

Figure 2.17 Case Study 2 at Pagosa Springs Colorado. (a) Gauss-Newton inversion of the 

pseudo-section. (b) Image-guided structure-constrained inversion. In both cases, the vertical 

exaggeration ratio is 3.8:1 and the inversions converge at the 5th iteration. (c) Migrated seismic 

section (note that the seismic section is going to a depth of 900 m while the resistivity data are 

going to a depth of 215 m).  
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Figure 2.18 Image and image guided inverted model after image-guided interpolation. (a) 

Preliminary geological section used to guide the inversion of the electrical resistivity data. The 

sketch shows the position of the Stinking Springs anticline on the West, the eight Mile Mesa 

fault in the centre, and two other faults in the East. (b) Result of the image guided inverted model 

after image-guided interpolation. 
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Figure 2.19 Stratigraphic column at Pagosa Springs (adapted from Galloway, 1980). The 

average thicknesses of these units are referenced to a local stratigraphic well labeled the P-1 well 

drilled approximately 2 km north of the profile.It is assumed that the thicknesses of these units 

do not vary drastically in area of study. 
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Figure 2.20 Interpreted resistivity section. Interestingly, the position of the Victoire Fault is now 

associated with the position of a dike that is outcropping. This dike seems associated with a 

slightly higher resistivity in the first one hundred meters below the ground surface. The Mancos 

shale appears as a very conductive material (10-50 Ohm m) because of the presence of smectite. 

At the opposite, the Dakota sandstone is very resistive (>500-1000 Ohm m) in some areas 

because of silica precipitation in the pore space and cracks.  

 

2.8 Conclusions  

We have developed a structure-constrained inversion method for inverting DC resistivity 

data. The DC resistivity inversion is constrained by structural information obtained from other 

data sets such as seismic or GPR images or from geological cross-sections of the subsurface 

drawn by a geologist and perhaps constrained by core log data or borehole data. The resistivity 

tomogram resulting from the image-guided inversion better honors existing structural features. It 

also follows that the inverted values of the resistivity are closer to true resistivity values. This 

improvement is important if we want to characterize the conductivity or the complex 

conductivity (including polarization effects) using a petrophysical transform. For instance, 
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petrophysical models for complex conductivity developed by Revil (2012, 2013) could be 

applied to such tomograms to get better estimates of the permeability distribution in 

heterogeneous aquifers combining spectral induced polarization data with a GPR migrated 

section. We have demonstrated that the four-direction smoothing matrix and the image-guided 

method help to keep the smoothing along structural features instead of crossing them, hence 

preserving discontinuities and coherences in the resistivity tomograms. Image-guided 

interpolation can be also used to make further use of image information and to improve the 

resolution of tomograms. Tests with synthetic data sets and two field data sets demonstrated 

these improvements.    

The method proposed in this paper can be applied to many geophysical problems especially 

when the involved geophysical methods are characterized by low resolution such as potential 

field methods (gravity, magnetic and self-potential methods), resistivity tomography and 

complex conductivity tomography (induced polarization), and electromagnetic methods. We plan 

to apply this method to use seismic information combined with Controlled-Source EM and MT 

data as a future application.    
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CHAPTER 3 IMAGE-GUIDED INVERSION IN STEADY-STATE HYDRAULIC 

TOMOGRAPHY 

A paper submitted to Advances in Water Resources 

A. Soueid Ahmed1, J. Zhou2, A. Jardani1, A. Revil2,3, and J.P. Dupont1 

3.1 Abstract  

In steady-state hydraulic tomography, the head data recorded during a series of pumping 

or/and injection tests can be inverted to determine the hydraulic conductivity distributions of an 

aquifer. This inverse problem is usually underdetermined and ill-posed. We propose to use 

structural information inferred from a guiding image to constrain the inversion process. The 

guiding image can be drawn from soft data sets such as seismic and ground-penetrating radar 

migrated sections or from geological cross-sections inferred from the wells and some geological 

expertise. The structural information is extracted from the guiding image through digital image 

analysis. Then, it is introduced into the inversion process of the head data as a weighted 

four-direction-smoothing matrix used in the regularizer. Such smoothing matrix allows applying 

the smoothing along the structural features but not across them in order to preserve eventual 

drops in the hydraulic properties. In addition, we apply a procedure called image-guided 

interpolation on the inverted model. This technique starts with the tomogram obtained from 

image-guided inversion and focus this tomogram. These new approaches are applied on four 
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synthetic problems. The hydraulic distributions estimated from the image-guided inversion are 

closer to the true hydraulic conductivity model and have higher resolution than those computed 

from a classical Gauss-Newton method with uniform isotropic smoothing. 

3.2 Introduction 

Hydraulic conductivity distribution is of course the holy grail of subsurface hydrogeology. 

Adequate knowledge of this parameter is required to model groundwater flow and the migrations 

of contaminants in aquifers. Hydraulic conductivity is usually determined by performing 

pumping tests (Bear, 1988; Vasco et al., 2000; Straface et al., 2007; Li et al 2007; Bohling et al., 

2007). These pumping tests consist in pumping water in one well (or one well interval) and 

monitoring the water level changes in a set of piezometers or well intervals. This analysis gives 

an averaged and localized estimate of the hydraulic conductivity in the vicinity of the wells. This 

estimate can be however erroneous (e.g., Wu et al., 2005; Illman et al., 2012).  

Hydraulic tomography has been proposed as an alternative method to investigate the 

distributions of the hydraulic parameters (specific storage and hydraulic conductivity) of 

heterogeneous aquifers. Hydraulic tomography consists in stimulating an aquifer by performing a 

sequence of pumping tests or injection/extraction tests in a set of wells, possibly at different 

depths between packers, and to record the hydraulic head response at the remaining wells. The 

response is then analyzed in terms of finding the hydraulic conductivity distribution on a grid 

(tomogram) as done typically in geophysics or medical imaging. Over the past two decades, 

several numerical and field studies have demonstrated how steady-state hydraulic tests can be 
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used to image hydraulic conductivity (e.g., Gottlieb and Dietrich, 1995; Yeh and Liu, 2000;  

Liu et al., 2002; Cardiff and Barrash, 2011). Transient pumping tests can be also be used to 

estimate both of the specific storage and hydraulic conductivity fields (e.g., Zhu and Yeh, 2005; 

Hao et al., 2008; Berg and Illman, 2011a). Hydraulic tomotgraphy can alsobe combined with the 

temporal moment method to reconstruct the hydraulic parameters heterogeinities (e.g: Li et al., 

2005; Li et al., 2007; Zhu and Yeh, 2006). This method has found a broad number of 

applications in the recent literature (e.g., Sharmeen et al., 2012; Berg and Illman, 2012). In 

steady-state conditions, such a problem is similar to electrical resistivity tomography in 

geophysics (see recently Zhou et al., 2014). The inverse problem is generally non-unique and the 

resolution depends to the number of hydraulic data and prior information used to constrain the 

inverse problem.  

To incorporate additional information in the inverse problem, various geostatistical 

frameworks have been introduced in order to use any known prior knowledge of the spatial 

variability of the hydraulic conductivity. Two approaches have been extensively used in 

hydraulic tomography: the quasi-linear geostatistical approach by Kintanidis (1995) and 

Sequential Linear Estimator (SLE) by Yeh et al. (1996). Despite the differences in their 

mathematical formulations, these two approaches are similar in their spirit of using spatial 

statistics (mean, variance, and correlation length scales) of hydraulic properties as the prior 

information. The quasi-linear geostatistical approach of Kitanidis (1995) is formally equivalent 

to the Tikhonov regularization family of methods. These approaches are also used in the realm of 
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geophysical inversion with a generalized covariance functions included in a regularization term 

added to the model misfit term in the objective function to minimize. This approach is based on 

the linearization of the functional relationship between parameters (hydraulic conductivities) and 

measured quantities (hydraulic head) and it comprises a step of estimating the geostatistical 

parameters, such as variance and correlation lengths, used for the prior covariance function 

(Michalak and Kitanidis, 2004; Cardiff et al., 2012; Nowak and Cirpka, 2006).  

The Sequential Linear Estimator (SLE) approach of Yeh (1996) treats the model parameter 

as a stochastic process characterized by its spatial statistics (mean, variance, and correlation 

lengths). Afterwards, the SLE uses kriging to obtain the most likely parameters values given the 

data. It then updates (i) the estimated model parameters using the differences between the 

observed heads and (ii) the covariances to obtain residual covariances. In addition, the SLE goes 

beyond cokriging because it assumes a non-linear relationship between parameters fields and 

hydraulic data (Yeh et al., 1996). The SLE approach has proven to be an efficient tool in 

hydraulic tomography. Its success has been demonstrated in saturated flow synthetic tests (Yeh 

and Liu, 2000; Zhu and Yeh, 2005; Yeh and Zhu, 2007; Xiang et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2013), in 

variably-saturated flow synthetic tests (Mao et al, 2013), in pneumatic tomography (Ni and Yeh, 

2009), in sandbox experiments (Liu et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2007; Illman et al., 2010, Berg and 

Illman, 2011a), and in field experiments (Straface et al., 2007; Illman et al., 2009; Huang et al., 

2011; Berg and Illman, 2011b).    
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Another approach is the pilot point method, which is applied as a parameterization technique 

for reducing the number of unknown parameters to estimate by evaluating the model parameters 

at few key-locations only (called pilot points) in the aquifer where the values of the hydraulic 

conductivity can be assessed to fit the hydraulic head measurements via deterministic or 

stochastic optimization processes (de Marsily et al., 1984; LaVenue et al., 1995; Lavenue and De 

Marsily, 2001; Vesselinov et al 2001a-b). The full spatial field is obtained by geostatistical 

interpolation (kriging) of the values of the hydraulic conductivity at the pilot points by assuming 

a cross-covariance function. However, one limitation of the pilot point method is due the fact 

that the covariance function used for the interpolation of the model parameter values from those 

obtained at the pilot points is fixed (Huang et al., 2011). This means that the pilot point method 

does not optimally exploit the information provided by the hydraulic head data in the sense that it 

does not fully take advantage of the changes in the flow field due to changes of the pumping 

locations. 

The previous approaches are all adequate to characterize smoothly heterogeneous aquifers. 

However the distribution of the hydraulic parameters in the subsurface is not necessarily smooth. 

The subsurface is generally characterized by a set of facies, each of them with their degree of 

heterogeneities. Inside each facies, the distribution of the material properties may be described 

with classical geostatistical indicators such as semi-variograms. That said, there might exist 

drops in the distribution of hydraulic conductivity at the boundaries between the facies. Note that 

under some particular conditions (especially fractured media), one can imagine that the drop in 
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the hydraulic conductivity is not necessarily determined by the geology alone, and that tectonic 

aspects need to be accounted for. Several approaches have been suggested to overcome the 

existence of discontinuities in the distribution of the hydraulic properties. Hu and Chugunova 

(2008) provided a review of the multiple-point geostatistical approach. They studied the 

efficiency of using multiple-point simulations on multiple grids to recover the patterns observed 

in training images. Jafarpour et al. (2009) developed a new regularization approach, which has 

proven to be efficient for the reconstruction of geologic features, facies, and porosity 

distributions. Cardiff et al. (2009) used the level set approach to identify the shape and location 

of the boundaries between separate hydrofacies in some simple geometries.  

The strategy we follow in this paper is to use additional information such as provided by 

seismic or GPR cross-sections, or geological expertise in the hydraulic tomography problem. 

Recently, Hale (2009a) introduced two new techniques called image-guided inversion and 

interpolation methods. The first approach is to extract and use structural features from an image 

to guide the inversion of geophysical data. The second approach is to “diffuse” known sample 

values to a higher resolution map follow the guidance of a secondary image. There are several 

new ideas behind these methods. First, in contrast to classical interpolation methods requiring the 

definition of Euclidian distances from locations where data are unknown to locations where data 

are known, the image-guided interpolation uses orientations and shapes of features in images to 

predict unknown data values. This approach has proven to be very useful in geophysical 

tomography to obtain inverted models that honor geological structures and give more accurate 
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results in terms of the value of the material properties. For instance, Ma et al. (2012) used the 

image-guided interpolation in waveform inversion of seismic data using migrated seismic 

sections as guiding images. They reduced the number of model parameters by discretizing the 

space parameters in a sparser space on which they apply the guided image interpolation. Zhou et 

al. (2014) used the guided-image inversion to invert apparent resistivity data using guiding 

images derived from georadar (GPR) or geological cross-sections. In addition, they used the 

image-guided interpolation on their inverted model in order to increase the resolution of sparse 

smooth resistivity tomograms using the structural constraints.  

As mentioned above, the steady-state hydraulic conductivity inverse problem is 

mathematically similar to the electrical resistivity inverse problem. The main difference is that 

usually much more data are available in electrical resistivity inversion because of the easiness in 

collecting resistivity data. In this paper, we adapt the methodology used recently in Zhou et al. 

(2014) in order to perform image-guided inversion for hydraulic conductivity tomography. As 

far as we know, such a method has never been used in hydrogeology. We solve the hydraulic 

inverse problem for four synthetic 2D-case studies in steady state conditions with the main goal 

to introduce these new techniques to simple case studies.  The structural constraints will be 

derived from an image corresponding to the hydraulic pattern (assumed to be perfectly known in 

this paper for Case Studies 1, 2, and 4) and imposed via a four-direction-smoothing matrix. 

Finally we will study the effect of incorporating erroneous hydraulic pattern on the quality of the 

inverted model (Case Study 3).   
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3.3 Methodology 

3.3.1 Forward Problem 

The ground water flow in a saturated, heterogeneous but locally isotropic confined aquifer 

under steady state regime is governed by the following partial differential equation:  

( ) QK h−∇⋅ ∇ = ,        (3.1) 

where K  denotes the hydraulic conductivity (in 1ms− ), h denotes the hydraulic head (in m) 

and Q  (in 3 -1m s ) is the pumping rate. Equation 3.1 is subject to the following boundary 

conditions 

 Dhh = on  DΓ ,          (3.2) 

where Dh  is the prescribed head at Dirichlet boundary DΓ . Note that other boundary conditions 

can be eventually employed depending on field conditions. 

To minimize the effects of the boundary conditions in our simulations, the modeling domain 

is encircled with a large buffering domain along which we impose a homogenous Dirichlet 

boundary condition. The forward problem is solved with the finite elements method using the 

commercial software Comsol Multiphysics 3.5a (Comsol Multiphysics User’s Guide, 2008). The 

unknown hydraulic conductivity field is discretized into 900 cells for all the three test cases and a 

hydraulic conductivity value is assigned to each cell. We generate the hydraulic signal by 

simulating a series of dipole tests, i.e., we pump water in a well, retrieving the water at the same 

rate in another well, and several permutations of dipoles are performed for each test.  
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3.3.2 Inverse Problem 

The estimation of the hydraulic conductivity distributions can be formulated as a 

least-square optimization problem. The aim is to find the optimal set of parameters that 

minimizes the following objective function L: 

L= d-F(!s)!" #$
T
R -1 d-F(!s)!" #$+λ(!s-!s0 )

TCm(!s-!s0 ) ,     (3.3) 

where d denotes the vector of measured hydraulic data, F(.) is the forward problem operator 

representing the predicted data, R is the measurements error covariance matrix, !s = log10(K)  is 

the decimal logarithm of the hydraulic conductivity field, λ is the regularization parameter, 0s  

is the prior hydraulic conductivity model, and Cm is the smoothing matrix. 

In equation 3.3, the objective function is the sum of two terms. The first term represents the 

data misfit while the second term represents the model constraints. In the classical Tikhonov 

regularization, the matrix Cm  can correspond to the Laplacian (smoothness) operator and be the 

same everywhere in the tomogram (uniform isotropic smoothing). In image-guided inversion, 

this matrix allows the inversion to be “structure oriented” and is therefore used to provide 

inverted models respecting the structural information existing in an independent image.  

The regularization parameter λ  in equation 3.3 ensures the balance between the two types 

of information. Several methods exist for the choice of the regularization parameter (e.g., Craven 

and Wahba, 1979; Golub and Von Matt, 1997; Hansen, 1992).  We use the L-curve method 

among a range of methods such as the cross-validation approach. The L-curve method has 

proven to be an efficient method for computing the regularization parameter and is known for its 
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robustness. It may fail in two cases (Hansen, 1999): (1) When the true model is very smooth and 

(2) when we are dealing with a very large number of measurements. In this second case, the 

asymptotic behavior of the regularization parameter using the L-curve method can be large 

resulting in an over-regularization of the inverse problem. Neither one of these cases correspond 

to the numerical test cases studied in our paper. So we believe that L-curve method is suitable to 

our case studies and give us correct results.  

The smoothing matrix can be computed from images inferred from several data sets such as 

geological cross-sections, seismic or GPR migrated cross-sections (known to contain a lot of 

structural information). In this study, the smoothing matrix is calculated using guiding images 

that are obtained from a fictitious geological cross-section representing the hydraulic pattern. 

The hydro facies and the structure are assumed prior to the inverse modeling of the hydraulic 

head data. If the image used to guide the inversion contains some uncertainties, we can simulate 

several realizations of this image and use them to see the effect of the uncertainty of the guiding 

image with respect to the final hydraulic tomogram. This aspect will be treated in a separate 

contribution since it would encapsulate the present approach in a Bayesian theory to look at the 

effect of the uncertainty existing in the guiding image itself.  

In hydraulic tomography, the inverse problem is non-linear. Therefore the minimization of 

the objective function defined in equation 3.3 requires the use of a gradient-based method, such 

as the Gauss-Newton approach. This method solves the vector of model parameters (log of the 

hydraulic conductivity for each cell) by updating iteratively this vector according to 
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!si+1 = !si +δ!s          (3.4) 

where δ !s  is defined as  

δ !s=(HTR -1H+λCm )
-1HTR -1 F(!si )-d!" #$          (3.5) 

and where H denotes the sensitivity matrix.   

Several studies have been conducted to derive the adjoint equations for the hydraulic 

conductivity inverse problem (Sun and Yeh, 1990; Zhu and Yeh, 2005; Cardiff  and Kitanidis, 

2008; Hsien-tsung et al., 2010). The adjoint state equation related to equation 3.3 is given by  

m( ) δ( )−∇⋅ ∇ = −K φ x x          (3.6) 

where δ  denotes the delta function, x is the spatial distribution and mx  is the measurement 

point spatial location, and φ  denotes the adjoint state variable subject to the following 

boundary conditions 

    0φ =  on dΓ .         (3.7) 

The sensitivity of the hydraulic head is given as  

∂hp
∂!sk

= −ln(10) 10− !s∇h∇φ
Ωk

∫ dΩk .       (3.8) 

The subscript k denotes the position of the unknown parameters !sk in the domain Ω . The 

subscript p denotes the location of the hydraulic head observation. 

As in Farquharson (2008), we use a four-direction smoothing matrix defined as 

T T T T= + + + 
1 1 2 2m x x y y d d d dC C C C C C C C C       (3.9) 

where 
1 2x y d dC ,C ,C ,C denote the first or second order derivatives smoothing matrices in the 
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x-direction, y--direction, 1d -direction and 2d -direction ( 1d  and 2d are the diagonal directions 

described in Figure 3.1). The smoothing matrix of equation 3.3, mC  compares each hydraulic 

conductivity model cell to its four neighbors in the x -direction, y-direction, 1d -direction, and 

2d -direction.  

In order to improve the level of structural constraints, we have to smooth in each of the 

fourth directions, depending on the orientations of the structures. To control the amount of the 

smoothing in each direction, we use four structural weighting diagonal matrices

1 2x y d dW ,W ,W ,W , respectively assigned to aforementioned smoothing matrices. Using this 

approach, we can apply different weights factors to each model cell (Günther et al., 2006; 

Bouchedda et al., 2012). Thus, by introducing the weighting matrices, the smoothing matrix Cm

entering the regularizer of equation (3.3) formulation becomes 

T T T T T T T T= + + + 
1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2m x x x x y y y y d d d d d d d dC C W WC C W WC C W W C C W W C .  (3.10) 

Thanks to equation 3.10, we can obtain models that are preferentially smooth in any of the x

-direction, y -direction, 1d -direction and 2d -direction depending on the orientation of the 

structures information provided by the guiding image. Small weights should be assigned at the 

edges, while larger weights should be assigned along the structures corresponding to the 

predominant directions. For example, in Figure 3.1 a large value should be assigned to the 
2d

W  

matrix element and 
1d

W  matrix element corresponding to cell 8 and cell 11, respectively. This 

approach allows applying the smoothing along the structural features represented in the guiding 

image and then providing models with structural information that are consistent with known 
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guiding images. The guiding image can come from geophysical data or geological modeling. In 

the first case, seismic and georadar can be used to assess unique structural information about the 

shallow subsurface (see Pugnin et al., 2013 and Bradford and Babcock, 2013 for some recent 

examples). In Figure 3.2, we show the structure tensor (defined below) for a GPR cross-section. 

 
Figure 3.1 Illustration of the four direction smoothing on a 2D-piece-wise constant hydraulic 

conductivity model. The guiding image will always be in different level of grey scales. The 1d

and 2d are the diagonal directions added to the horizontal and vertical directions ( x  and y ) in 

order to better honor the orientations of structural features and to smooth along these features. 

The grey and white cells denote two hydrofacies with a (hydraulic conductivity) discontinuity 

along the d1  and d2 directions on both sides of the image. 

 

3.3.3 Image-guided inversion and interpolation 

The purpose of this section is to present the key concepts involved in the image guided 

inversion and interpolation methodologies, the approach being summarized in Figure 3.3.  
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3.3.3.1 Structure tensor field 

The structure tensor draws a map that describes the orientations of the structures of the 

image at each pixel. It provides the orientations of coherent structures by describing the 

directions of the gradients of the grey scale intensity in the vicinity of each pixel. It also gives the 

coherence of these directions. The structure tensor is evaluated at every pixel and is defined as 

the smooth outer product of the local image gradients (Van Vliet and Verbeek, 1995; Weickert, 

1997; Fehmers and Höcker, 2003). In our case, the guiding image will be given in terms of 

shades of grey (see for instance in Figure 3.2). In such images, each pixel has an intensity 

distribution ( , )x yℑ  varying from 0 to 1 (x and y denote the position on the image in the x- and 

y-directions, respectively, ( , )x yℑ =0 is white and ( , )x yℑ =1 is black). The gradient of an image 

∇ℑ  indicates any change in the intensity of the image. The magnitude of the gradient tells us 

how quickly the image is changing while the direction of the gradient tells us in which direction 

the image is changing the fastest. The gradient is computed using its first partial derivatives in 

the x- and y-directions of the intensity: 

( )x y( , y) , ,
y

x
x

⎛ ⎞∂ℑ ∂ℑ
∇ℑ = ℑ ℑ = ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠

.        (3.11) 

In our case we use the discrete formulation of the gradient. In this case, the intensity ℑ of the 

image is discretized on the pixels of the image. We denote the discrete intensity as [ ]pℑ  where 

p is a given pixel of the image. The discrete x and y components of the gradient at the pixel p  

are denoted [ ]x pℑ  and [ ]y pℑ .  
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Figure 3.2 Diffusion tensor fields obtained for six pixels on a migrated georadar vertical 

cross-section. This section is used as a grey-scales coded image (grey intensity from 0 to 1). The 

diffusion tensor field D(x) defined by equation (3.19) is here determined at six pixels xi (red 

filled circles). The tensor components are shown as ellipses determined from the intensity of the 

grey scales using the image-gradient at these points. The long axis of each ellipse, parallel to the 

linear features of the image, denotes the eigenvector v. This direction indicates the smallest 

image gradient. The short axis of the ellipses corresponds to the eigenvector u, normal to the 

image structures. The lengths of the two axes of the tensor ellipses are determined by the 

corresponding eigenvalues of D(x). A circle corresponds to an isotropic structural element and 

therefore implies isotropic smoothing for the inversion. 

 

As in Deriche (1993), Hale (2006; 2009a), and Van Vliet et al. (1998), we used the Gaussian 

derivatives to approximate the image gradients and the Gaussian filters to smooth the product of 
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those components. In 2D, the structure tensor T in each pixel is a 2 2×  positive semi-definite 

symmetric matrix given by 

xx xy

yx yy

T T
=
T T
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

T .        (3.12) 

where 

 [ ] [ ]( )2
xx x

r
T = w r p-rℑ∑ ,         (3.13) 

[ ] [ ]( )2

y
r

T = w r p-ryy ℑ∑ ,       (3.14) 

[ ] [ ] [ ]xy yx x y
r

T = T w r p-r p-r= ℑ ℑ∑ ,     (3.15) 

where the index r  is ranging over a set of index pairs (for example a window of size n  

[ ] [ ]-n,n × -n,n centered on the pixel p ) and [ ]w r  is a window weight depending on r . The 

decomposition of T in its eigenvalues and eigenvectors is given by 

T T
u v=λ +λT uu vv          (3.16) 

where uλ and vλ denote the eigenvalues and u  and v  denote the corresponding eigenvectors 

of the tensor T. Assuming u vλ λ 0≥ ≥ , the eigenvectors u  indicate the directions 

corresponding to the highest image gradients, i.e., perpendicular to the linear features of the 

image. Then, the eigenvectors v  show the directions corresponding to the lowest gradients, 

indicating the directions parallel to the linear features of the image. In the next section, we use 

the orientations of the image that are given by the structure tensor field to perform the 

structure-oriented smoothing. 
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! 
Figure 3.3 Flowchart summarizing the image guided inversion methodology. 
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3.3.3.2 Structure oriented smoothing 

Another idea used below is that the hydraulic conductivity tomogram is usually a smooth 

version of the real K-field. One may wish to focus the tomogram like we focus a blurred image. 

The structure oriented smoothing allows one to apply the smoothing along the features instead of 

applying it across them. Such type of smoothing is performed using the eigenvectors of the 

structure tensor field determined in section 2.3.1. Weickert (1997) and Fehmers and Höcker 

(2003) proposed to parameterize a structure-oriented smoothing filter by solving an anisotropic 

diffusion equation defined as  

[ ](x,τ) / τ (x) (x,τ)g g∂ ∂ =∇⋅ ∇D ,      (3.17) 

subject to the following initial conditions 

(x,τ=0)=f(x)g ,          (3.18) 

where g denotes the output smoothed image, D  is the diffusion tensor (also called metric 

tensor), f is the initial input image to be smoothed, x  represents the space coordinates and τ is 

the time. Note that for any time τ 0> , the output image g is always a smoothed version of the 

initial image f . The diffusion tensor D  that appears in Equation (3.17) is an anisotropic metric 

tensor sharing the eigenvectors of the structure tensor T. As stated by Hale (2009a, b), the 

diffusion tensor field D  is formulated as 

( ) ( )0 1p p T T
v v v u = min λ /λ λ /λ +⎡ ⎤

⎣ ⎦D uu vv ,     (3.19) 

where 0p  and 1p  are constants that respectively balance the amplitudes of the eigenvalues and 

accentuate the effect of linearity. This is this tensor that is shown in Figure 3.2 for 6 pixels. 
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Solving the time-dependent anisotropic diffusion equation (3.17) can be very time-consuming. 

An alternative to this, was proposed by Hale (2009a) who replaced equation (3.17) by the 

following quasi-static partial differential equation 

[ ](x) α . (x) (x) f(x)− ∇ ∇ =g gD ,      (3.20) 

where α  denotes the constant filter parameter. In the case α=0 , no smoothing is applied and 

the input image f remains unchanged. Hale (2009a) developed several numerical schemes to 

efficiently solve equation (3.20). 

3.3.3.3 Structure oriented semblance 

We introduce now the structure-oriented semblance used to extract the discontinuities and 

the coherences of the guiding image. Usually, the semblance is computed using equal smoothing 

filters with the same weights; this is referred to as conventional semblance. Hale (2009a) 

introduced the concept of weighted semblance that consists in assigning different weights to the 

smoothing filters. The weighted semblance is formulated as 

[ ]
[ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ]( )

2

j
2

j

h i;j f j
s i =

h i;j f j

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠
∑

∑
       (3.21) 

where f is the input image, [ ]h i;j  the smoothing-filters coefficients, j is the index of image 

pixels and i denotes the shift. In the frame of simple smoothing, we apply the smoothing along 

the 1st and 2nd directions of the image. For structure-oriented semblance, the smoothing along the 

image directions is replaced by the structure-oriented smoothing. Depending on the order of 

smoothing, we use the following structure oriented semblances: 
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2

1 , 2

f
s s =

f
=

v u
v u

v u

         (3.22) 

2

2 , 2

f
s s =

f
=

u v
u v

u v

         (3.23) 

where .
u

 and .
v
 denotes the smooth along eigenvectors u and v, respectively. Note that 

.
u

 performs the smoothing across image features while .
v
 performs the smoothing along 

those features. For both equations (3.22) and (3.23), the smoothing is performed at two levels. 

The first smoothing is referred to as an inner smoothing while the second is referred to as an 

outer smoothing. For 1s , we first smooth along the orientations of image features ( .
v
) then 

across the orientations of those features ( .
u

) and vice versa for 2s . The role of the outer 

smoothing is to stabilize the semblance values when the inner smoothing outputs are too small. 

Depending on the values of the semblances 1s  and 2s , we can identify the nature of the image 

structures. For instance, small values of 2s  indicate the presence of a discontinuity in the 

direction across the image features while small values of 1s  show discontinuity in the direction 

along the image features.  

In order to perform the image-guided inversion, we discretize the domain of simulation into 

a regular or an irregular grid. To each cell of the grid, we assign a hydraulic conductivity value 

that will be optimized during the inversion process. After mapping the locations of the grid cells 

into the indices of the pixels of the guiding image, each cell is associated to a set of pixels. Each 

cell inherits the structural properties of the corresponding group of pixels. In other words, if a 
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group of pixels contains some discontinuities or coherences, the associated cell should contain 

the same features. We consider that the orientation of features is unvarying within a cell and is 

only evaluated at the center of the cell. To determine the orientation of the features in a cell, we 

calculate at the center of each cell, the slope of the eigenvectors v  defined as 1 2v /v , and 

depending on the angle of the slope, we establish whether the cell is coherent or discontinuous in 

the x-direction, y-direction, 1d -direction, or 2d -direction. 

As mentioned before, the semblance can be used as an indicator on the nature of the 

structural features. Therefore, we compute the semblance for a group of pixels. Based on the 

values of the semblance we identify the structures. For example, we fix a threshold and when the 

values of 2s  are smaller than the threshold the structure is considered to be a discontinuity. 

Similarly, the locations where 1s  is greater than another threshold correspond to coherences. 

The choice of the thresholds are important. If we have too low or high values of the 1s  

threshold, some bias appear along the structure features due to the undersmoothing or 

oversmoothing, while too low 2s threshold will diminish the resolution of the inverted model by 

ignoring some edges. In this paper, we fixed the thresholds values as 0.9 for 2s  semblance and 

0.9934 for 1s  semblance. 

3.3.3.4 The weighting matrices 

The aim of the weighting matrices is to add different weighting factors to the smoothing 

directions. Those weighting factors represent the structural constraints. Assigning the weights to 

the smoothing matrix is done using the tensor fieldD  and the semblance s. During the inversion 
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process, the simulation domain is divided into a grid of cells. Each of these cells is associated 

with a hydraulic conductivity value. We then map the locations of these cells into the indices of 

the pixels of the guiding image. The tensor field and the semblance are computed for all the 

pixels of the guiding image. The values of the semblance help identifying the nature of the 

features. The locations on the guiding image where the s2 semblance values are smaller than an 

empirically chosen threshold are defined as edges while the locations on the guiding image 

where the s1 semblance values are greater than a certain threshold are defined as coherences. 

Once all the features of the guiding image have been identified, we assign values of the 

weighting matrices in order to apply the smoothing along the features. When dealing with edges, 

small weights are assigned to the three directions not parallel to the feature orientation while 

large weights are assigned to the feature direction in the case of coherences. One way to do this 

is to assign default large values for all coherent cells and small values by default for edges. An 

example of such default values can be 20 for weighting matrix entries corresponding to 

coherence and 0.05 weighting matrix entries corresponding to edges. All the remaining entries of 

the weighting matrices will be equal to one. 

3.3.3.5 Image-guided interpolation 

We first point out that the image-guided interpolation is not an inherent part of the 

image-guided inversion process. The image-guided interpolation is an optional yet 

complementary step, which is used to increase the resolution of the best hydraulic conductivity 

model estimated from the image-guided inversion (see Figure 3.3). Here, the image guided 
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interpolation seeks to increase the resolution of the inverted hydraulic conductivity model by 

solving a diffusion-like equation and ''back-diffusing'' the values of known samples to the 

whole domain under the guidance of the tensor field (x)D . 

    Generally in geosciences, the model parameters of an inverse problem should be discretized 

into a large number of unknowns in order to obtain good resolution for the inverted models. This 

is requires a huge computational effort. To obtain hydraulic conductivity models of higher 

resolution honoring the structures, using a reasonable number of unknown parameters, we 

interpolate the final sparse hydraulic conductivity model resulting from the image-guided 

inversion into a higher resolution model covering all the pixels of the guiding image. To perform 

such interpolation, we use the so-called “image-guided blended neighbor interpolation” approach 

(Hale, 2009a). This interpolation is guided by an image that describes the structural features of 

the study domain (the same used to guide the inversion). The input of the image-guided 

interpolation is a set of scattered data consisting of m  samples (number of known data values) 

F = f1,f2 ,!,fm{ } ,        (3.24) 

with fk ∈ ! , ∀k ∈ 1,2,!,m{ } . The set of known data F is associated with a set of m sample 

points  

X = x1,x2,!,xm{ } ,        (3.25) 

where xk ∈ !
n , n  is the space dimension (in this work n 2= ). 
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In other words, kf  represent the inverted hydraulic conductivity values and kx are the 

coordinates of the cells of these inverted, known values. The aim of the interpolation is to 

construct a function q(x)  such as  

q(x) :!n →!
q(xk )=fk

"
#
$

%$
,        (3.26)  

Here, x  refers to the coordinates of all the points, both known and unknown. The function q

has two properties: (i) the known values kf remain unchanged while applying q ; (ii) the 

interpolated model obtained with q  has higher resolution than the initial model F . In the 

image-guided interpolation frame, the nearest neighbor of a point is evaluated not in terms of the 

minimum Euclidian distance but it corresponds to the paths of the minimum time. The 

image-guided blended neighbor interpolation process can be summarized as following: 

First, we solve the Eikonal equation  

   
(x) (x) (x) 1, x X

( ) 0, x X
t t

t x
∇ ⋅ ⋅∇ = ∉⎧
⎨

= ∈⎩

D
      (3.27) 

where ( )xD  denotes the diffusion (metric) tensor field derived from the guiding image. Solving 

equation 3.23 gives both the minimum travel time from a point x  to its nearest known neighbor 

kx , (x)t  and the nearest neighbor interpolant of this point p (x)  which has the value kf  

(corresponding to kx ). The metric tensor field (x)D  derived from the guiding image allows 

computing the nearest neighbor interpolant p (x) . 

The second step consists in performing the blended neighbor interpolation by solving the 

following smoothing diffusion equation. 
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21(x) .t (x) (x) ( ) p(x)
e

− ∇ ∇ =q q xD ,       (3.28) 

where e 4≥  is a constant controlling the smoothing (the largere the smoother the results). 

The solution of this equation is the interpolated model (x)q . This model better respects the 

structures and has a higher resolution. Furthermore it does not modify the structure of the 

original inverted model kf ( )k k( x =f )q . 

The image guided inversion/interpolation process can be divided in three main steps (Figure 

3.3): (1) Initialization: We derive the structural information from the guiding image and store it 

in the final smoothing matrix mC . (2) Image-guided inversion: We optimize the hydraulic 

conductivity field using the smoothing matrix mC  as a constraint term. This step is an iterative 

process, which stops once the convergence criterion in term of data misfit is met. (3) 

Image-guided interpolation: The aim of this optional step is to increase the resolution of the 

hydraulic conductivity tomogram obtained from step 2 by interpolating in the whole domain 

under the guidance of the tensor field (x)D . 

3.4 Numerical Case Studies 

In this section, we explore the efficiency of the image-guided inversion for estimating the 

hydraulic conductivity field from the hydraulic head data of a shallow unconfined aquifer. Four 

synthetic cases are studied. In order to demonstrate the advantage of our guided inversion 

approach, we compare its result to the conventional Gauss-Newton method (using simple 

isotropic smoothing along the x- and y-directions) for each of the three test cases. For the first 

two cases, we suppose that the image used to guide the inversion and interpolation exactly 
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reflects the hydraulic pattern. In the third test case, we use both exact and erroneous guiding 

images that do not totally reflect the hydraulic pattern in order to see how this error can affect the 

resolution of the inverted model. In all these three test cases, the hydraulic conductivity field is a 

binary heterogeneous distribution. In addition, a fourth case study is investigated using a vertical 

distribution of hydraulic conductivity for a set of layers displaced by a normal fault. The water 

head measurements are collected by performing a series of pumping/injection tests in a set of 

wells intersecting the aquifer. Information and inversion results of the four case studies are 

summarized in Table 3.1, Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. The results of the tomographies for the four 

case studies are shown in Figures 3.4 to 3.12. The regularization parameters computed using the 

L-curve approach are shown in Figure 3.13. Figure 3.14 shows the convergence for the case 

studies. Finally Figure 3.15 shows a comparison between the true head data and the head data 

computed form the final solution. We now come back on these results case by case.  

3.4.1 Case Study 1 

This is the simplest case study in which we just assume that the simulation domain consists 

of a central square surrounded by a larger domain. Both entities have different hydraulic 

conductivity values (Figure 3.4a).  We simulate four dipole tests. The results of the inversion 

are shown in Figure 3.4b (inverted model obtained with the conventional Gauss-Newton method) 

and Figure 3.4c (inverted model obtained from the imaged-guided structure-constrained 

inversion method). We see that the Gauss Newton method gives a smoother model but it 

correctly reproduces the position of the heterogeneity. This is due to the fact that the hydraulic 
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conductivity field is not complex and a sufficient number of piezometers are available. The 

image-guided inversion also provides results that are better than the Gauss Newton inverted 

result in the sense that the amplitudes of the true model are better respected and no smoothing 

effect is visible at the interfaces of the two media. The plot of the true hydraulic heads data 

against the simulated head data shows an excellent match (see Figure 3.15a). Figure 3.14b shows 

the decrease of the objective function with the number of iterations. The image used to guide the 

inversion, its semblance and diffusion tensor field  are shown in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5a 

shows the guiding image in grey scales. This image is used to provide the structure used to 

smooth in different directions. In Figure 3.6b, we see that the semblance  clearly identifies 

the structures and  values smaller than 0.5 correspond to its edges. The tensor field is 

illustrated with yellow ellipses that are horizontal and vertical along the edges in Figure 3.4c. 

Actually, the long and thin ellipses reflect the more coherent and linear structures, which are 

associated to the large eigenvalues of the vector v of the diffusion tensor . We note that this is 

surprising to see the image-guiding inversion performing better than the Gauss-Newton inversion 

because more information is provided to the inversion in the second case. That said, it is 

interesting to see how the image-guided inversion nearly allows recovering the real K-field.  

3.4.2 Case Study 2 

The goal of this test is to underscore the weakness of the Gauss –Newton method when the 

true model is slightly more complex and there is lack of data to characterize its full complexity. 

The true model used in this simulation is shown in Figure 3.6a and the inverted results in Figures 

D

2s

2s

D
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3.6b and 3.6c. The guiding-image (in grey scales) is illustrated in Figure 3.7a. The small values 

of the semblance (Figure 3.7b) clearly show the contours of the hydraulic pattern. The tensor 

field map (Figure 3.7c) shows the ellipses that are going along the linear features of the guiding 

image. We note that the hydraulic conductivity field reconstructed from the image-guided 

inversion (Figure 3.6c) has values that are better recovered and the artifacts that appear on the 

Gauss-Newton inverted model (Figure 3.6b) are absent. The simulated data obtained from the 

image guided inversion are in total accordance with the true hydraulic head data as shown in 

Figure 3.15b while Figure 3.14b highlights the fact that the RMS error in the image guided 

inversion is decreasing much faster than for the Gauss-Newton one. 

 

Table 3.1 Summary of model information for the three test cases. Nd: number of data, Nc. 

denotes the number of cells, Nw the number of wells, Nt the number of dipole tests , Bc denotes 

the boundary conditions, Γ are the boundaries of the simulation domain, ΓD  denotes a 

Dirichlet-type boundary and ΓN  denotes a Neumann-type boundary ( n̂  unit vector normal to 

the interface). The measurement error corresponds to a standard deviation of 1 cm on the 

hydraulic head data. 

   

Tests 

   Geometry 

(m×m) 

Nd Nc Nw Nt           Bc 

Case 1 100 100×  60 900 8 4 0=h on Γ  

Case 2 48 27×  24 900 12 6 0=h on Γ  

Case 3 100 100×  84 900 13 7 0=h on Γ  

Case 4 50 25×  218 900 15 12 0=h  on ΓD  

ˆ 0K h∇ ⋅ =n on 

ΓN  
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Figure 3.4 Results for test case 1. (a) True model with two square shaped mediums. The filled 

circles correspond to the locations of the wells used to simulate the dipole hydraulic tests. The 

color bar denotes the decimal logarithm of the hydraulic conductivity (in m s-1). (b) Inverted 

model obtained with the conventional Gauss-Newton method. (c) Inverted model obtained from 

the imaged-guided structure-constrained inversion method.  
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Figure 3.5 Structural information used to perform the imaged-guided structure-constrained 

method in the horizontal plane. (a) The image used to guide the inversion in grey scale. (b) 

Calculated semblance 2s , the low values of the semblance correspond to the dark lines denoting 

the discontinuities. The axes show the pixel indices. (c) Metric tensor field inferred from the 

guiding image. We see the ellipses along the two media.  
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Figure 3.6 Results for test case 2. (a) True model showing the hydraulic pattern. The black 

filled circles correspond to the locations of the wells. The model has two entities with different 

hydraulic conductivity ranging from 6 110 ms− −  to 4 -110 ms− . (b) Results obtained with the 

conventional Gauss-Newton method, the inverted model is overly smooth making the contrast 

between the heterogeneities of the true model not well recovered. (c) The inverted model 

obtained from the imaged-guided structure-constrained method, the hydraulic pattern is well 

respected and the magnitudes of the hydraulic conductivity are similar to those of the true model.  
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Figure 3.7 Structural information used to perform the imaged-guided structure-constrained 

method. (a) Guiding image. (b) Calculated semblance 2s . The semblance map shows clearly the 

discontinuities as dark lines (low semblance values). The axes show the pixel indices. (c) 

Calculated metric tensor field. The ellipses lie along the edges of the two domains.  
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3.4.3 Case Study 3 

In this case study, we used a slightly more complicated hydraulic conductivity distribution 

(see Figure 3.8a). This type of model is geometrically similar to the hydraulic conductivity of 

river estuaries in which paleochannels can be observed in plane-view. In this case, electrical 

resistivity can be used to map the boundaries between these paleochannels and the surrounding 

sediments (e.g., Revil et al., 2005). After generating our synthetic data, we added a Gaussian 

noise corresponding to 2 percent of the hydraulic data. Seven dipole tests were performed to 

stimulate the synthetic aquifer and identify the most sensible region of this aquifer. The guiding 

image used to perform the inversion is shown on Figure 3.9a, it approximates the stair shape 

corners of the true model with straight lines.  This approximation is quite realistic since it is 

very hard to initially know the exact geometry of the hydraulic pattern.   

The semblance and tensor field are shown in Figure 3.9b and Figure 3.9c, respectively. The 

semblance values smaller than 0.65 correspond to the edges; this is in accordance with the 

ellipses of the tensor field which are longer and thinner along the linear features of the image. 

Once the image-guided structure-constrained inversion has been performed, we obtain a 30 30×  

hydraulic conductivity model. This sparse model is represented in Figure 3.8d. The inverted 

model obtained after applying the image-guided interpolation is shown in Figure 3.8c. The 

heterogeneities are apparent in the estimated model. Although we observe some bias in the 

vicinity of the corners due to the mismatch between the guiding image and the true model, the 

image-guided inversion result are excellent since it correctly approximate the shape of the 
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hydraulic pattern as well as the magnitudes of the hydraulic conductivity field. The comparison 

between the true data and the computed data obtained from the image guided inversion shows a 

perfect fit between the data (see Figure 3.15). The convergence criteria are reached after seven 

iterations for both the image-guided inversion and the Gauss-Newton algorithm but the objective 

function of image guided inversion decreases much faster than the Gauss-newton one. The exact 

values taken by the objectives functions are reported in Table 2. 

 

Table 3.2 Computed Mean Squared parameters errors. MSE denotes the hydraulic 

conductivity misfit defined by ( ) ( )
2M

True Inverted
i 1

MSE 1/ M log10(K) log10(K)
=

= −∑  where M is the 

number of hydraulic conductivity model unknowns. 

 Inversion method                 MSE  

        Case Study 1 Image guided               0.0003 

 Gauss Newton               0.9065 

        Case Study 2 Image guided               0.0323 

 Gauss Newton               0.9083 

        Case Study 3 Image guided               0.5021 

 Gauss Newton               0.9339 

        Case Study 4 Image guided 

Gauss Newton 

              0.1007 

              0.1582 

 

The Gauss-Newton inversion result shown in Figure 3.8b has lower resolution and does not 

correctly reflect the structures. In addition, it oversmoothes the hydraulic conductivity 

distribution. This emphasizes the rationale for using the four smoothing direction to assess the 
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hydraulic conductivity field instead of the classical x y−  smoothing. Nevertheless, if a higher 

density of piezometers was used, the Gauss Newton method is expected to give better results. 

However, since the drilling cost may be high, in practice we may rely on a small number of wells. 

It is for this reason that we limited the number of wells in our simulation. 

 
Figure 3.8 Results for Case Study 3. (a) True model of hydraulic conductivity. Such type of 

heterogeneities can correspond to paleochannels in estuaries. The black filled circles correspond 

to the locations of the wells used to do the dipole tests. The true model is discretized into 900 

cells.  (b) Results of the inversion using the Gauss-Newton method. The inverted model is too 

smooth and the shape of the channels is not recovered. (c) Results of the inversion using the 

image-guided inversion. The heterogeneities are well-recovered in terms of low and high values 

of the hydraulic conductivity. (d) Image-guided inverted model before interpolation.  
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Figure 3.9 Structural information used to perform the imaged-guided structure-constrained 

inversion. (a) Guiding image. (b) Calculated semblance 2s . The dark lines on the semblance map 

show the discontinuities between the two domains. The axes show the indices of the pixels of the 

guiding image. (c) The tensor field illustrates the features and their orientations. The ellipses lie 

along the discontinuities.   
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So far, in all the test cases studied above, the guiding images exactly reflected the structures 

or only slightly mismatched a part of those features. Because it is quite common to not have any 

prior knowledge or just broad information about the structures or the hydraulic pattern, we 

propose to guide the inversion with a false image that does not totally reflect the structures (see 

Figure 3.10a).  We can see that the inverted model (Figure 3.10b) follows the correct structures 

inferred from the guiding image but does not preserves some of the features of the true model 

which are not present in the guiding image. We can also notice, as stated in the previous sections, 

that the main purpose of the image guided interpolation is to increase the resolution of the 

inverted model and make it better respect the structural constraint (see Figure 3.10c). To study 

the uncertainty induced by the use of a wrong or incomplete guiding image, we compute the 

posterior covariance matrix defined as follows: 

( )-1T -1= + mP H R H C .       (3.29) 

We can now compute the vector of the standard deviations of the estimated parameters postσ  by 

evaluating the square root of the diagonal elements of the matrix P : 

( )diagpostσ = P .        (3.30) 

By plotting the vector postσ , we draw a map corresponding to the uncertainties involved in the 

reconstruction of each hydraulic conductivity cell (Figure 3.11). The lowest values postσ  

represent the well reconstructed areas while the largest values of postσ  represent the areas where 

the estimation is less reliable. These areas correspond to the locations where there is a lack of 

information the guiding image.  
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Figure 3.10 Influence of using an erroneous guiding image on hydraulic tomography. a. 

Guiding image with erroneous description of the structure. b. Nearest neighbor interpolation of 

the inverted model reconstructed with image guided inversion. c. Image guided interpolation of 

the inverted model reconstructed with image guided inversion .Compared to the nearest neighbor 

interpolation, the image-guided interpolation increases the resolution of the inverted model 

respecting the structural constraints. The model is therefore sensitive to the correctness of the 

information given by the guiding image but this information does not fully dominate the 

reconstruction of the inverted model. 
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Figure 3.11 Estimate of the uncertainties. a. Posterior standard deviation for Case Study 3 using 

a correct guiding image. b. Posterior standard deviation fir Case Study 3 using a wrong guiding 

image. Lower values correspond to areas where the reconstruction is better while the larger 

values represent areas that not well-reconstructed. 
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At this stage, we can state that the use of an erroneous guiding image does not make the 

inversion fail, but that the reconstruction of the hydraulic conductivity field is poorer in some 

areas of the domain, compared to the case where the hydrofacies are assumed perfectly known. 

The use of a guiding image that does not exactly respect the structural information will be 

studied in more details in a subsequent paper, and we plan to use a stochastic generator to 

associate the uncertainty in the guiding to an uncertainty in the K-field. Furthermore, we plan to 

incorporate a level set method which allows for correcting the guiding image using the hydraulic 

head measurements thus improve the estimation of the hydraulic conductivity in the vicinity of 

hydrofacies. We also believe that an abundance of data (e.g. in transient hydraulic tomography) 

provide additional information to a wrong guiding image and therefore improve the inversion. 

3.4.4 Case Study 4 

This case study concerns a vertical distribution of permeability with 4 layers displaced by a 

fault and five wells with 4 small intervals from which the pumping tests are performed (Figures 

3.12a, b). The modeling of the pumping tests includes the effect of gravity. The characteristics of 

the domain and pumping tests are in Table 3.1. The model misfit and objective functions are in 

Table 3.2 and 3.3 for both the Gauss Newton and Image-guided inversion. The image used for 

the image-guided inversion is shown in Figure 3.12c and the results of the image-guided 

inversion and image interpolation are shown in Figures 3.12d and 3.12e, respectively. In all cases, 

the starting (prior) model exhibits a completely homogeneous hydraulic conductivity distribution, 

with a constant value everywhere that corresponds to the median of the true hydraulic 
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conductivity distribution. 

Table 3.3 Objective functions values for each study case. IGI stands for “ image guided 

inversion” while GN stands for “ Gauss-Newton”. 

 Iterations Objective function 

  IGI GN 

 

 

 

Case Study 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

354907.94 

51026.17 

5342.57 

179.10 

35.62 

21.99 

21.19 

21.27 

266944.37 

2904.42 

624.18 

554.81 

554.34 

554.20 

554.23 

554.22 

 

 

 

Case Study 2 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

118904.89 

1513.68 

627.47 

357.06 

337.04 

326.26 

329.25 

331.02 

147370.40 

26720.03 

14481.76 

10945.85 

8706.49 

4506.59 

4489.91 

4488.15 

 

 

 

Case Study 3 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

42067.95 

8659.30 

45.99 

14.33 

0.96 

0.14 

0.01 

0.0004 

85558.56 

5949.72 

3874.83 

3455.80 

3406.57 

3388.72 

3385.46 

3384.52 
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Figure 3.12 Results from Case Study 4 with 5 piezometers and 4 depths intervals per well (the 

filled circles). a. Simulation domain with the locations of the measurements ports for the 

pumping tests. b. True hydraulic conductivity model. c. Guiding image used to guide the image 

guided inversion. d. Results of the image guided inversion (the prior hydraulic conductivity 

model is homogeneous, see main text). e. Results of the image guided inversion using the 

image-guided interpolation. f. Results from the Gauss-Newton inversion with isotropic 

smoothness (same prior model than the image-guided inversion). 

 

We can recover very well the hydraulic conductivity distribution by comparison with the 

Gauss-Newton inversion based on isotropic smoothing. The value of the regularization parameter 

is very well determined using the L-curve analysis (Figure 3.13). After the third iteration, Figure 

3.14d shows that the objective function misfit is smaller for the image guided inversion by 
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comparison with the Gauss-Newton inversion based on isotropic smoothing. Figure 3.14d shows 

that the head data are perfectly recovered with the image guided inversion. 

 
Figure 3.13 L-curve graphs for each of the case studys.  a. L-curve analysis for Case Study 1, 

the optimal value of the regularization parameter is 0.0015532oλ = . b. L-curve analysis for 

Case Study 2, the optimal value of the regularization parameter is 0.0050026. c. L-curve analysis 

for Case Study 3, the optimal value of the regularization parameter is 0.034127. d. L-curve 

analysis for Case Study 4, the optimal value of the regularization parameter is 0.00178. 
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! 
Figure 3.14 Plot of the values of the MSE at each iteration (see Table 3.2) for both the Gauss 

Newton and image guided inversion methods. a. Case Study 1. b. Case Study 2. c. Case Study 3. 

d. Case Study 4. 
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Figure 3.15 Comparison between the true hydraulic head data and the simulated data. a. Case 

Study 1. b. Case Study 2. c. Case Study 3. d. Case Study 4. 

 

3.5 Conclusion 

We have investigated the advantage of using image-guided inversion to assess the 

hydraulic conductivity field of heterogeneous aquifers. We use the structural information 

contained in a guiding image (either obtained from seismic data, GPR data or from some 
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geological expertise) to guide the inversion of the hydraulic conductivity field through 

image-processing. The image-guided approach offers a promising alternative to incorporating 

geophysical or geological information in order to reconstruct hydraulic parameters. First, 

structural information is extracting from the guiding image (typically in grey scales) using 

image-processing techniques. Then, the image-guided inversion is used to apply the smoothing 

along the structural features instead of applying it across those features. This helps to obtain an 

estimated model of the hydraulic conductivity that better respects the structural constraints and 

that better recovers the true amplitudes of the hydraulic conductivity.  The image-guided 

interpolation helps to increase the resolution of the inverted model as demonstrated in three 

numerical test cases.  

Future studies could include the 3D estimation of the hydraulic parameters 

heterogeneities from the joint inversion of geophysical and transient hydraulic data using the 

image-guided method. In such applications, structural information such as geological 

cross-sections, ground penetrating radar images or migrated seismic sections could be used to 

constrain the inversion. We could also use a stochastic generator of geological models to test, 

which of many geological models, would impose the best structural information for recovering 

the optimal hydraulic conductivity field. 
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CHAPTER 4 STOCHASTIC STRUCTURE-CONSTRAINED IMAGE-GUIDED 

INVERSION OF GEOPHYSICAL DATA 

 

J. Zhou1, A. Revil1,2 and A. Jardani3 

A paper submitted to Geophysics 

4.1 Abstract 

Inverse modeling of geophysical data involves the recovery of a subsurface structural model 

(e.g., sedimentary layers and faults) and the distribution of petrophysical properties (e.g., density, 

velocity, or electrical resistivity). Independent information regarding the subsurface structure is 

usually available, with some uncertainty, and such information can be used to regularize the 

inversion of the geophysical data. Structural information can be used to construct the model 

covariance matrix and perform a structure-constrained inversion. In our previous work, we have 

considered the guiding image (geological cross-section) to be perfectly known. In this paper, we 

reverse the concept. Instead of trying to find the best geophysical model under the constraint of 

perfectly known structure, we assume the subsurface structure is unknown and we look for the 

posterior probability density of the geological models (i.e., the structure of the guiding image). 

This process is achieved using a Bayesian approach combined with an image-guided inversion 

algorithm. We consider the structural features (such as the faults and the sediment layer 
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boundaries) as random variables described by prior probability densities from the expertise of a 

geologist. The data vector collected from geophysical survey is fixed, but each random vector of 

those structure parameters corresponds to one different guiding image, and thus generates one 

different image-guided inverted geophysical model. The Adaptive Metropolis algorithm (AMA) 

is used to find the proposal distributions of the structural parameters, of which the corresponding 

images will result in inverted geological models minimizing the (geophysical) data misfit. We 

use electrical resistivity tomography as a technique to identify a correct geological model and its 

posterior probability density. The approach is tested using one synthetic example (with 3 

horizontal layers displaced by a normal fault) and one field case corresponding to a sinkhole in a 

three layers structure. In both cases, we are able to select the most plausible geological models 

that agree with both prior information and the geophysical data. 

4.2 Introduction 

Structure-constrained inversion involves the incorporation of secondary structural 

information about the subsurface in order to optimize realistic reconstruction of geophysical 

models and their corresponding petrophysical properties (e.g., density, velocity, or resistivity). 

This idea is not new and various strategies have been published to incorporate structural 

information in the inversion of geophysical data (see for instance Günther and Rücker, 2006; 

Günther et al., 2006a; Lelièvre and Oldenburg, 2009; Robinson et al., 2013). Recently, Ma et al. 

(2012) and Zhou et al. (2014a, b) proposed a new image-guided inversion of electrical resistivity 

data using the structural information contained in seismic or ground penetrating radar migrated 
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sections or alternatively using a geological cross-section assumed to be perfectly known. The 

difference with previous approaches lies in the way the structural information is extracted from 

the guiding image and incorporated in the inversion of the geophysical data.  

The concept developed in Zhou et al. (2014a, b) can be actually reversed: We can try to 

utilize the geophysical data to test different geological models (for instance different structural 

models) under the umbrella of structure-constrained image-guided inversion and to determine 

their posterior probability densities. In other words, we can start with some prior information 

regarding the structural geology. This is achieved by defining a geological cross-section as prior 

structural information and a probability density associated with this cross-section or more exactly 

the parameters defining the cross-section. This can be performed from the expertise of a 

geologist. Then, we use the geophysical data to update the prior probability models into a 

posterior probability density of the geology. We note that some preliminary research has been 

done in defining geological models in a probabilistic sense. For instance, Cherpeau et al. (2010, 

2012) used a stochastic method to represent and simulate fault networks and developed a 

stochastic inverse modeling of fault geometry and connectivity. Lindsay et al. (2012, 2013a, b) 

addressed the idea of geodiversity, or the uncertainty in geological models, and methods of 

calculating, quantifying, and visualizing geological model uncertainty in 3D. Finally, stochastic 

inversion has been a fertile area of research in geophysics (Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1995), for 

instance to invert downhole measurements (Woodruff et al., 2010) and in hydrogeophysics to 

assess hydraulic properties of geothermal fields and shallow aquifers (Jardani and Revil, 2009; 
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Jardani at al., 2013). 

In this paper, we develop a new approach called Stochastic Image-GUided 

Structure-constrained (SIGUS) inversion of geophysical data. The idea is to invert for geological 

models (in this paper structural models) using a Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) sampler 

and the adaptive Metropolis algorithm (e.g., Mosegaard and Tarantola, 1995). The approach can 

include various types of geological features (layers, faults, and potentially complex features such 

as heterogeneous facies). We use below the Direct Current (DC) electrical resistivity data for our 

tests, but our approach is very general and can be used for any type of geophysical data. We will 

also use simplistic 2.5D geological models but we believe that the approach introduced below is 

very general as long as we have a way to generate stochastically geological models from a 

limited number of fundamental parameters. To our knowledge, the idea of combining 

geophysical data and structure-constrained image-guided inversion algorithm in a stochastic 

framework to find out a distribution of plausible geological models has not been done so far. We 

will illustrate the SIGUS approach using both synthetic and real datasets. 

4.3 Theory 

4.3.1 Extracting Structural Features from an Image 

We first assume that we have some prior information about the subsurface structure, in the 

form of a geological cross-section drawn by a geological expert. This geological cross-section 

can incorporate prior information including some well-log data, and any knowledge of the 

geology and tectonic features available to the geologist. The cross-section should come with a 
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quantification of its uncertainty in the form of prior probability densities in the parameters 

defining this section (Lindsay et al., 2012, 2013a, b). Before using the geological cross-section as 

a structural image to guide the inversion of geophysical data, we need to extract its structural 

features, including the orientation of the structural features such as faults and sediment layer 

boundaries. Note that the guiding image can also be a migrated seismic or ground penetrating 

radar profile.  

First, to quantitatively describe the image features, we determine the structure tensor field 

T(x) of the image for position x, which are smoothed outer products of image gradient vectors g 

(see van Vliet and Verbeek, 1995, Weickert, 1997; Fehmers and Höcker, 2003). For a 2D image, 

for every image sample, the structural tensor T is a 2×2 symmetric positive-semi definite matrix 

given by 

𝐓 = 𝐠 ∙ 𝐠𝐭 =
g!g! g!g!
g!g! g!g!

.                                                                                                                (4.1) 

where “ ” represents the average of the set (window), in other words representing smoothing, 

while  g! and g! can be seen as the image intensity contrasts in the x- and y-directions. The 

image gradient and the smoothing process are approximated by Gaussian derivatives and 

Gaussian filters, respectively (see Deriche,1992; van Vliet et al., 1998; Hale, 2006; and Zhou et 

al., 2014a for technical details that will not be repeated in this paper). The eigenvalue and 

eigenvector decomposition of each structure tensor T at position x is given by (Hale, 2009a, b) 

𝐓 = 𝜆!𝐮𝐮! + 𝜆!𝐯𝐯!,                                                                                                                                (4.2) 

with  
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𝜆! ≥ 𝜆!   ≥ 0.                                                                                                                                                (4.3) 

The quantities 𝜆! and 𝜆! denote the eigenvalues while u and v denote the eigenvectors of T. 

Larger eigenvalues means higher image gradients in the corresponding direction. These 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the structure tensors can provide the measures of the image 

features such as orientations, isotropy, and linearity.  

 Now that we have defined the structure tensors T(x), we can compute a metric tensor field, 

also called the diffusion tensor field D(x). D(x) shares the eigenvectors of T(x), while the 

eigenvalues of D(x) are scaled and normalized reciprocals of corresponding eigenvalues of T(x). 

The tensor field D(x) will be used below to parameterize a tensor-guided structure-oriented local 

Laplacian filter to use in the regularization term of the inversion of the geophysical data. The 

diffusion tensor of a 2D image is 

𝐃 =
𝜆!
𝜆!

!! 𝜆!
𝜆!

!!

𝐮𝐮! + 𝐯𝐯!   .                                                                                          (4.4) 

where  

𝜆! = min 𝜆! .                                                                                                                                          (4.5) 

The parameter p0 controls the overall amplitude of the eigenvalues and p1 emphasizes the 

linearity. If put p0 = p1 = 1, it will simply find the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of T and 

normalize them. If we want to enhance linearity, we should use p1 > 1 (for instance p0 = 1 and 

p1 = 2). The parameters p0 and p1 are chosen so that the size and linearity of the tensors can be 

locally representative in terms of structure features. For the synthetic example we chose p0 =1 

and p1 =1. For the field example, we chose p0=0.1 and p1=2.  
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Figure 4.1 illustrates a subset of the tensor field D(x) computed from a ground penetrating 

radar vertical cross-section. We show the tensor components in the form of ellipses calculated at 

six image locations xi. The eigenvectors with larger eigenvalues, v, are shown as the long axes of 

the ellipses, parallel to the linear features of the image, indicating smallest image gradients in 

these directions. The eigenvectors with smaller eigenvalues, u, are shown as short axes of the 

ellipses, normal to image features. At locations and directions where the image features are more 

coherent, the corresponding eigenvalues will be larger, hence showing longer ellipse axes. 

 
Figure 4.1 Extracting the structural information from a guiding image in grey scales. The 

diffusion tensor field D(x) of a ground penetrating radar image is here determined at six pixels xi 

(red filled circles). The tensor components are shown as ellipses determined from the intensity of 

the grey scales. The long axe of each ellipse, parallel to the linear features of the image, denotes 

the eigenvector v. This direction indicates the smallest image gradient. The short axe of the 

ellipses corresponds to the eigenvector u, normal to the image structures. The lengths of the two 

axes of the tensor ellipses are determined by the corresponding eigenvalues of D(x). A circle 

corresponds to an isotropic structural element.  
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4.3.2 Gauss-Newton Inversion with Image-Guided Regularization 

The inverse problem we usually deal with in geophysics is to discretize a subsurface 

physical property (e.g., seismic velocity, density, electrical resistivity) into a set of model 

parameters m, and try to estimate these model parameters from a set of observed data 𝐝!"# and 

a known forward modeling operator g (linear or nonlinear). The forward modeling operation is 

defined as, 

𝐠 𝐦 = 𝐝.                                                                                                                                          (4.6) 

where d denotes the predicted data vector and m a given set of model parameter. According to 

Tarantola (2005), if we assume that both data space and model space are linear, and that both the 

data uncertainties and the prior information on the model parameters are Gaussian, then the 

misfit function S 𝐦  we want to minimize is  

2S 𝐦 = 𝐠 𝐦 − 𝐝!"# !𝐂!!! 𝐠 𝐦 − 𝐝!"# + 𝜆 𝐦−𝐦!"#$"
!𝐂!!! 𝐦−𝐦!"#$"               (4.7) 

where 𝐝!"# is the observed data (will just use d below), 𝐦!"#$" is the prior model based on a 

priori information, 𝐂! is the data covariance matrix, 𝐂! is the model covariance matrix, and 𝜆 

is the regularization parameter that balances the data misfit function and the model objective 

function (the regularizer). In the examples used in this paper, we will not use any prior models 

𝐦!"#$" (so this vector will be the null vector) 

If we use a Gauss-Newton method to solve for m iteratively, the algorithm updates the 

model vector iteratively according to  
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𝐦!!! = 𝐦! + 𝜇! 𝐆!!𝐂!!!𝐆! + 𝐂!!! !! 𝐆!!𝐂!!! 𝐝!"# − 𝐝! .                                              (4.8)   

Here,  𝐝! = 𝐠 𝐦! ,   𝐆! !
! = ∂g! ∂m!

𝐦!
 is the Jacobian matrix, 𝜇! ≲ 1 and 𝐦! = 𝐦!"#$", 

𝜇! is an ad hoc parameter that defines the step size. For Gauss-Newton algorithm one can just 

take 𝜇! = 1. In the examples used in this paper, the starting model will be a uniform resistivity 

model based on the mean value of the apparent resistivities of the pseudosection. To ensure 

convergence, we can start the damping factor 𝛽 with an empirical value (e.g., 0.15) and reduce 

it at each iteration as long as the data misfit keeps decreasing, otherwise we increase it. 

Altenatively, at each iteration, we can choose an optimize value of 𝛽  using the L-curve 

approach. Note that in order to keep consistence with Tarantola’s notation, the data weighting 

matrix 𝑪! and smoothing matrix 𝑪! in Zhou et al. (2014a) has been written as 𝐂!!! and 𝐂!!! 

here, because they are essentially the inverse of data and model covariance matrices. 

Conventionally, we simply use a finite-difference approximation of first or second difference 

operator (gradient or Laplacian) to represent  𝐂!!!, (the inverse of priori model covariance), which 

is the same as the Tikhonov regularization used to penalize unwanted characteristic of a solution. 

In other words, in the classical Tikhonov regularization, the matrix 𝐂! is homogeneous and 

spatially stationary. At the opposite, image-guided structure-constrained inversion introduces 

structure constraints into 𝐂!!!. In Zhou et al. (2014a), we used a discretized four-direction 

smoothing matrix to represent 𝐂!!!, but here we want to handle better the continuous analog 

model parameters (which is the case for geological models), hence we utilize the local Laplacian 

filter concept (see also Zhou et al., 2014b) to construct this matrix as  
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𝐂𝐌!! = 𝛼𝐈+ 𝛽𝐂∗𝐃𝐂.                                                                                                                            (4.9) 

where I is the identity matrix, C is an approximation of the gradient operator, 𝐂∗ is its adjoint of 

C (Hermitian transpose), a is a scaling parameter, and D is the diffusion tensor field introduced 

above. Because D varies spatially, instead of having a matrix form for 𝐂𝐌!!, we have to apply it 

as an operator 𝐠 = 𝐈+ 𝑎𝐂∗𝐃𝐂 𝐟, with f the input and g the output. The matrix 𝐂∗𝐂 can be 

seen as the Laplacian operator, but now both the scale and filtering direction of 𝐂∗𝐃𝐂 are 

determined by the spatially varying tensor field D(x). This is why 𝐂𝐌!! can also be called a local 

Laplacian filter, which is tensor-guided and structure-oriented, hence anisotropic and spatially 

varying matrix. Note that if the grid of model m is sparser than the image, as usually the case 

below, the size of the diffusion tensor D needs to be equal to the size of m. In this case D is not 

simply calculated at every image sample, but needs some spatial averaging as well.  

After constructing the matrix   𝐂𝐌!!, equation 4.8 will also need to be calculated iteratively. 

Because 𝐆!∗𝐂!!!𝐆! + 𝐂!!! is symmetric and positive definite, we can use the conjugate gradient 

method to update the model vector   𝐦!!!. Then, we solve the inverse problem following the 

Gauss-Newton algorithm. The reason why we construct the matrix 𝐂𝐌!! from a guiding image is 

that we think that the tomogram should share similar structures than the guiding image (for 

example a geological cross-section or a migrated seismic section). In other words, the spatial 

correlations between the model m and the guiding image should be similar. This image-guided 

structure-oriented inversion approach will result in a model that not only follows the structural 
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features extracted from the guiding image, but also exhibits parameter values that are better 

recovered compared to conventional inversion (see examples in Zhou et al., 2014a). 

4.3.3 Stochastic Approach: Model Parameters with Continuous (Gaussian) and Discrete 

Distribution 

We now describe the stochastic inversion in more of the details and how we parameterize 

and invert the structural model itself. To be clear, we consider now two models, m the 

geophysical model vector (whose parameters could be seismic velocity, density or electrical 

resistivity distributions) and X is structural model vector whose parameters are for instance the 

locations of the structural features of the geological cross-section (such as the depth of the 

sedimentary layer boundaries, the dipping angle of faults, etc). In other words, X can be viewed 

as the model of the guiding image itself because it contains all the structural information needed 

to build the geologfical cross-section. Both m and X are unknown, so now we have two 

optimization problems, one for geophysical model m, one for structural model X, that we want to 

solve at the same time, using measured geophysical data d, the image-guided inversion approach 

and a stochastic framework.  

As a common and reasonable assumption in Bayesian analysis, we consider every parameter 

in data vector d and model vectors m and X as random variables that are Gaussian-distributed. 

Even if their distribution is not Gaussian, we can do a transformation to transform them into 

normal distribution. Since we are using image-guided inversion, apart from the data vector d, the 

recovered geophysical model m is also depending on X. To be more specific, the covariance of 
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m is depending on X so 𝐂! can be written as 𝐂!(𝐗). The stochastic image-guided inversion is 

aimed to update the information on X given the geophysical data d and a prior knowledge of X. 

Prior information can come from observations independent from the primary geophysical data, 

such as seismic/GPR or geological expertise, from which we can determine the prior distribution 

of X with mean 𝐗!"#$" and covariance 𝐂!. If all parameters in X are independent, which is the 

case since X describes different structural features, 𝐂! will be a diagonal matrix. The Bayesian 

scheme is given by 

likelihood:  𝐝|𝐦,𝐗    ~  𝓝 𝐠 𝐦 ,𝐂!                                                                                                       (4.10) 

prior:  
𝐦  ~  𝓝(𝐦!"#$",𝐂!(𝐗))
𝐗  ~  𝓝 𝐗!"#$",𝐂!

                                                                                                          (4.11) 

As mentioned above, the 𝐦!"#$" can be set to zero if we do not want to use any prior resistivity 

model as done in the following examples. Since both m and X are unknown and because we 

want to sample the posterior distribution π 𝐦,𝐗 = 𝑃(𝐦,𝐗|𝐝),  the inversion process is like a 

Gibbs sampling algorithm, but the acceptance probability of X is not equal to one. The way we 

sample geophysical model m is also different: We perform an image-guided least-square 

inversion to get m. First, given d, X and sample m: we come up with a guiding image X, from 

which we construct the matrix 𝐂𝐌!!, the inverse of model covariance of m, and we perform the 

image-guided structure-constrained inversion (equation 4.8) with data d to get m. Second, given 

d and m, we draw X from a normal distribution.  
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At this point, we decide to use a Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) sampler for X, so at 

each realization the mean of X is just the last accepted vector in the chain. The acceptance 

criterion is if the newly sampled structure model will result in a smaller data misfit after 

performing a structure-constrained image-guided inversion. This will be further discussed later. 

If the number of parameters in X is not small, we can choose to proceed the McMC algorithm 

componentwise, which means updating the parameter of X one after another individually and 

obtain the next state in the chain after all parameters are updated (Tamminen, 2004).  

The posterior probability density of the structure model X, π 𝐗  given the geophysical data 

d is obtained by using Bayes formula. 

π 𝐦,𝐗 = 𝑃 𝐦,𝐗 𝐝 ∝ 𝑃 𝐝 𝐦,𝐗 𝑃!"   𝐦 𝑃!" 𝐗                                                               (4.12) 

liklihood:  𝑃 𝐝 𝐦,𝐗 ∝ exp −
1
2 𝐝− 𝐠 𝐦 𝐗

!
𝐂!!! 𝐝− 𝐠 𝐦 𝐗                         (4.13) 

prior:𝑃!" 𝐦 =
1

2𝜋 !  det  𝐂!!!
!
!
  exp −

1
2 𝐦−𝐦!"#$"

!𝐂!!! 𝐦−𝐦!"#$"     (4.14) 

𝑃!" 𝐗 =
1

2𝜋 !  det  𝐂!!!
!
!
  exp −

1
2 𝐗− 𝐗!"#$"

!𝐂!!! 𝐗− 𝐗!"#$"             (4.15) 

Suppose we have already sampled t images 𝐗!,… ,𝐗!!!  in the n dimensional space X, the 

next possible point Z follows a normal distribution 𝓝 𝐗!!!,𝐂!! . To simplify our notation, we 

are going to use 𝐂! to stand for 𝐂!!  from now on. Following Mosegaard and Tarantola (1995), 

we apply the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm but we use the prior distribution as the proposal 

distribution. The acceptance probability of new state of X depends only on the ratio of two 
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likelihood evaluations: 

π(𝐙)
π(𝐗!!!) =

𝑃(𝐝 𝐦,𝐙)
𝑃(𝐝 𝐦,𝐗!!!)                                                                                                               (4.16) 

𝑃!""#$% = 𝛼 𝐗!!!,𝐙 = min
π(𝐙)

π(𝐗!!!) , 1                                                                                 (4.17) 

It is easy to see that the better the model m under the guidance of X fits the geophysical 

observations d, the larger the likelihood 𝑃 𝐝 𝐦,𝐗 . If new image Z results in a model that has 

less data misfit than the last accepted image 𝐗!!!, the chain is going to accept this image Z. The 

expectation and covariance of X will be updated along the chain using the Adaptive Metropolis 

algorithm introduced by Harrio et al. (2001) and further discussed by Tamminen (2004), so that 

the performance of the chain can be more efficient. 

Actually in reality, a subsurface area will only have one true structure model vector 𝐗!"#$, 

like the “ground truth”, but we might not be able to perfectly recover this true model, instead we 

can only try to approach it, and at the same time get an uncertainty measurement, that is the 

posterior mean and covariance of structure model X here. Hence, the acceptance ratio of the 

chain of X will actually be quite low, and can get lower and lower as the chain proceeds. Even 

though the optimization problem of X is non-linear, a new structure model point Z has a high 

possibility to be accepted only when it is closer to the model vector 𝐗!"#$ than the last accepted 

model vector 𝐗!!!. 

We perform the two steps of sampling m and X one after the other, as discussed above. Then 

we need to decide when to stop the Markov chain of X. Cherpeau et al. (2012) conducted 
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stochastic inverse modeling of fault geometry and continuity using flow data. What they did was 

to generate hundreds of independent Markov chain and stop each chain when the data misfit is 

below a threshold value or after generating, say, 500 models, then use the last set of samples of 

each chain to compute posterior statistics, which is a good way of doing stochastic inversion 

using McMC. Because we have simpler examples in this paper, we will just use one Markov 

chain. Convergence criteria are usually used in gradient-based inverse problem with an iterative 

solver, but in our case we just need to make sure the accepted chain of X converges statistically. 

Similar to Figures 4 and 9 in Woodruff et al. (2010), we decide that the convergence is reached 

or not, based on the expectation of X. If the update regarding the expectation is not larger than 

0.1% update, we consider that the chain has converged. We can assume the distribution of X 

asymptotically approaches the true structural model 𝐗!"#$. 

The simplified algorithm is therefore as follows: 

Initialize 𝐗!; 

For t = 1:Number of Simulations 

  Sample 𝐦!!! from distribution 𝑃(𝐦|𝐝,𝐗) by performing structural-constrained inversion 

under guidance of image 𝐗!!!, get likelihood 𝑃(𝐝|𝐦!!!,𝐗!!!); 

  Sample 𝐗!  from distribution 𝓝 𝐗!!!,𝐂!  using MCMC and Adaptive Metropolis 

Algorithm, with acceptance probability 𝛼 𝐗!!!,𝐙 = min !(𝐝 𝐦,𝐙)
!(𝐝 𝐦,𝐗!!!)

, 1 ; 

  Update expectation and covariance of accepted chain of X, if change of X! < threshold, stop. 

End 
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In addition, for stabilization of the chain, it is advisable to employ a greedy start procedure: 

During a short initial period only use accepted states to updating 𝐗! and 𝐊!!! (see Haario et al., 

2001). In this paper we chose the first five states as the initial period. Hence the calculation of 

posterior distribution should definite avoid the first five states, but we can also choose a longer 

burning period. After we have posterior mean 𝐗!"#$%&'"&, we can perform a final image-guided 

inversion using this structural model, and get an optimized, inverted geophysical model m. The 

more detailed pseudocode and how expectation and covariance of X are iteratively updated are in 

Appendix A. The flowchart of how to process the data and combine deterministic (image-guided) 

inversion and stochastic inversion to optimize m and X is summarized in Figure 4.2. 

Sometimes, we may want to model some geological properties that are discrete instead of 

continuous, for example, different lithology or facies. Other times, we may want to choose from 

discretized values of a continuous variable. For example in the interpretation of a seismic image, 

the interpreters may provide several possible depths of a horizon, or angles of a fault. In these 

cases, the approach we use will be only slightly different from the continuous distribution case. 

Considering the structural model parameters, they can follow uniform distribution, or we can 

come up with a probability density function (pdf) where each discrete value has different 

possibility. The algorithm of this discrete distribution is very close to the one described in the 

previous section, still using Gibbs-type sampling for geophysical model m and an McMC 

algorithm for the structure model X. 
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Figure 4.2 Flow chart. We consider two input information, a geological model and its 

uncertainty and geophysical data. The goal is to update the geological model using the 

geophysical data through image-guided inversion. The geological models are sampled using a 

Markov chain Monte Carlo sampler while the inversion of the geophysical data is done through a 

Gauss-Newton algorithm. 
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4.3.4 Electrical resistivity problem 

We use below a 2.5-D electrical resistivity tomography as a suitable geophysical method to 

illustrate the SIGUS inversion approach. Electrical resistivity tomography collects apparent 

resistivity data by injecting an electrical current with two (current) electrodes and measuring the 

difference in the electrical potential at a set of (voltage) electrodes. Through inversion of these 

raw apparent resistivity data, we can then obtain a resistivity tomogram of the subsurface (this 

method is extensively described in many papers, see for instance Johnson et al., 2010 and 

references therein). 

The governing equation in DC resistivity problem corresponds to the Poisson equation for 

the electrical potential 𝑉 𝒙   

∇ ∙ 𝜎 𝒙 ∇𝑉 𝒙 = −
𝐼!
2
𝛿 𝒙 − 𝒙𝒔! − 𝛿 𝒙 − 𝒙𝒔!                                                                                   (4.18) 

with Neumann boundary condition ΓN  imposed at the insulating air-ground interface and  

Dirichlet boundary condition Γd  at other boundaries. Here σ is the electrical conductivity (in S 

m-1), V is the measured electrical potential (in V), 𝐼! is the injected current (in A), 𝒙𝒔!  and 𝒙𝒔!   

are the locations of the current injection and current removal from the ground. Forward modeling 

calculates V from this equation with known distribution of σ and boundary conditions using 

finite-element method, hence the forward modeling operator g is non-linear. The iterative 

inversion is stopped when the relative variation for the data misfit between two iterations is 

smaller than 5%.  
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Further details on the 2.5D resistivity modeling can be found in Dey and Morrison (1979) 

and general ideas about the inversion of resistivity data can be found in Johnson et al. (2010) and 

references therein. The code used below was developed in-house and benchmarked against 

analytical solutions.  

4.4 Synthetic example 

We show now how the SIGUS algorithm works by investigating a synthetic example with 

three geological layers and a normal fault. The true resistivity model and inversion grid are 

shown in Figure 4.3a, with the structure location intentionally made different from the grid 

because this situation is more likely in a real case (note however that finite element adaptive 

meshing can be used in practice to overcome this problem). For the electrical resistivity survey, 

we simulated 802 resistance (or apparent resistivity) measurements with a dipole-dipole array of 

34 electrodes with 3 m spacing between the electrodes. A Gaussian random noise with 

distribution ~ 𝓝 0;   0.003  was added to the synthetic data, representing an error level of about 

1.5% of the median of the true data sets.  

Figure 4.3b shows the parameterized “true” structural model (i.e., the “correct” guiding 

image in the terminology used by Zhou et al., 2014a). As show in Figure 4.3b, we consider that 

the structural model is described by 6 parameters including 5 depths of the layer boundaries in 

both the footwall and hanging wall of the fault and the x-coordinate of the bottom position of the 

fault point (Figure 4.3b). It follows that the vector of the model parameters defining the 

structural image is defined by 𝐗 = 𝑥;   𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑧! ! . The true values of the 6 model 
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parameters are 𝐗!"#$ = 58.0;   20.4; 14.2;   7.0;   11.6;   4.97 !. Note that because the fault plane 

in the true resistivity model is not smooth but rather like a staircase, any value of 𝑥 lying in the 

range 57 to 60 m should be considered good enough. The x-coordinate of the position of the fault 

at the ground surface is 33 m and is considered known (for instance because the outcrop of the 

fault is visible). The pseudo-sections for the true model and the model obtained from the McMC 

analysis are shown in Figure 4.4. 

 
Figure 4.3 Resistivity model. a. The true resistivity model and inversion grid. To make it 

closer to real case, the layer boundaries do not coincide with the grid and the fault is not strictly a 

linear feature. b. Guiding image. The “correct geological” image corresponding to the true 

structural model X. This vector has six model parameters: the depth of layer boundaries across 

the fault ( 𝑧!  to 𝑧! ) and the x-coordinate of the fault termination point, so 

𝐗 = 𝑥;   𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑧! ! and 𝐗!"#$ = 58.0;   20.4;   14.24;   7.0;   11.6;   5.0 !.  
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Figure 4.4 Pseudosections of apparent resistivity values for the synthetic case. a. True 

pseudosection used as the observed data. b. Reconstructed pseudosection using the posterior 

structure model obtained after the stochastic inversion.  

 

We assume now a prior guess about the subsurface structure: We assume that we know from 

an independent well, the fact that we have three layers but we don’t know the depths on each 

side of the fault and if the fault is normal or reverse. Consequently, the prior mean of the model 

vector X is setup as 𝐗!"#$" = 25;   19;   16;   8;   10;   3 !. Considering we have less confidence 

about the fault bottom position and the depth of the deeper layers than the depth of the shallow 
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layer, we set the first guessed covariance of X as 

𝐂! = diag 100;   2.25;   1.00;   0.25;   1.00;   0.25  where “diag” means that we are dealing with a 

diagonal matrix (the off-diagonal components are zero). From this prior normal distribution of 

structure model X, we randomly draw an initial model 

𝐗! = 28.2;   19.6;   16.0;   9.0;   11.3;   2.9 ! and the guiding image corresponding to this model is 

shown in Figure 4.5a.  

Because we can predict that the structural model has very different sensitivity with respect to 

each model parameter, we chose to update the structure model component wise. This means that 

when we are changing the value of one parameter, the other five parameters remain the same, 

and we do one image-guided inversion under the guidance of this new image. The convergence 

criterion is reached when the expectation values of all the model parameters have less than 0.15% 

update. After the chain moved through 84 states (after 493 realizations), we reach this criterion 

and a posterior mean of the model vector is 𝐗!"#$%&'"& = 58.2;   17.2;   15.0;   4.5;   10.6;   4.6 !. 

The corresponding structural image for this posterior model is shown in Figure 4.5b. We can see 

how the most important feature, the normal fault got successfully recovered, as well as some of 

the shallower layers.   

The posterior covariance matrix is given by 𝐂!"#$%&'"& = diag 

80.1;   0.46;   0.38; 2.2;   1.87;   0.59 . Note that the 𝐗!"#$%&'"&  and 𝐂!"#$%&'"&  values are 

calculated from the whole accepted chain (except for the first five states because the mean and 

covariance were not updated) using the algorithm provided in Appendix A. If we do not trust the 
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prior model and want to exclude any influence from the initial period for the McMC sampling 

(burn-in period), we can also select only values in the last period of the chain to calculate the 

posterior mean and covariance values of the model parameters. Figure 4.6 gives all the attempted 

values in the random walk process of each parameter. The vertical straight lines indicate the true 

values of each model parameter.  

 
Figure 4.5 Initial and final grey-coded geological cross-section. a. The initial image sampled 

from prior distribution of structure model is given by the model vector 

𝐗!"#$" = 25;   19;   16;   8;   10;   3 ! . 𝐗! = 28.2; 19.6;   16.0; 9.0;   11.3;   2.9 ! . The fault 

termination location and layer boundary depths are not accurate. b. The mean of posterior 

distribution of structure model X after 43 states (253 realizations). 

𝐗!"#$%&'"& = 58.2;   17.2;   15.0;   4.5;   10.6;   4.6 !, which can be compared to the true strcture 

model 𝐗!"#$ = 58.0;   20.4;   14.2;   7.0;   11.6;   5.0 !. We can see that the position of the fault is 

well-recovered (compare with Figure 4.3b). The yellow ellipses and circles show the distribution 

of the diffusion tensor field D(x). 
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Figure 4.6 McMC sampling of the model parameters controlling the image structure. The 

random walk path includes all attempted values for every structure model parameter. The true 

values of each parameter are marked out by horizontal black lines. 

 

Figure 4.7 plots the prior and posterior distribution and the true value of all parameters of X. 

The mean of fault termination coordinate x, and the depth of the shallowest layer 𝑧! moved very 

close to the true values. To give a sense of how the realizations look like, Figure 4.8 shows six 

realizations explored during the inversion process, three of which are accepted. Figure 4.9 shows 

two image-guided resistivity inversion results using initial structure model 𝐗! and posterior 

structure model 𝐗!"#$%&'"&, respectively. The inverted resistivity model under the guidance of 

𝐗! is far away from the true resistivity model, and even the relative conductive and resistive 
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layer contrasts are not correct. Instead, the resistivity model inverted under the guidance of 

posterior structural model is much closer to the true resistivity in terms of not only structure but 

also resistivity values. 

 
Figure 4.7 Comparison between prior and posterior distribution of each of the six model 

parameters used to describe the geological structure of the guiding image. The true value of each 

model parameter is marked out by the vertical black lines. Generally, the peaks of the posterior 

probability distributions of the model parameters are closer to the true values than the peaks of 

the prior probability densities. In addition, the covariances of the posterior probability densities 

is generally (but always) smaller than the covariances of the prior probability densities. “pd” 

stands for probability density.  
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Figure 4.8 Six realizations picked from the random walk process. Structure models with 

extreme or inaccurate parameter values have a higher chance to get rejected. a. 8th realization. b. 

29th realization. c. 111th realization. d. 270th realization. e. 335th realization. f. 458th realization. 

 

In this synthetic example, we have seen how the posterior distributions of some structural 

features far from the electrodes are not ideally estimated. This can be due to that the data misfit 

criterion in resistivity inverse problem is not sensitive enough to small structural changes far 

from the electrodes due to a lack of sensitivity. As a result, we might want to look for additional 

criteria that can help further to constrain the depth or additional geophysical data with distinct 

sensitivities (seismic, gravity, and electromagnetic data). 
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Figure 4.9 Image-guided resistivity inversion results. a. Using the initial structure model 𝐗!. 

The inverted resistivity model is far away from the true resistivity model, and even the relative 

conductive and resistive layer contrasts are not correct. b. Using the posterior structure model 

𝐗!"#$%&'"&. In this model, the resistivity distribution is closer to the true resistivity both in terms 

of structure and values (compare with Figure 4.3a). Convergence is reached in both cases in 6 

iterations.  

 

4.5 Field Example 

We test now our method with a field dataset corresponding to the detection of a sinkhole in a 

shallow environment. We use profile P1 from Jardani et al. (2006). The survey was done with a 

non-symmetric Wenner array with 44 electrodes and 3-meters spacing between the electrodes. 

The data set comes along with a geological cross-section (see Figure 4.10 in Jardani et al., 2006) 

that a geologist drew from well data only and the surface expression of the sinkhole as a 
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depression in the topography. This section is used for our prior mean of the structural model 

vector 𝐗!"#$" (Figure 4.10a). The top layer denotes the loess with high resistivity values, the 

light gray layer underneath denotes a clay-with-flint formation, which has low resistivity values, 

and finally the dark gray layer at the bottom of the section denotes the chalk, with high resistivity 

values. A sinkhole (visible on the ground surface) is expected to cut through the clay-with flint 

formation into the chalk formation. Usually these sinkholes end with a narrow conduit of few 

tens of centimeters into the karstic system.  

As showed in Figure 4.10a, if we assume the shape of the sinkhole is a trapezoid (in 2.5D), 

the parameterization of the structural model should contain the depths of layer boundaries at both 

sides of the sinkhole, the depth of the lowest point in the loess layer and the x-coordinates of the 

bottom of the sinkhole. Therefore, the model vector contains six model parameters and is written 

as = 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑥!;   𝑥! ! (Figure 4.10a). The top two vertices of the sinkhole (located at the 

ground surface) are considered fixed at x = 30 m and 55 m from the beginning of the profile and 

are estimated from visual inspection of the ground surface.  

We assume the prior mean 𝐗!"#$" = 10;   2;   4;   2;   40;   45 ! (values in meters) and the 

prior covariance 𝐂! = diag 4;   2;   4;   2;   6;   6 . Then, we randomly draw an initial model from 

the prior normal distribution of the structural model 𝐗! = 7.6;   1.3;   5.0, 4.7;   37.6;   49.6 !. The 

guiding image corresponding to this model is shown in Figure 4.10b. Again, we chose to update 

the structural model component wise. The converging criterion is reached when all the model 

parameters have an update smaller than 0.15% of the values.  
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Figure 4.10 Real case study. a. Prior mean of structure model X constructed from a geological 

cross-section. 𝐗 = 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑥!;   𝑥! ! and 𝐗!"#$" = 10;   2;   4;   2;   40;   45 !. We keep the position 

of the sinkhole constant at the ground surface and corresponding to the visual inspection. b. The initial 

image sampled from prior distribution of structure model 𝐗 = 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑧!; 𝑥!;   𝑥! !  and 𝐗! =

7.6;   1.3;   5.0;   4.7;   37.6;   49.6 !. c. Posterior mean of structure model after 89 states (529 realizations). 

𝐗!"#$%&'"& = 5.5;   3.1;   4.9;   3.2;   42.1;   42.2 !The bottom of the sinkhole becomes sharper and the top of 

the chalk layer becomes shallower. The two white lines in the chalk show the potential conduit 

determined from the size of the sinkhole at the bottom of the clay-with-flint layer.  
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After the chain moved through 89 states (529 realizations), we reached convergence of the 

chain. The posterior mean of the model vector is 𝐗!"#$%&'"& = 5.5;   3.1;   4.9;   3.2;   42.1;   42.2 !. 

The corresponding geological cross-section is plotted in Figure 4.10c. We can see the depth of 

loess/clay layer contact is deeper than our first guess, and the shape of the bottom of the sinkhole 

is actually very sharp. The pseudo-sections are shown in Figure 4.11.  

 

Figure 4.11 Pseudosections of apparent resistivity values for the field case. a. True 

pseudosection used as the observed data. b. Reconstructed pseudosection using the posterior 

structure model obtained after the stochastic inversion. 
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The posterior covariance 𝐂!"#$%&'"& = diag 1.22; 0.15;   0.26;   0.66;   0.57;   1.44 , all of 

which are smaller than those of the prior covariance. Figure 4.12 gives all the attempted values in 

the random walk process of each parameter. Figure 4.13 plots the prior and posterior distribution 

and the true value of all parameters of X. Again, the depth of the chalk layer 𝑧! moved 

shallower, the depth of first loess layer 𝑧!, 𝑧! and 𝑧! turned deeper and sinkhole bottom 

coordinates 𝑥! moved to the right and 𝑥! moved to the left. In other words, the clay-with-flint 

layer turned thinner.  

 
Figure 4.12 McMC sampling for the real dataset. The random walk path includes all attempted 

values for each of the six model parameters defining the structure of the geological cross-section 

we are looking for. After convergence of the chain, a posterior probability density can be 

obtained regarding the model parameters controlling the geological cross-section.  
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Figure 4.13 Comparison between the prior and posterior distributions of each model parameter. 

All covariance decreased and expectation values shifted. The covariances of the posterior 

probability densities are smaller than the covariances of the prior probability densities. “pd” 

stands for probability density. 
 

Figure 4.14 shows 6 realizations explored during the inversion process, three of which were 

accepted. The image-guided electrical resistivity inversion results of the initial and posterior 

structural models are shown in Figure 4.15. Figures 16a, c gives a zoom-in around the sinkhole 

area for each resistivity model in Figure 4.15. In the final inverted resistivity model, guided by 

the posterior structural model, the clay layer is notably thinner. Because the bottom of sinkhole 

in the structural model is very sharp, the bottom vertex point may not be fully resolved by the 

natural-neighbor-interpolated resistivity tomogram, but we can more or less see the shape of the 
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sinkhole. The bottom of the sinkhole is consistent with the position of the minimum of the 

self-potential anomaly shown in Figure 4.16b. This negative self-potential anomaly is associated 

with the infiltration of the groundwater in the sinkhole and therefore is a trustable indicator of the 

position of the conduit.  

 

Figure 4.14 Six realizations picked from the random walk process and showing the geological 

cross-section used to guide the inversion of the geophysical data. a. 6th realization. b. 66th 

realization. c. 108th realization. d. 244th realization. e. 379th realization. f. 434th realization.  

 

Figure 6 from Jardani et al. (2006) show two wells on the resistivity survey line that we can 

use as a cross-validation of our approach (they are shown in Figure 4.16c). The first well W1 is 

located at x = 24 m. It encountered the loess clay contact at 2.9 m depth. Well W2 is located at x 

= 49.5m, and encountered the loess clay contact about 4.2 m depth. These positions are 

remarkably in agreement with our final resistivity tomogram (Figure 4.16c). 
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Figure 4.15 Image-guided resistivity tomograms. a. Tomogram based on the initial structure 

model 𝐗!. b. Tomogram based on the posterior structure model 𝐗!"#$%&'"&. We can see the 

sinkhole in the initial model has a broader and unrealistic bottom than in the final tomogram. 

Note also than the clay-with-flint formation is thicker in the initial model compared to the final 

inverted model. Convergence is reached in both cases in 9 iterations. 
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Figure 4.16 Close-up analysis of the position of the sinkhole. a. Zoom of the resistivity 

tomogram shown in Figure 4.15a (initial model) at the position of the sinkhole. The bottom of 

the sinkhole in this model is broad. b. High-resolution self-potential profile. The minimum of the 

self-potential anomaly indicates infiltration at the bottom of the sinkhole in the conduit (Jardani 

et al., 2006). c. Zoom of the resistivity tomogram shown in Figure 4.15b (final model) at the 

position of the sinkhole. The bottom of the sinkhole in this model is narrow and pretty close to 

the position of the minimum of the self-potential anomaly. We also indicated the position of two 

wells W1 and W2 showing the ground truth concerning the position of the interface between the 

loess and the clay-with-flint formations (interface between blue and red colors).  
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4.6 Discussion 

Tarantola (2006) stated that using observations to infer the values of some parameters 

corresponds to solving an ‘inverse problem’. Practitioners usually seek the ‘best solution’ 

implied by the data, but observations should only be used to falsify possible solutions, not to 

deduce any particular solution. This is exactly the value of SIGUS: using geophysical data to 

falsify wrong structural models and come up with a distribution of structural models with a 

higher probability to be correct starting with a prior geological model and its uncertainty. The 

framework defined in SIGUS can also be used to evaluate if a horizon or a fault indicating by the 

seismic or GPR data is accurate enough, hence can be a good auxiliary to quantitative 

interpretation of the geophysical data. The limitation of the stochastic inversion method is related 

to its high demand of computation power. If we want to extend this approach further, for 

example to try to recover not only discretized structural features, but also the eigenvalue and 

eigenvector of structural tensors at each model cell, the calculation can be quite expensive and 

convergence is not guaranteed. To accelerate the inversion process, especially with high 

dimensional problem (i.e., with a high number of model parameters), one might want to consider 

dimension reduction techniques, for example active subspace method (Constantine et al., 2013) 

to get rid of less important variables or the pilot point techniques (Jardani et al., 2013). Note that 

the stochastic approach can be, to some level, parallelize, and many realizations performed in 

parallel on a cluster. 
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4.7 Conclusions 

We have proposed a new stochastic structure-constrained image-guided inversion method of 

geophysical data that allows (1) to recover the likelihood of geological models from posterior 

geological information updated using geophysical data and (2) to obtain more realistic 

distributions of the petrophysical parameters in the subsurface (DC resistivity in our case). Our 

approach was validated using one synthetic case and one real case study of a sinkhole in a chalk 

formation. At this point, our model is limited to 2.5D problems, and the present work will 

therefore need to be extended to 3D, or even to 4D for time-lapse problems in which structural 

information could come from the physics of the process to monitor. Another extension of the 

present work will be to incorporate various geophysical data with complementary sensitivity 

maps to optimize the selection of the geological models. 
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4.10 Appendix A 

The Adaptive Metropolis algorithm following the algorithm described in Appendix A of 

Tamminen (2004) where ε  is a very small value e.g. 10-10, 𝑠! = 2.4 !/𝑛, and n the dimension 

of the model vector X. 

Initialize: 𝐗!, the initial image, and 𝐗! = 𝐗! 

Initialize: 𝐂!, the initial covariance for structure model X, and 𝐊! = 𝐂! 

Initialize t!, the initial period that mean and covariance remain unchanged 

𝑓!"# =   𝑃 𝐝 𝐦,𝐗!  

𝑓!"# = 𝑓!"# 

for 𝑡 = 1:Nsims 

  if 𝑡 < 𝑡! 

    C! = C!  

  else  

    𝐂! = 𝐊! + ε𝐈! 

  end if 

  𝐇! = Chol 𝐂!  (Cholesky decomposition) 
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  Sample 𝐆 = g!,… , g!
!

, where g! ∼𝓝 0,1  (Normal distribution) 

  𝐙 = 𝐗!!! + 𝑠!𝐇!𝐆  

  𝑓!"# =   𝑃 𝐝 𝐦,𝐙  

  if 𝑓!"# > 𝑓!"#  

    𝐗! = 𝐙 

    𝑓!"# = 𝑓!"# 

  else 

Sample s from uniform distribution U 0, 1 . 

If 𝑠 < !!"#
!!"#

 

  𝐗! = 𝐙 

  𝑓!"# = 𝑓!"# 

else 

  𝐗! = 𝐗!!! 

end if 

  end if 

  𝐗! = 𝒕
𝒕!𝟏

𝐗!!! + 𝟏
𝒕!𝟏

𝐗!   

  𝐊!!! = !!!
!
𝐊! + 𝐗!!! 𝐗!!! ! − !!!

!
𝐗! 𝐗! ! + !

!
𝐗! 𝐗! ! 

  If for all i =1:n 𝐗! 𝑖 − 𝐗!!! 𝑖 𝐗! (𝑖) < 0.001 

break loop 

  end if 

end for 
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The pseudocode described above is slightly modified from the pseudocode found in Appendix A 

of Tamminen (2004). If one would like to perform the componentwise updating of the model 

vector X, the following modification is indeed required: When getting a new Z only change one 

parameter, and calculate 𝐗! and 𝐊!!! only after all parameters are updated. 
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CHAPTER 5 PERMEABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF SILICICLASTIC SEDIMENTS 

FROM SPECTRAL INDUCED POLARIZATION TOMOGRAPHY WITH IMAGE-GUIDED 

INVERSION 

 

J. Zhou1, and Revil A.1,2 

A paper to be submitted to Water Resources Research 

5.1 Abstract 

The permeability of siliciclastic materials can be predicted from the intrinsic formation 

factor and a characteristic relaxation time, both determined from spectral induced polarization 

spectra. We first review evidence showing how surface conductivity and quadrature conductivity 

are linearly related to each other over 6 orders of magnitude. This relationship is crucial if we 

want to determine an intrinsic formation factor from complex conductivity spectra at a single 

pore water conductivity for field applications. Then, we show that permeability can be 

determined from spectral induced polarization spectra over 7 orders of magnitude. Spectral 

induced polarization tomography has a resolution good only in the vicinity of the electrodes. 

Cross-well spectral induced polarization tomography can be however improved using a 

Gauss-Newton approach in which the model covariance matrix is determined from independent 

structural information. For this purpose, we use two recently introduced techniques named 

image-guided inversion and image-guided interpolation. The independent structural information 

contained in the guiding image can come from either prior geological information or from high 
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resolution methods such as georadar or seismic migrated sections. This new methodology is 

applied to a synthetic case corresponding to four formations displaced by a normal fault. Each 

formation has a complex conductivity described by a Cole-Cole function. Finally, we discuss 

validity of the petrophysical transforms and alternative methodologies. 

5.2  Introduction 

 Induced polarization tomography is a geophysical imaging technique extending the classical 

DC resistivity method now broadly used in hydrogeophysics (e.g., Johnson et al. [2010]). In 

spectral induced polarization, the operator measures the frequency dependence of both electrical 

resistivity and the phase lag between the electrical field and the current (e.g., Kemna et al. 

[2012]). The amplitude of resistivity and the phase can be recasted into a complex resistivity or a 

complex conductivity. Usually the use of complex conductivity is a better choice from the 

standpoint of the underlying physics since the in-phase conductivity and the quadrature 

(out-of-phase) conductivity bear clear physical meanings corresponding to electromigration of 

the charge carrirs and local accumulations resulting in polarization of the material, respctively 

[Revil, 2013a, b]. Indeed, the in-phase conductivity characterizes the ability of the porous 

material to conduct electrical current through electromigration while the quadrature conductivity 

characterizes the ability of the porous material to store reversibly electrical charges at low 

frequencies (<10 kHz). In siliclastic materials, this ability is due to polarization phenomena 

affecting the electrical double layer surrounding the grains. Note that for the complex resistivity, 

such decomposition is not possible.  
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A lot of work has been done in trying to connect permeability and electrical conductivity of 

porous rocks (see for instance Pape et al. [1987], Bernabé and Revil [1995], Revil et al. [2014b], 

Gegenhuber et al. [2014]). The relationships can typically predict permeability within an order of 

magnitude accuracy and employs the use of different salinities to separate surface and bulk 

conductivities. In the laboratory and in the field, spectral induced polarization seems promising 

in hydrogeophysics to characterize the permeability distribution of geological formations (e.g., 

Börner et al. [1996], Kemna [2000]; Slater and Lesmes [2002]; Tong et al. [2004]; Binley et al. 

[2005]; Tong et al. [2006a, b]; Hördt et al., [2007]; Revil and Florsch [2010]; Weller et al. [2010]; 

Koch et al. [2011]; Revil et al. [2012b]; Attwa and Günther [2013]; Slater et al. [2014]; Revil et 

al. [2014a]; Sheen et al. [2015]). Recent reviews regarding induced polarization applied to 

hydrogeophysical problems can be found in Kemna et al. [2012] and Revil et al. [2012a]. 

Unfortunately, there are three issues with induced polarization tomography to get the 

permeability distribution of the subsurface: (1) The choice of a reliable petrophysical relationship 

to adequately connect permeability to spectral induced polarization spectra, (2) the determination 

of an intrinsic formation factor in field conditions at a single brine conductivity, which is clearly 

impossible with resistivity alone, and (3) the lack of resolution for spectral induced polarization 

tomography far away from the electrodes. We address these three issues in this paper.  

 We first show that permeability can be predicted over seven orders of magnitude (with an 

uncertainty smaller than a half-order of magnitude). Following Revil et al. [2012b], we use a very 

simple relationship between the permeability, the relaxation time associated with the peak 
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frequency of the quadrature or phase spectra, and the formation factor. The formation factor 

entering this relationship has to be the intrinsic formation factor, thereby correcting for surface 

conductivity. Surface conduction in the electrical double layer covering the surface of the grains 

is often disgarded in hydrogeophysics as being an important contributor to the overall electrical 

conductivity of siliciclastic materials. This belief is however erroneous. For instance Revil et al. 

[2014b] showed that the (apparent) formation factor defined as the ratio of the brine conductivity 

over the conductivity of the core sample can be strongly underestimated even for a perfectly 

clean sand and sandstones like the Fontainbleau sand/sandstone. In laboratory conditions, the 

formation factor is traditionally obtained by measuring the electrical conductivity of a core 

samples at different brine conductivities [e.g., Vinegar and Waxman, 1984]. Recently, Revil 

[2013b] and Weller et al. [2013], developed new relationships between the quadrature and 

surface conductivities and following Weller et al. [2013], this relationship can be used to 

determine the intrinsic formation factor at a single brine conductivity. The third key-point 

developed in this paper is the use of image-guided inversion and interpolation as new techniques 

to improve the resolution of spectral induced polarization tomography. These techniques have 

been recently introduced for seismic tomography [Ma et al., 2012], and resistivity tomography 

[Zhou et al., 2014; Sava et al., 2014] but never applied to spectral induced polarization 

spectroscopy so far.  
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5.3 Petrophysical relationships 

In this section, we review a petrophysical transform used below to convert spectral induced 

polarization tomograms into permeability distributions. Two points of interest are (1) the choice 

of a petrophysical transform together with its accuracy to determine permeability using spectral 

induced polarization spectra and (2) the determination of the intrinsic formation factor from 

spectral conductivity spectral performed at a single salinity.  

5.3.1 2.1. A Cole-Cole model for complex conductivity 

 In the following, ω = 2 π f denotes the angular frequency in rad s-1, f corresponds to the 

frequency in Hz, and 1/2( 1)i = −  denotes the pure imaginary number. Complex conductivity is 

written as σ* and complex resistivity as * 1/ *ρ σ= . The relationships between the modulus of 

this conductivity σ  and the phase ϕ  and the real and imaginary components of the 

conductivity, 'σ  and "σ , are given by: 

* exp( ) ' "i i= = +σ σ ϕ σ σ ,        (5.1) 

with, 

2 2' "= +σ σ σ ,        (5.2) 

tan "/ '=ϕ σ σ .          (5.3) 

Note that the quadrature conductivity is negative like the phase. We can also connect the 

components of the complex conductivity * ' "iρ ρ ρ= +  to the components of the complex 

conductivity by 2 2' '/ ( ' " )σ ρ ρ ρ= +  and 2 2" "/ ( ' " )σ ρ ρ ρ= − + . 
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 In this paper, we consider siliclastic sediments with a clear relaxation peak as shown in 

Figure 5.1 for a sand and a saprolite. A very popular complex conductivity model is the 

Cole-Cole function [Cole and Cole, 1941]: 

( )0
*( )

1
n

c
M
i

σ ω σ
ωτ

∞= −
+

,        (5.4) 

where the normalized chargeability is traditionally defined by (e.g., Kemna [2000]) 

0 0nM σ σ∞= − ≥ , while the chargeability is defined by 01 /M σ σ∞= −  [Kemna, 2000], and c 

denotes the Cole-Cole exponent (0 ≤ c ≤ 1 in the general case but observed to be in the range 0 to 

0.5 for siliclastic materials). In Eq. (5.4), 0τ  denotes the characteristic relaxation time (or time 

constant), and 0σ  and σ∞  denote the low-frequency and high-frequency asymptotic limits of 

the electrical conductivity. The in phase and quadrature components of the complex conductivity 

are given by, 

( )

( )

0

0

sinh ln1' 1
2 cosh ln sin (1 )

2

n

c
M

c c

ωτ
σ σ

π
ωτ

∞

⎧ ⎫⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦⎪ ⎪= − −
⎨ ⎬⎡ ⎤+ −⎡ ⎤⎪ ⎪⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎩ ⎭

,     (5.5) 

( )0

cos (1 )
1 2"
2 cosh ln sin (1 )

2

nM c

c c

π

σ
π

ωτ

⎡ ⎤−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= −
⎡ ⎤+ −⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

,      (5.6) 

respectively. Given the four Cole-Cole parameters σ∞ , nM , c, and 0τ , we can compute the 

in-phase and quadrature conductivity at any frequency. From the works of Revil [2013a, b] and 

Revil et al [2014a, b], these Cole-Cole parameters have physical meanings. At the critical 

frequency 𝜔 = 1 𝜏! the quadrature conductivity is related to the normalized chargeability by, 
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Figure 5.1 Typical quadrature conductivity and phase spectra for siliciclastic sediments. a. 

Quadrature conductivity spectra of a saprolite core sample at 5 different salinities (NaCl) 

showing how the peak frequency fc is nearly independent on the salinity of the pore water.  The 

peak frequency is shown by the arrow and is use to determine the critical relaxation time τ0. b. 

Phase for a clean sand from New Zealand (Sample 1 from Sheen et al., 2014, reproduced with 

the permission of the authors). The sand is saturated by KCl solutions at five different salinities.  
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cos (1 )
1 2"( )
2 1 sin (1 )

2

c n

c
M

c

π

σ ω ω
π

⎡ ⎤−⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= = −
⎡ ⎤+ −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

.      (5.7) 

As discussed in Revil et al. [2014a], we have 0 1/ 2c≤ ≤ , i.e., even for a very narrow pore size 

or grain size distribution, the Cole-Cole exponent c is never much above the value c = ½, 

corresponding to a Warburg function. The physical reasons for this behaviour are explored in 

Revil et al. [2014a]. Cole-Cole spectra for c close to zero correspond to very flat spectra in the 

frequency domain and are not of high interest here. For 1/ 2c = , we have, 

1 2 1"( )
2 52 2c n nM Mσ ω ω
⎛ ⎞

= = − ≈ −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟+⎝ ⎠
.      (5.8) 

Equation (5.8) will be very important below. It means that the quadrature conductivity taken at 

(or close to) the relaxation peak is proportional to the normalized chargeability, which can be 

determined either from frequency domain induced polarization data (using the behaviour of the 

real part of the conductivity versus the frequency) or from time domain induced polarization data. 

In this second case it is important that the duration of the primary current be long enough to 

polarize all the pores of the porous material (for instance Tong et al. [2006a, b] use a long 

polarization time of 120 s, much longer that the time used in typical field operations to polarize 

sandstones).  

In the frequency dependent conductivity model obtained through a volume-averaging 

approach by Revil [2013a, b], the low- and high frequency conductivities entering Eqs. (5.1) and 

(5.2) are given by: 
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0 ( )
1 1 (1 )CECw S f
F F

σ σ ρ β
φ +

⎛ ⎞= + −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

,        (5.9) 

( ) ( )
1 1 (1 ) CECS

w S f f
F F

σ σ ρ β β
φ∞ + +

⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤= + − +⎜ ⎟ ⎣ ⎦
⎝ ⎠

,     (5.10) 

where φ (dimensionless) denotes the connected porosity, F (dimensionless) denotes the (intrinsic) 

electrical formation factor related to the connected porosity by Archie’s law mF φ−=  where m 

≥1 is known as the first Archie’s exponent, cementation exponent or porosity exponent [Archie, 

1942], wσ  (in S m-1) corresponds to the pore water conductivity, and f (dimensionless) denotes 

the fraction of counterions in the Stern layer (typically ∼0.90 for clays, see Revil [2013a, b]). In 

Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8), Sρ  denotes the mass density of the solid phase (typically 2650 kg m-3 for 

silica minerals and 2700 kg m-3 for clay minerals), ( )β +  corresponds to the mobility of the 

counterions in the diffuse layer (e.g., ( )β + (Na+, 25°C) = 5.2×10-8 m2s-1V-1), ( )
Sβ +  denotes the 

mobility of the counterions in the Stern layer ( ( )
Sβ + (Na+, 25°C) = 1.5 ×  10-10 m2s-1V-1 for clay 

minerals and ( )
Sβ + (25°C, Na+) = 5.2×10-8 m2s-1V-1 for silica grains (see Revil [2013a, b]). 

Finally, CEC denotes the cation exchange capacity of the material (expressed in C kg-1). The 

cation exchange capacity denotes the total amount of cations that can get sorbed on the surface of 

a mineral. For silica grains, Revil [2013b] proposed the following relationship: CEC = 6 QS / (ρs 

d) with QS = 0.64 C m-2 and ρs = 2650 kg m-3 and where d denotes the mean grain diameter. 

5.3.2 Prediction of permeability 

The permeability k can be determined from the characteristic time 0τ  and the intrinsic 

formation factor F according to [Revil et al., 2012b], 
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( ) 0

4
D

k
F
τ+= .         (5.11) 

where ( )D +  denotes the diffusion coefficient of the counterions in the Stern layer. The value

( )
Sβ + (Na+, 25°C) = 1.5 ×  10-10 m2s-1V-1 yields ( )

SD + (Na+, 25°C) = 3.8 ×  10-12 m2s-1 for clay 

minerals (see Revil [2013a, b].  For the clean sands and sandstones, the mobility of the sodium 

in water ( ( )β + (Na+, 25°C) = 5.2×10-8 m2s-1V-1) leads to a diffusion coefficient of ( )
SD + (Na+, 

25°C) = 1.32 ×  10-9 m2s-1. In the next section, we discuss a methodology to derive the 

formation factor from complex conductivity spectra at a single salinity. Figure 5.2 shows how 

permeability can be predicted using the peak relaxation for a great variety of siliclastic materials. 

The prediction seems reliable inside plus or minus half an order of magnitude. 

5.3.3 Relationship between surface and quadrature conductivities 

Usually, the frequency dependence of the in-phase conductivity is pretty weak (i.e., the 

chargeability is much smaller than one) and can be, at first approximation, neglected. With this 

assumption, the (in-phase) conductivity can be written as, 

1' w SF
σ σ σ σ∞≈ = + ,        (5.12) 

where Sσ  is called surface conductivity and is determined by [Revil, 2013a, b], 

( ) ( )
1 (1 ) CECS

S S f f
F

σ ρ β β
φ + +

⎛ ⎞ ⎡ ⎤= − +⎜ ⎟ ⎣ ⎦
⎝ ⎠

,      (5.13) 

When the above assumption is not valid, for instance at very low salinities or for a very high 

volume fraction of clay minerals with a high cation exchange capacity, the in-phase conductivity 

should be simply replaced by its high-frequency asymptotic limit σ∞
 in the equations derived 
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below. As seen above, the quadrature conductivity can be determined around the peak frequency 

as, 

"
5
nMσ ≈ −          (5.14) 

where, 

( )
1 CECS

n SM f
F

ρ β
φ +

⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

.      (5.15) 

Revil [2013b] introduced a dimensionless ratio R between the quadrature conductivity or 

normalized chargeability and the surface conductivity. In the present paper, we use the following 

definition for the dimensionless number R: 

"R 5n

S S

M σ
σ σ

⎛ ⎞
≡ ≈ − ⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
.        (5.16) 

Using Eqs (5.13) and (5.15), this dimensionless ratio R can be related to the partition coefficient 

f, 

( )

( ) ( )

R
(1 )

S

S

f
f f

β

β β
+

+ +

=
⎡ ⎤− +⎣ ⎦

.       (5.17) 

We can analyze the value of R for sands and clays. Using a very broad database of core samples, 

Weller et al. [2013] obtained for the ratio between quadrature and surface conductivity "/ Sσ σ−  

= 0.042. In Figure 5.3, the database consists of data from Weller et al. [2013] (sands and 

sandstones), Woodruff et al. [2014] (low-porosity oil and gas shales) and Revil et al. [2014b] 

(clean Fontainebleau sandstone). This allows testing the predicted linear relationship between the 

quadrature conductivity and the surface conductivity over 6 orders of magnitude. The plain line 

in Figure 5.3 is consistent with "/ Sσ σ−  = 0.042. 
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Using a broad database of core samples, Weller et al. [2013] obtained R = 0.20 for the ratio 

between normalized chargeability and surface conductivity (see Figure 5.4 and the dataset given 

in Table 5.1 extending the trend to higher and lower normalized chargeabilities). Therefore, the 

value determined in Figure 5.3 is in excellent agreement with the present theory. Indeed, 

according to Equation (5.16), a ratio of "/ Sσ σ−  = 0.042 yields R = 0.21 close to the value given 

above. Equation (5.16) seems therefore very robust. This also is true in unsaturated conditions 

and in anisotropic materials such as oil and gas shales as discussed by Woodruff et al. [2014]. 

We can therefore now determine the formation factor using the in-phase and quadrature 

conductivities at a single frequency. Equations (5.10) and (5.16) yield: 

1 5 "' wF R
σ

σ σ≈ − ,         (5.18) 

Börner et al. [1996], Weller et al. [2013], and Revil [2013b] have developed a method to estimate 

the intrinsic formation factor from the knowledge of the pore water conductivity and the in-phase 

and quadrature conductivities. In the context of our model, Eq. (5.18) yields  

5 "'
wF

R

σ
σ

σ
=

+

,         (5.19) 

where the quadrature conductivity is taken as a negative number. Equation (5.19) can be used to 

image the intrinsic formation factor knowing the conductivity of the pore water  and getting 

the tomographies of the in-phase and quadrature conductivities. Note hat the formation factor is 

strictly independent of the frequency. However, because we have neglected the frequency 

dependence of the in-phase conductivity, it may appear slightly dependent on the frequency if Eq. 

(5.19) is used with the assumption stated above.  

wσ
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In addition, we also noticed a relationship between the values of c and m (Figure 5.5). 

Whereas there is no theoretical reason for this relationship, we can use 2 2 / 3m c= −  as a way to 

compute values of c and m that are mutually consistent, in a statistical sense, with experimental 

data. However, in our analysis, we will not rely on this relationship, which will only used for 

guidance regarding the choice of m and c.  

 

Figure 5.2 Prediction of permeability over 7 orders of magnitude for siliciclastic materials (187 

core samples). The grey area indicates a variation of plus or minus half an order of magnitude. 
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Figure 5.3 Quadrature conductivity versus surface conductivity for siliclastc materials. Data 

from Weller et al. [2013] for sands and sandstones, Woodruff et al. [2014] (oil and gas shales), 

and Revil et al. [2014] (Fontainebleau sandstones). The black lines corresponds to – σ''/ σS = 

0.037±0.02 (correlation coefficient r2 = 0.79). This relationship is independent on the water 

saturation of the material and anisotropy. The grey area corresponds to the 98% confidence 

interval. 
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Figure 5.4 Normalized chargeability versus surface conductivity using the database of Weller 

et al. [2013] and the data from Table 5.1 including clean sandstones and clayey sandstones and 

saprolites (see Revil et al. [2013], Revil et al. [2014b], Revil et al. (2015, submitted to WRR, 

companion paper). The grey area corresponds to the 98% confidence interval. 
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Figure 5.5 Cross-plot of the cementation exponent (m > 1) entering Archie's law mF φ−=  

[Archie, 1942] in which F is the intrinsic formation factor corrected for surface conductivity and 

the Cole-Cole exponent c. Data from Revil et al. [2013b] (saprolites and clayey sandstones) and 

Vinegar and Waxman [1984] (samples 3477, 3336A, 3478, 101, and 102). The black line 

corresponds to 2 2 / 3m c= − , which is just used to provide a rough estimate of the trend.  
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Table 5.1 Dataset of normalized chargeabilities and surface conductivities for siliciclastic 

materials. Reference 1: Revil et al. [2013] (clayey sandstones and clay-rich saprolites). Reference 

2: Revil et al. [2014b] (Fontainebleau sandstones). Reference 3: Revil et al. (submitted to WRR, 

2015, companion paper): Portland core sample PS1.  

 

Reference Material Sample 
nM  

(S m-1) 

Sσ  

(S m-1) 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

3 

Sandstone 

Sandstone 

Sandstone 

Mudstone 

Saprolite 

Saprolite 

Saprolite 

Sandstone 

Sandstone 

Sandstone 

Sandstone 

490 

493 

498 

439 

S9 

S16 

S22 

Z18Y 

M12 

Z16X 

PS1 

5.4×10-3 

7.1×10-3 

6.2×10-3 

3.7×10-3 

8.0×10-3 

6.0×10-3 

1.0×10-2 

2.0×10-5 

2.0×10-5 

2.0×10-5 

4.0×10-3 

4.0×10-2 

5.7×10-2 

3.9×10-2 

2.9×10-2 

0.4×10-2 

1.0×10-2 

3.8×10-2 

6.1×10-5 

4.6×10-5 

19.5×10-5 

4×10-2 

  

5.4 Spectral Induced Polarization Tomography  

Now we are going to talk about SIP tomography, including the theory of forward modeling, 

the inverse problem and image-guided methods. 
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5.4.1 Forward Modelling 

In this section, we first summarize the approach for DC resistivity and its extension to 

frequency-domain induced polarization.  The electrical potential distribution associated with a 

current injection is related to the conductivity distribution ( )σ r  via a Poisson equation, 

[ ] 3( ) ( ) ( )SIσ ψ δ−∇⋅ ∇ = −r r r r ,       (5.20) 

where ( )ψ r  (in V) denotes the electrical potential, I (in A) the current injected at position Sr , 

and 3δ  the 3D delta function. The boundary conditions at boundaries 1,2Ω  are typically: 

1onpψ = Ω ,         (5.21) 

2ˆ onq
n
ψ

σ γψ
∂

+ = Ω
∂
n .       (5.22) 

The unit vector  𝒏 denotes the outward vector to this surface, and p, γ, and q are prescribed 

parameters (e.g., p=0 at Γ1 far away from the current sources and corresponding to a Dirichlet 

boundary condition, γ=0 and q=0 at the air-surface boundary Γ2, corresponding to a Neumann 

boundary condition). We assume a number of electrodes, which can be used to inject/retrieve an 

alternating current I at a given pulsation frequency ω  while the other electrodes are used to 

measure the complex voltage (amplitude and phase) [see Kemna, 2000] ( ) '( ) "( )iψ ω ψ ω ψ ω= + . 

The amplitude and phase lag of this potential are, 

[ ] [ ]{ }
1/22 2( ) '( ) "( )ψ ω ψ ω ψ ω= + ,     (5.23) 

"( )( ) artan
'( )

ψ ω
ϕ ω

ψ ω
⎡ ⎤

= ⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

.       (5.24) 

In spectral induced polarization, the subsurface is discretized into a set of cells, each 
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characterized by a complex conductivity *( )σ ω  or complex resistivity. The spectral induced 

polarization problem is solved by integrating the Poisson equation for the complex potential at a 

given frequency. The problem is then repeated for a set of angular frequencies ω. Further 

information can be found in Weller et al. [1996] and Kemna [2000]. In the present paper, we use 

the forward modeling approach benchmarked by Karaoulis et al. [2011, 2013] and based on the 

finite element method in Matlab. 

5.4.2 Facies and Heteroegeneity 

A facies is a rock unit with specified characteristics and formed under certain conditions of 

sedimentation [Kraft, 1971]. Figure 5.6 shows an example of the distribution of the heterogeneity 

of a material property such as permeability or electrical resistivity. This distribution shows two 

types of structure in the heterogeneity: (1) smooth variations of the petrophysical property inside 

each facies and (2) potential jumps in the petrophysical property at the boundary between two 

facies. Our goal is to design an algorithm that would make use of an independent knowledge of 

the position of the boundary of the facies and determine the heterogeneities in the petrophysical 

properties accounting for the potential of jumps across the facies boundaries. 

5.4.3 Diffusion Tensor of a Guiding-Image 

 In this section, we describe the philosophy behind the use of image guided-inversion. To 

perform the inversion of the spectral induced polarization data, we assume that some structural 

feature of the tomogram is independently known. This knowledge can come from migrated 

georadar or seismic sections or alternatively from a geological cross-section (see examples in Ma 
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et al. [2012] and Zhou et al. [2014]). We will discuss the advantage and drawback of this 

approach in the discussion section below.  

 

Figure 5.6 True distribution of a material property such as resistivity or permeability. The 

heterogeneities can be divided into smooth variations inside each facies and potential jumps at 

the boundary between the facies. In image guided inversion, we assume that the boundary 

between the facies in a prior known information. 

 

Figure 5.7 shows a guiding image with a simplistic geology (made of four different facies) 

coded in grey-scales. In other words, for such an image, each pixel has an intensity distribution 

( , )x yℑ  varying from 0 for white to 1 for black (x and y denote the position on the image in the 

x- and y-directions, respectively). The choice of the grey scales is determined from the prior 

expectation we have for the resistivity and the phase. For resistivity tomography, the grey scales 

can be obtained by scaling the resistivity according to 10 100 log ( ) / log ( ) 1i i mρ ρ≤ ℑ = ≤  where 
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the resistivity { }0;...; ;...;i i Nρ ρ ρ ρ∈  represents the means of the prior model for the resistivity 

of each facies, mρ  denotes the resistivity of the facies with the highest resistivity 

{ }0Max ;...; ;...;m i Nρ ρ ρ ρ= . The grey scales of the image used to guide the inversion will be 

updated during the inversion since the resistivity values for each facies are updated. This 

approach is different than used in our previous paper (Zhou et al. [2014]) in which the grey 

scales were somehow arbitrary. 

We need now to extract the structure of this guiding image. The gradient of the 

guiding-image ∇ℑ  indicates any change in the grey-intensity of the image. The magnitude of 

the gradient tells us how quickly the image is changing while the direction of the gradient tells us 

on which direction our image is changing the most quickly. The gradient is computed using its 

first partial derivatives in the x- and y-directions of the intensity:  

( )x y( , y) , ,
y

x
x

⎛ ⎞∂ℑ ∂ℑ
∇ℑ = ℑ ℑ = ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂⎝ ⎠

.        (5.25) 

In our case we use the discrete formulation of the gradient. In this case, the intensity ℑ of the 

image is discretized on the pixels of the guiding image. We denote the discrete intensity as 

[ ]pℑ  where p is a given pixel of the image. The discrete x and y components of the gradient 

at the pixel p  are denoted [ ]x pℑ  and [ ]y pℑ . Following Deriche [1993], we use the Gaussian 

derivatives to approximate the image gradients and the Gaussian filters to smooth the product of 

those components.  

The next step is to define the structure tensor T that is going to be used to define the 

orientations of the structures of the guiding image at each pixel. Indeed, T provides the 
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orientations of coherent structures by describing the directions of the gradients of the grey scale 

intensity in the vicinity of each pixel. It also gives the coherence of these directions. In 2D, the 

structure tensor T in each pixel is a 2 2×  positive semi-definite symmetric matrix given by 

xx xy

yx yy

T T
=
T T
⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

T .        (5.26) 

where 

 [ ] [ ]( )2
xx x

r
T = w r p-rℑ∑ ,         (5.27) 

[ ] [ ]( )2

y
r

T = w r p-ryy ℑ∑ ,       (5.28) 

[ ] [ ] [ ]xy yx x y
r

T = T w r p-r p-r= ℑ ℑ∑ ,     (5.29) 

where the index r  is ranging over a set of index pairs (for example a window of size n  

[ ] [ ]-n,n × -n,n centered on the pixel p ) and [ ]w r  is a window weight depending on r . The 

eigenvalue and eigenvector decomposition of each structure tensor T at position x is given by 

[Hale, 2009] 

T T
u v=λ +λT uu vv          (5.30) 

where uλ and vλ denote the eigenvalues and u and v denote the corresponding eigenvectors of 

the tensor T. Assuming u vλ λ 0≥ ≥ , u indicate the direction corresponding to the highest image 

gradient, therefore perpendicular to the linear features of the guiding image. The vectors v 

indicate the directions corresponding to the lowest gradients, therefore indicating the directions 

parallel to the linear features of the guiding image. 
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 The third step is to compute a metric tensor field, also called the diffusion tensor field D(x), 

by sharing the eigenvectors of T(x), while the eigenvalues of D(x) are scaled and normalized 

reciprocals of corresponding eigenvalues of T(x). The tensor field D(x) will be used below to 

parameterize a tensor-guided structure-oriented local Laplacian filter to use in the regularization 

term of the inversion of the geophysical data. The diffusion tensor of a 2D image is 

0 0
T T= +

λ λ

p p

m v

v u

λ λ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎢ ⎥⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦

D uu vv         (5.31) 

where min( )m vλ λ= . The parameter p0 controls the overall amplitude of the eigenvalues while 

p1 emphasizes linearity. Using p0 = p1 = 1 implies that we use the reciprocals of the eigenvalues 

of T and normalize them. If we want to enhance linearity, we should use p1 > 1 (for instance p0 

= 1 and p1 = 2). The parameters p0 and p1 are chosen so that the size and linearity of the tensors 

can be locally representative in terms of structure features. For the synthetic example discussed 

in Section 4 below, we chose p0 =1 and p1 =1.  

5.4.4 Gauss-Newton Inversion with Image-Guided Regularization 

 An inverse problem in geophysics is to discretize the subsurface into set of model 

parameters m, and try to estimate these model parameters from a set of observed data 𝐝!"# and 

a known forward modeling operator g (linear or nonlinear). The Poisson equation for the spectral 

induced polarization problem can be represented as, 

( )g =m d ,         (5.32) 

where d denotes the predicted data (phase and apparent resistivities) vector, m describe the 
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vector of (intrinsic) resistivity and phase of the subsurface (model vector), and g denotes the 

non-linear transform that allows to go from the complex resistivity model m to the observations 

d. In our case, g is applied by solving the Poisson equation for the complex potential using the 

finite element method. The misfit function ( )Pλ m  S m  we want to minimize is [e.g., Oware 

et al., 2012] 

( ) [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]1 1
obs obs 0 02P g( ) g( )T T

D M
λ λ− −= − − + − −m m d C m d m m C m m ,  (5.33) 

where obsd  denotes the vector of observed data (will just use d below), m!"#$" is the prior 

model based on some a priori information (including the structure of the image), C! is the data 

covariance matrix, C!  is the model covariance matrix, and λ  denotes the regularization 

parameter that balances the data misfit function and the model objective function (the 

regularizer). Similar to Karaoulis et al. [2011], we use the active constraint balancing (ACB) 

method [Yi et al. 2003] for the space-domain regularization, i.e. choose a value of λ  for each 

model cell so that it can balance the resolution close to and away from electrodes. The values can 

be written into a diagonal matrix Λ . Another thing is, because the spectrum of a complex 

conductivity model should be smooth, instead of inverting each frequency independently, it is 

natural to think of a time-lapse-inversion-like way to invert all the frequencies data together and 

recover all complex conductivity models that are smoothly related in frequency. We just need to 

replace the regularization among different models in time with regularization among different 

models in frequency. Different from Karaoulis et al. [2011], we do not use active time constraint 

(ATC) method for frequency-domain regularization, nor do we use a first order differential 
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operator. Because the spectrum of complex conductivity is closer to a second order function 

curve, we decide to use a third order differential operator, and assign same weights for frequency 

regularization everywhere at every frequency. Therefore, we add another regularization in 

frequency and the objective function becomes  

2Pλ m( ) = g(m)−dobs"# $%
T
CD

−1 g(m)−dobs"# $%+ m−m0
"# $%

T
ΛCM

−1 m−m0
"# $%+γ Fm"# $%

T
Fm"# $%   

(5.34) 

Here F the regularization matrix is a square matrix (NM×NM elements, where N is the number 

of frequencies and M is the number of model cells) with only the diagonal and three subdiagonal 

elements of this matrix have non-zero values, −1, 3, −3 or 1, to add constrains for the same 

parameters in adjacent frequencies, so that it approximates the third order differential operator, 

Fm = ∂
3m
∂f 3

. γ  denotes the weight we want to put in frequency regularization.  

If we use a Gauss-Newton method to solve for the model vector m iteratively, the 

algorithm updates the model vector iteratively as 

mn+1 =mn +µn Gn
TCD

−1Gn +ΛCM
−1 +γFTF#

$
%
&
−1
Gn
TCD

−1 dobs −dn( )+ΛCM−1 mn −m0( )+γFTFmn
#
$

%
& , (5.35) 

where,  

dn = g(mn ) ,          (5.36) 

and 

Gn( )
α

i
=

∂gi

∂mα

!

"
#

$

%
&
mn

,        (5.37)  

denotes the Jacobian matrix at nth iteration. The parameter µn (µn ≤1 ) is an ad hoc parameter 

that defines the step size. For Gauss-Newton algorithm, we take µn =1µμ! = 1. The iterative 
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process starts with the prior model µμ! ≲ 1m! = m!"#$" , which takes the structure of the 

image-guided inversion. 

In the classical Tikhonov regularization, we simply use a finite-difference approximation of 

first or second difference operator (gradient and Laplacian operators, respectively) to represent 

C!
-‐!, the inverse of the prior covariance matrix of the model. In this case, the matrix C! is 

therefore homogeneous and spatially stationary. On the contrary, in image-guided 

structure-constrained inversion, we introduce structure constraints into C!
-‐! . Therefore 𝐂𝐌!! 

becomes a tensor-guided and structure-oriented, hence anisotropic and spatially varying operator. 

In Zhou et al. [2014a], we used a discretized four-direction smoothing matrix to represent C!
-‐!. In 

addition to that method, we can use a local Laplacian filter concept to construct this operator as,  

CM
−1 =αI+βC*DC ,        (5.38) 

where I is the identity matrix, C is an approximation of the gradient operator, C* is the adjoint of 

C (Hermitian transpose), α  and β are scaling parameters, and D is the diffusion tensor field 

introduced above. Because D varies spatially, instead of having a matrix form for 𝐂𝐌!!, we have 

to apply it as an operator ( )a= +g I C*DC f , with f the input and g the output. The matrix C*C 

can be seen as a Laplacian filter operator, but now both its scale and filtering direction are 

determined locally by the spatially varying tensor field D(x). Note that if the grid of model m is 

sparser than the image, which is usual case below, the size of the diffusion tensor D needs to be 

equal to the size of m, so in this case D is not simply calculated at every image sample, but needs 

some spatial averaging as well. Because G!* C!
-‐!G! + C!

-‐! is symmetric and positive definite, we 
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can use the conjugate gradient method to update the model vector m!!!. Then, we solve the 

inverse problem following the Gauss-Newton algorithm until a convergence criterion is reached, 

in our case when the relative decrease in datamisfit is less than a prescribed percentage. 

Iterations can be also stopped when a convergence condition on the model vector is reached.  

 Finally, we can also compute the model resolution matrix R relating the inverted model with 

the true model [Menke, 1984] 

true=Rm m ,        (5.39) 

and obtained by 

R = GTCD
−1G+ΛCM

−1 +γFTF!
"

#
$
−1
GTCD

−1G ,     (5.40) 

based on the Jacobian G  and on the regularization parameter λ  at the final iteration. For each 

cell of the discretized resistivity model, the sensitivity of the data to determine the value of the 

resistivity of this cell is determined from the diagonal elements of the model resolution matrix. 

Therefore, incorporating structural information into the matrix 𝐂𝐌!! leads to better resolution 

matrix for the tomographic problem. 

5.4.5 Image-Guided Interpolation 

Once the final tomogram of induced polarization is obtained using the Gauss-Newton 

algorithm described above, we can take an optional step to refine the tomogram. Image guided 

interpolation seeks to increase the resolution of the inverted complex resistivity model by solving 

a diffusion-like equation and ''back-diffusing'' the values of known samples to the whole domain 

under the guidance of the tensor field (x)D . In Geophysics, the model parameters of an inverse 
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problem should be discretized into a large number of unknowns in order to obtain a good 

resolution for the inverted models. This may require a prohibitively high computational effort. 

To obtain complex resistivity models of higher resolution honoring the structure of the guiding 

image and using a reasonable number of unknown parameters, we interpolate the final sparse 

complex resistivity model resulting from the image-guided inversion into a higher resolution 

model covering all the pixels of the guiding image. To perform such interpolation, we use the 

so-called “image-guided blended neighbor interpolation” approach developed by Hale [2009]. 

This interpolation is guided by an image that describes the structural features of the study 

domain (the same used to guide the inversion). The input of the image-guided interpolation is a 

set of scattered data consisting of m samples (number of known data values) F = f1,f2 ,!,fm{ }  

with fk ∈ ! , ∀k ∈ 1,2,!,m{ } . The set of known data F is associated with a set of m-sample 

points X = x1,x2,!,xm{ }  where xk ∈ !
n , n is the space dimension  (in this work n 2= ). In 

our case, kf  represent the predicted sparse permeability model and kx are the coordinates of 

the cells of these permeability values. The aim of the interpolation is to construct a function 

q(x)  such that  

q(x) :!n →!
q(xk )=fk

"
#
$

%$
,        (5.41)  

where x  refer to the coordinates of all the points, both known and unknown. The function q  

has two properties: (1) the known values kf  remain unchanged while applying q ; (2) the 
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interpolated model obtained with q  has higher resolution than the initial modelF . In the image 

guided interpolation frame, the nearest neighbor of a point is evaluated not in terms of the 

minimum Euclidian distance but it corresponds to the paths of the minimum time. The image 

guided blended neighbor interpolation process can be summarized as following. The first step 

consists in solving the following Eikonal equation  

   
(x) (x) (x) 1, x X

( ) 0, x X
t t

t x
∇ ⋅ ⋅∇ = ∉⎧
⎨

= ∈⎩

D
      (5.42) 

where D(x) denotes the diffusion (metric) tensor field derived from the guiding image. Solving 

equation (5.42) gives both the minimum travel time from a point x  to its nearest known 

neighbor kx , (x)t  and the nearest neighbor interpolant of this point, p (x) , which has the 

value kf  (corresponding to kx ). 

The second step consists in performing the blended neighbor interpolation by solving the 

following smoothing diffusion equation. 

q(x)− 1
e
∇t2 (x)D(x)∇q(x) = p(x) ,      (5.43) 

where e 4≥  is a constant controlling the smoothing  (the larger e  the smoother the results). 

The solution of this equation is the interpolated model (x)q . This model respects the structures 

and has a higher resolution. Furthermore it does not modify the structure of the original inverted 

model, i.e. kf (q xk( )=fk ). 
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Figure 5.7 Spectral induced polarization tomography. The inputs are the observed data 

(apparent resistivity and phases collected at a set of electrodes) and a prior information regarding 

the structure of the image and some mean resistivity values for each facies. The inversion is 

based on a Gauss-Newton approach in which the model covariance matrix is determined from 

the guiding image. At each iteration, both the model vector and the model covariance matrix are 

updated. Once the algorithm has converged, we used image-guided interpolation to provide a 

focused image of the resistivity and the phase. These tomograms are obtained for a set of 

frequencies. Finally, we apply the petrophysical transform to this final tomogram to determine 

the permeability distribution. 

 

5.4.6 Summary 

The image guided inversion/interpolation process can be divided into three main steps 

(Figure 5.7): (1) Step 1 (initialization): we derive the structural information from the guiding 
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image and store it in the smoothing matrix i.e. inverse of model covariance C−1
M . The grey scales 

used are determined form the prior resistivity model 0m  (2) Step 2 (image-guided inversion): 

we optimize the complex resistivity field using the smoothing matrix C−1
M  as a constraint term. 

This step is an iterative process, which stops once the convergence criterion in term of data 

misfit is met or when the model vector has converged (3) Step 3 (image-guided interpolation): 

the aim of this optional step is to increase the resolution of the hydraulic conductivity tomogram 

obtained from step 2 by interpolating in the whole domain under the guidance of the tensor field 

D(x). 

5.5 Application to a Synthetic Test  

We apply now our algorithm to a synthetic case study to see how it can perform in a 

relatively simple case of four sedimentary layers cut by a normal fault. The model domain 

consists of 15×25 cells, while each cell is 3×3 m2. We use 10 surface electrodes (3m horizontal 

interval) and 24 borehole electrodes (12 electrodes in one borehole, 6m vertical interval), with 

the two boreholes 33m apart, Figure 5.8b is an illustration of the geometry, showing the four 

formations and the positions of the electrodes used for the spectral induced polarization 

tomograph. We simulate data for 11 frequencies logarithmically spaced from 1 mHz to 100 Hz, 

each frequency with 448 measurements, then for the measured apparent complex model we add 

1% Gaussian noise to the amplitude and 1 mrad Gaussian noise to the phase. The Cole-Cole 

parameters defining the complex conductivity of the four formations are taken constant in each 

formation and are given in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. Figure 5.9 shows the spectra of quadrature 
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conductivity of the four formations. They all have different peak frequencies, hence different 

permeability values, with formation 3 the least permeable, and formation 4 the most permeable 

(see Table 5.2 as well). 

 
Figure 5.8 Sketch of the geometry. a. Starting image to guide the inversion of the spectral 

induced polarization data. We show also the diffusion tensor D used to guide the Gauss-Newton 

inversion. b. Position of the electrodes used for the spectral induced polarization tomography and 

the four formations. 
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Figure 5.9 Quadrature conductivity spectra for the four formations used in the synthetic 

modeling. Formation 3 is the less permeable formation whereas Formation 4 is the most 

permeable formation (see Table 5.2).   

 

We have now 11 sets of data measured at 11 frequencies. As an example, Figure 5.10 is 

showing the true complex resistivity at 0.1Hz, amplitude and phase. Figure 5.11 shows the 0.1 

Hz inverted complex resistivity model using conventional method while Figure 5.12 shows the 

image-guided inversion results. The latter one is notably better than the former in terms of both 

structure and values, especially for the phase. Note that all the other 10 frequencies are inverted 

at the same time with 0.1 Hz. Next we pick peak frequencies from the spectra of quadrature 

conductivity using polynomial fit, and calculate formation factor using equation 19. Figure 5.13 
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shows the predicted permeability model using conventional SIP inversion and image-guided 

inversion SIP. Their permeability model RMS are 351130% and 1834.3%, respectively. The 

permeability model estimated from image-guided SIP not only better recover the shape of the 

formation, but also the permeability values. If we further interpolate the permeability map into a 

higher resolution map, using conventional linear interpolation method for k model predicted 

from conventional results and image-guided interpolation method for k model estimated from 

image-guided inversion results, shown in Figure 5.14, without doubt the image-guided inverted 

and interpolated is much more accurate, We can compare them with the true permeability map in 

Figure 5.15. 

 
Figure 5.10 True complex resistivity model (amplitude and phase) at 0.1 Hz 
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Table 5.2 True petrophysical model parameters for the four formations used in the synthetic 

case. 1, 2 and 4 are clayey sandstones while 3 is a clay-rich formation (mudstone, see Table 5.1). 

We use ( )
SD + (Na+, 25°C) = 3.8 ×  10-12 m2s-1, a pore water conductivity of wσ  = 0.01 S m-1, 

and R = 0.20.  

Formation 
φ 

(-) 

F 

(-) 

0τ  

(s) 

k 

(m2) 

m 

(-) 

c 

(-) 

Sσ  

(10-4 S m-1) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

0.25 

0.20 

0.20 

0.40 

6 

9 

15 

4 

3 

0.2 

0.02 

25 

4.75×10-13 

2.11×10-14 

1.27×10-15 

5.9×10-12 

1.30 

1.40 

1.70 

1.50 

0.50 

0.50 

0.25 

0.45 

1.05 

105 

63.0 

1.05 

 
Table 5.3 Model parameters for the four formations used in the synthetic case. 1, 2 and 4 are 

clayey sandstones while 3 is a clay-rich formation. We use ( )
SD + (Na+, 25°C) = 3.8 ×  10-12 

m2s-1, a pore water conductivity of wσ  = 0.01 S m-1, and R = 0.20. The product Fφ denotes the 

tortuosity of the material. The normalized chargeability is obtained with Rn SM σ= . The 

high-frequency conductivity is obtained as /w SFσ σ σ∞ = + .The low-frequency conductivity is 

determined from 0 nMσ σ∞= − . Note that the conductivity of formations 1 and 4 does not 

depend too much on the frequency.  

Formation 
Fφ 

(-) 

nM  

(10-4 S m-1) 

σ∞
 

(10-4 S m-1) 

0σ  

(10-4 S m-1) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1.50 

1.80 

3.00 

1.60 

0.21 

21.0 

12.6 

0.21 

17.72 

116.11 

69.67 

26.05 

17.51 

95.11 

57.07 

25.84 
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Figure 5.11 Recovered complex resistivity model at 0.1 Hz after inversion using a conventional 

Gauss-Newton algorithm. a. Amplitude of the resistivity at 0.1 Hz. b. Phase lag at 0.1 Hz. 

 
Figure 5.12 Complex resistivity tomogram at 0.1 Hz after image-guided inversion. a. Amplitude 

of the resistivity at 0.1 Hz. b. Phase lag at 0.1 Hz.  
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Figure 5.13  Distribution of the permeability from complex conductivity model. a. Using the 

Gauss-Newton inversion. b. Using the image-guided inversion. In both cases, these results are 

shown before image-guided interpolation.  

Figure 5.14 Recovered permeability. a. Using the classical Gauss–Newton inversion and then 

linear interpolation. b. Using image-guided inversion followed by image-guided interpolation. 
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Figure 5.15 True permeability distribution from Table 5.2. 

 

5.6 Discussion  

There are three subjects worth considering: (1) The validity of the petrophysical transforms 

used in this study, (2) the uncertainty coming from the petrophysical transforms, the data quality, 

and the uncertainty on the guiding image on the final permeability tomography, and (3) 

alternative regularization technique avoiding the choice of the guiding image inversion / 

interpolation approaches. We want to mainly discuss (1) and (3) in this section. 
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5.6.1 Validity of the Petrophysical Transforms  

 Usually quadrature conductivity spectra of siliciclastic material exhibit clear relaxation 

peaks as shown in Figure 5.1. This is however not always the rule. Revil [2012] show that 

induced polarization spectra of siliciclastic sediments can be divided into two families depending 

on the characteristic of the pore size distribution. These two types of spectra are shown in Figure 

5.16. Type A corresponds to the type of spectra mostly studied in this paper (see Figure 5.1). 

Type B is characterized by a plateau in the quadrature conductivity and a decay of the quadrature 

conductivity with the decrease of the frequency at low frequencies. In the case of type B 

materials, we can still define a characteristic frequency and we have shown in Revil (2012) that 

this characteristic frequency can also be used to predict permeability.  

The present methodology may fail if the permeability is controlled by the presence of 

macroscopic cracks since we are not clear about, at this point, how these cracks would influence 

spectral induced polarization spectra. Much research is needed in this direction.  

5.6.2 Alternative Methodologies 

There are many other ways to regularize the inverse problem of spectral induced polarization 

using geostatistical concepts as introduced in a mathematically similar problem namely hydraulic 

tomography (see for instance Kitanidis [1995] and Yeh et al. [1996]). These quasi-linear 

geostatistical approaches use spatial statistics (mean, variance, and correlation scales) of material 

properties as the prior information as in Bayesian approaches. The spatial statistics embedded in 

both approaches provides the statistically averaged shape of heterogeneity, in addition to its 
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mean and variance. These geostatistical approaches are expected to perform better than the 

classical Gauss-Newton approach without prior spatial statistical information or when no prior 

information is available that could be used for image-guided inversion. The Sequential Linear 

Estimator (SLE) approach of Yeh et al. [1996] has already been applied to the DC resistivity 

problem [see Yeh et al., 2002] and its extension to complex resistivity should not be a problem.  

The SLE technique conceptualizes the parameter fields to be estimated as spatial stochastic 

processes, which have an infinite numbers of possible realizations but are characterized by their 

means, variances, and correlation scales. The correlation scales correspond to the average 

thickness of the heterogeneity. In essence, these are prior information about all possible spatial 

realizations of parameter values in the geologic media. At the opposite of the image-guided 

inversion approach used above, the shape of the facies is however casted in a statistically average 

sense. The SLE then includes the measurements of parameters if they are available at the 

sampling points to reduce the number of possible realizations of parameters in space (uncertainty) 

by using a stochastic linear estimator (kriging), which considers the spatial correlations of the 

parameters (i.e., spatial structures or thicknesses used as prior information). Kriging is used to 

obtain the conditional expectation of the parameters given the data and is used to assess the 

uncertainty.  Because it is the conditional expectation, the estimate is smooth unless a large 

number of measurements are available for conditioning (close to the mean value or best unbiased 

estimate). Afterward, SLE uses the conditional mean values of the parameters to predict 

hydraulic head or electrical potential values of the entire field at a given time. It then updates or 
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improves the estimated model parameters using the differences between the predicted versus 

observed data and updates the covariances to obtain residual covariances.  SLE iterates the 

estimation process to improve the estimates and to maximize the information content of the 

observed data until the differences are sufficiently small.  

We believe therefore that these approaches could be used to perform some joint inversion of 

head data (hydraulic tomography) together with complex conductivity data (spectral induced 

polarization tomography) to improve our ability to image the permeability of heterogeneous 

aquifers.  

5.7 Conclusion  

 We have shown that permeability estimation is possible from complex conductivity spectra 

in the laboratory. This approach can be exported to field conditions. We first derived an 

approach to improve the resolution content of spectral induced polarization tomography using an 

image-guided inversion and interpolation approach. The guiding image can come from a seismic 

migrated cross-section, a GPR migrated cross-section, or from some prior geological expertise. 

The guiding image is grey coded (zero: white to 1 for black) according to the prior information 

on resistivity distribution and a local diffusion tensor is determined using the gradient of the grey 

scale. In turn, this diffusion tensor is used to compute the local smoothness matrix using in the 

regularization term of the cost-function to minimize. This information provides a better 

resolution of the spectral induced polarization spectra. Finally, the petrophysical transform 

developed in the first part of the paper are used to determine the intrinsic formation factor, and to 
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use the peak frequency and this intrinsic formation factor to generate a permeability tomogram. 

 In the future, we plan to develop a general approach to invert jointly pumping tests, 

self-potential signals acquired during pumping tests and spectral induced polarization data to get 

high-resolution permeability distribution of heterogeneous aquifers. The present paper and the 

recent paper of Soued Ahmed et al. [2014] can be seen as the first steps in this direction.  
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis describes the theory and applications of the structure-constrained image-guided 

inversion approach. This method calculates the structure tensor field and diffusion (metric) 

tensor field of a secondary image (e.g., a seismic/GPR image or geological cross-section) to 

capture its structure features, then incorporates the structure information into regularization i.e. 

the model covariance of the inversion of primary data. This is a very general approach that can 

be applied to all types of geophysical data. The model constructed by image-guided inversion 

obeys our prior knowledge of the subsurface geology and, as confirmed in synthetic tests, the 

model parameter values are closer to the true ones compared to conventional inversion results. 

When it comes to problems such as hydraulic conductivity or permeability estimation, where 

larger errors are not uncommon, image-guided inversion and image-guided interpolation can 

help reduce non-uniqueness and significantly improve the accuracy and resolution of the results. 

It is true that the guiding image itself has uncertainty, but we can use the decrease/increase in the 

data misfit of the image-guided inversion of geophysical data as an accept/reject criterion among 

several different guiding images. By combining stochastic inversion and image-guided inversion, 

we can even optimize geophysical models and geological models at the same time. 

For future work, I plan to use seismic images directly as guiding images more often because 

they contain very rich local structural features. In addition, application of image-guided inversion 

to time-lapse problems would be a good field to investigate. For stochastic inversion, I would 

like to try to invert for other types of geological models, such as stratigraphy, lithology, or even 

porosity, permeability and fluid content models. I also would like to invert for geological model 
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parameters that have discretized values. For example, in the interpretation of a seismic image, 

the interpreters sometimes provide several possible depths of a horizon or angles of a fault. In 

this situation, there is a need to determine the location of the structure feature that is most likely 

to be correct, and to estimate how much confidence we have in the accuracy of the location in 

terms of probability. What is more, I would like to try partial parallelization of stochastic method, 

for example starting many Markov chains at the same time and take the average of all the 

posterior results to get a final posterior distribution. Another approach I would like to try that can 

considerably save computing time is to use dimension reduction techniques such as pilot points 

to reduce number of parameters in inversion. Finally then, I can try to directly invert for 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the diffusion tensors at representative locations to get a picture 

of the subsurface structures. 
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